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Editorial
…Eugen M Bacon

S

peculative fiction can be all about worldbuilding, fantastical elements and
technology, so much so that its writers disremember to tell a good story.
I hand-picked featured works in this issue because they were the type of
stories and poems I love to read. These are works crafted by master storytellers
who understand characterisation, enchantment and restraint.
I pondered each work, bite size or epic, and went, “By Jove, I wish I wrote
that.”
As an editor and lover of cross genre writing, I wanted to bellow from the
apex of TRAPPIST-1 that you could nominate just about every entry in this
issue for a literary or speculative fiction award, and it might win or get notable
mention.
As a short story author who writes across forms, I paid special attention
to poetry and flash fiction, works that don’t get serious love from publishers
who might—with misinformation or bias—think they are maximising value for
money by obsessing on word count.
Now let me tell you a thing or three. When stories enter the submission
process, their goal is to survive while storming past guards at the balustrades
of the intergalactic castle that is Andromeda. Some stories fall at the gates,
victim to the slings and arrows of outrageous slayers. Others get to the inner
palisade but drown in hidden pools of lava as readers shout, “Your mother was
a hamster and your father smells of elderberries!” Only a rare few survive to
present themselves before the final editor, marked with the ultimate accolade:
an elaborately crested helmet embossed with the word commendable.
So know this: stories that brave it through to the editor’s desk have survived
volcanic ash, ice storms, voodoo, the plague, Armageddon, apocalypse and
gateways to hell. By this time, it’s no longer about quality, but about what
electrifies. The editor starts a shortlist that pulsates and germinates, grows to wo/
man size by the time submissions close. The editor then chooses the crème de la
crème of the Bravehearts, and aligns them with publishing quota. In a nutshell,
the editorial selection process is also about characterisation, enchantment and
restraint.
The nature of stories and poems that came my way painted such unique
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protagonists, such secondary characters so full of enchantment, they murdered
my restraint. They warped and denormalised everything. It was love at first
read.
I laughed and cried with Hamilton Perez’s fantasy Me & the Dead Boy. I
marched to the pattern of drums as it rose to a crescendo in Ana Shopova’s
poem They Come. I drowned in storming agony with Rhys in Kris Ashton’s sci-fi
horror The Larval Stage. I held my breath with a 10-year-old on the edge of the
hills down by the creek, trapped in the gaze of Lucifer’s spawn in August Fell’s
The Devil Girl.
Whether the story was about corpses of gorgons, or about manticores
tapping like fingernails inside shells, or about tots drifting fatherless in starlight,
or about faces lurching in seas of hell inside black suits’ eyeballs, or about musos
who never died, or about floating crew in a lifeless ship, or about the ebony eyes
of a naked girl right there on the other side of the creek, crouched by a big dead
sycamore tree… each work confounded me, and I fell back.
Stunned, I contemplated ghosts, human hosts, refugee babies, time travel
chants, hunters of beasts, silvery pools bounded by galaxies, into which old
priests dove, their strong strokes bringing them to a transparent bottom where
they gazed out at the stars.
Whichever story or poem, I couldn’t bear it if I didn’t seize it now, right now,
for our mag. Be prepared to be astonished. The works in this issue are alive with
personal and universal appeal. Looking at stories behind the stories, you’ll see
why each work is unique: it comes from a special place.
Take it from the Drakon’s mouth.
Also in this issue, we showcase discerning Writers Unearthed interviews that
highlight exceptional guests. Meet Andrei Seleznev—a Russian-Australian crossgenre author who loves poetry, literary fiction and speculative fiction. Gemma
Farley—a true-blue lover of imaginings who, from a young age, would drift
from reality to the hyperreal, the worlds of her mind. J Ashley Smith—a British–
Australian author of dark fiction who moved to Australia and didn’t write for
10 years, until speculative fiction, precisely horror, steered him back to writing.
Interested in featuring in Unearthed? Email asimeditor@gmail.com.
In our reviews section, look out for books to read, and know which not to
touch with a sword, wand or barge pole. If you’ve already chanced upon the
latter, press the twelfth Doctor’s sonic screwdriver to your cranium and thumb
Obliviate!
Now tighten your seatbelts, sit back for the odyssey. Thrust with me to the
Otherworld!
Eugen M Bacon
Editor
Andromeda Spaceways Magazine
Issue 70, March 2018
Return to Contents
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Me & the Dead Boy
…Hamilton Perez

Three days after my best friend killed himself I found him standing outside my

house, throwing rocks at my bedroom window. He was bone-pale and partially
transparent. The streetlights cast beams through him like swords through a
magician’s assistant.
There was no mistaking. It was Ronnie.
My first thought was disbelief. A living ghost was throwing rocks at my
house. But a mob of angry questions, all demanding answers, quickly chased
the feeling. If he wanted to get out of here so bad why did he come back? Did
he think I would be glad to see him? Did he think he would scare me or hurt me
worse than he did?
I opened the window and leaned out, unsure at first what to say. “Can I help
you?”
“David. It’s me. Ronnie. I’m a ghost!”
“I know that, stupid. What do you want?”
He shrugged. “Thought we could hang out?”
That’s when I decided what this was. After days of too little sleep and too
many people asking how I was doing, my subconscious had joined the evergrowing comfort-choir to make me talk about my feelings.
“No thanks.” I shut the window.
I flopped onto my bed, ready to forget Ronnie’s suicide and his ghost
altogether, when a rock crashed through my window.
I started at the sharp crack and all in an instant, I knew: This was real.
Everything just piled on after that. Ghosts are real. There’s life after death.
Ronnie was back. And the glass breaking had probably woken Mum.
I rushed to the door, cracked it open, and listened for the creak, the groan of
her climb from bed. How would I explain this? Sorry, Mum, Ronnie just broke a
window. No, he’s still dead. Just a ghost is all.
Once I was sure she hadn’t woken, I returned to the window, ready to put
Ronnie in the grave a second time and make sure he stayed in it.
Outside, Ronnie just looked up and smiled.
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I brought him upstairs and closed the door as quietly as I could. I turned, and
Ronnie was sprawled across my bed with a magazine from under my sock
drawer. I didn’t know what to make of the sight, of his cloudy hands holding the
glossy pages, but it made my eyes blur.
“How are you able to throw rocks?” It wasn’t the first thing I wanted to ask,
but it was all that came out.
“I can move things just like you,” he said casually. “It’s not like movies where
you just phase through stuff. But I can do that too.”
“Neat…”
“Before I came here,” Ronnie looked at me and grinned, “I stopped next door
and moved some things around. At 5.34 the Guffick will wake up to her phone
blaring ‘Peanut Butter Jelly Time’ from inside the toaster.”
Ms McGuffick was the next-door neighbour. Ronnie used to say McGuffick
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was obviously a made-up name and that she was probably ex-KGB. Hence the
codename: the Guffick.
Imagining the Guffick’s tall, hunched frame slouching through her house,
adjusting her glasses up and down the bridge of her nose, mumbling to herself
whether she should radio HQ that her cover’s been blown, made me laugh. It
was the first time in three days.
Ronnie smiled, watching me with a strange, hungry expression.
“Why are you looking at me like that?”
“Just glad it wasn’t a waste. I can’t laugh anymore, turns out. Laughter
requires breath, and, well—” He dropped the magazine and pointed at himself
with both thumbs. “Dead.”
“Oh… How do you speak?”
Ronnie shook his head. “How do you, jerk? You’ve been alive seventeen
years and failed basic biology twice; I’ve only been dead three days, so give me
a break. I’m still figuring all this stuff out.”
“Sorry…”
“Yeah, sorry for bringing biology into it.”
“Does everyone that dies become a ghost? You didn’t see like a white light
or anything?”
“Nope. No heaven, I guess.”
“…And the other place?”
“What other place?”
“Well, you know… you did kill yourself.”
“That’s a heck of a thing to say to your best friend. The other place…” he
trailed off. “No,” he said finally. “No other place either.”
For a while we said nothing.
Ronnie turned back to the magazine and I just watched him.
“Geez, I’ve been in coffins less quiet than this room,” he said.
“I don’t know what you want me to say.”
“Yeah, me neither, I guess. Maybe that says it all.” The silence came creeping
back. The longer it stayed, the harder it was to break. Like always, Ronnie broke
before I did. “Alright, sorry I didn’t say goodbye before.” He got up. “And, well,
goodbye, I guess.”
He passed through the wall of my second-story room like he was just stepping
out for a bit.
No, wait, you’ll fall! I almost shouted.
Death is a thing to get used to.
I rushed to the window but didn’t see him anywhere. He was just gone.
Again.
Searching desperately, I spotted a shadowy figure leaning against McGuffick’s
house, facing my direction. Was this some game Ronnie was playing? I
watched the figure, certain it was watching me, until a wind swept through the
neighbourhood, revealing it to be just the shadow of a tree.
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I cried that night like when Ronnie first died. All that panic and disbelief and
that mad, hopeless struggle to fix it—it all came rushing back and was just too
much. Rough, aching sobs washed over me.
Mum came out of her room, walked delicately to my door and stopped. She
was listening.
It was hard to get through to her that suicide’s not some flu that I caught
from Ronnie. Not wanting another talk, I pulled the covers over my head,
swallowed back the grief and fell asleep.
The next day was a school day.
“Take some time off, babe,” said Mum. “You don’t have to do school.”
“I’m alright.”
My thoughts were dark and ugly. They throbbed with pain and fear, like a
heart struggling to beat through a gunshot wound. I didn’t want to sit at home
alone with that.
In class, it was difficult to focus, but that wasn’t new.
Sure, everyone looked at me different, and there was more muttering and
whispers now. There was even some laughter, which almost made me cry for
some reason. But I was never much of a bookworm or teacher’s pet or a studier,
so that was all just fine.
When I got home, still nothing held my attention. I did homework to occupy
myself.
As I struggled to divide 6x2+16x by 3x+8—wondering whether it mattered
if I found the answer, what that answer meant in the grand scheme of things, or
whether (6x2+16x) ÷ (3x+8) would add to my happiness or worth—Ronnie
appeared in the room.
Pencil and paper flew as I jumped.
“How’d you get in here?”
“I’ve been in here for over an hour,” he said. “You just can’t see me until the
sun goes down.” He looked at the scattered paper. “You’re doing homework? I
really didn’t consider the consequences of offing myself—”
“That’s not funny—”
“Not until you laugh about it.” He patted my shoulder.
“What are you doing here?”
“Listen, David. The deal is I’m haunting you, so you’d better get used to my
presence.”
My heart sank. I must have turned as pale as Ronnie’s ghost.
“Jesus, David, I’m kidding. Look, I know you’re mad. But, I’m just…” He
threw his hands. “I am so bored!”
“Sorry. I’m not the one who killed you.”
“It’s like that, huh?”
I was about to apologise, maybe double down—none of this made sense,
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and I was feeling as unpredictable as my best friend proved to be—but then
Mum came knocking and Ronnie vanished through the far wall.
“Hey, hon, you hungry?” she asked through the door.
“No.”
“You gotta eat, babe…” she said softly.
“Don’t you have a shift tonight?” There was a quiet before I heard her walk
downstairs. Her footsteps were like little hammers tapping against my glass
heart, until finally they were gone and I dared breathe again.
Ronnie stepped back through the wall like it was nothing. “Go easy on your
mum.”
“The kid who killed himself doesn’t get to tell me how to treat my mum.”
Ronnie nodded, apparently wounded. “Alright, then.” He walked towards
the window. “I release you!” he said dramatically and stepped through.
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Again, I found myself pressed against the glass, searching for him, gazing
at the big, wide world. Nothing. Then I noticed something familiar—a shadow
figure staring up at my window. I shut the blinds and went back to homework.
A smash of rocks against my window woke me up. I ran over to tell Ronnie to
quit.
But Ronnie wasn’t waiting below.
She stood outside in a grey, moth-eaten nightgown.
“Ms McGuffick?”
“No,” she moaned. “It’s Ronnie! Be quiet… She’s sleeping.”
“This is so wrong.”
“Come on… Let’s go do stuff,” he said through her.
“I’m not going anywhere with you! You take Ms McGuffick and put her right
where you found her. Now!”
“Come on. The Guffick and I are going to Hangman’s Hill. I can buy beer. I
didn’t bring her purse but I’m pretty sure she won’t get carded.”
I’d been trying to get Ronnie out to Hangman’s Hill for years. He was the
shy homebody type. Smarter than most people, but those smarts all went to
rationalising why he shouldn’t step out of his comfort zone. Now he wanted me
to go out there. I thought of ghost stories where people are lured to their deaths
by what they want most.
“Ronnie, this isn’t funny—”
“I’m not laughing. I can’t. Wait a sec,” he realised. “Ha. Ha. Ha.” Laughter
exhaled forcibly through Ms McGuffick.
Ronnie’s ghost was more alive than he ever was. That was something I
couldn’t turn my back on.
Along the shore there’s a hill of sand built over the bones of an old tree uprooted
by the ‘94 tsunami. Teenagers built fires behind it so no one glancing out the
window of their seaside home would call the cops. Of course, once night fell,
the orange glow that rims the hill gave us away. But we pretended to hide, and
the neighbours pretended not to notice so long as our fun didn’t reach their
manicured lawns.
This place is called Hangman’s Hill, and nobody knows why.
On a Friday, I’d be out there with a group of friends. And on a particularly
lucky week, we passed around a bottle someone stole or convinced their older
brother or sister to buy.
On this night, it was just me and Ronnie.
True to his word, he bought us liquor with my money. All I could afford was
bottom-shelf red wine that tasted foul.
Ronnie wasn’t much help with the rest. “Don’t want to wake her,” he
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indicated himself.
So I gathered the wood. I started the fire. I raised it and kept it fed.
But it was all right. I always knew if I ever got him out there it would just
be me and him.
He didn’t like groups or crowds. Never fitted in. Mostly because he was so
sure he wouldn’t.
And I always knew I would have to start the fire myself. For all his brains,
he didn’t know how to do almost anything. So it was almost like I’d imagined
it. Making something special and private and fleeting with my best friend. Away
from parents and teachers and all the world’s demands.
We were alone—nothing around us but ashes and footprints, half-covered
glass bottles and plastic bags that whispered in the wind like tangible memories,
ghosts of a different type.
“The wine’s all yours,” he said like an apology. “Not gonna do any good
getting the Guffick drunk before I take her home.”
It was weird seeing Ms McGuffick like that—knees up to her face, arms
around her legs. I got a brief glimpse of her as a girl—gangly, awkward, with
hints of shy sweetness. She stared dead-eyed deep into the fire with a drowsiness
that looked like longing.
We sat without talking, just listened to the crack and hiss of the flames, the
slow wash of the sea, the slosh of the bottle.
“What’s it like…?” Through Ms McGuffick’s tired, dusty voice it sounded like
some half-remembered thought she was struggling to reclaim.
“What’s what like?”
“Being out here. With everybody…” He trembled, like it was a secret,
something buried. A longing too molten and dangerous to be unearthed.
I wondered if it were him or only the Guffick asking this question.
I thought of all the other times before, of groups of us talking and laughing
around the fire’s warmth, covering our faces with our shirts when smoke drifted
in our direction. I thought of the nights I’d stolen Michelle or Aubrey or Olivia
for a quiet walk along the shore, and the knowing looks when we returned. The
hidden smiles that said, We’ll talk later…
“One night there was about eight of us here. Shannon came out, so I made
sure it was me that started the fire, ya know.” A grin pulled across my face. “The
wood we collected was full of these little holes, but I didn’t think anything of
it. I just piled it up high, and lit it underneath, and pretty soon we had this big
fire, right.
“Then while it’s burning, getting real hot, this lizard comes running out of
the wood, like it was hiding in one of those holes, unnoticed until it was already
in the flames. It jumped and landed in Shannon’s hair.”
“Hahummmhaa!” went Ms McGuffick’s tired laugh.
“Shannon was screaming. Just freaking out. Throwing her hair around until
it shook loose. She was so scared, she practically fell into me. I just held open
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my arms and she came right in.”
Ronnie grinned and shook his head.
For a moment, it was all nice. It felt sort of complete, I guess, and when I
sipped the bottle it tasted sweet.
“What happened to the lizard?”
“Fell back into the fire.”
We sat there quietly, watching the fire lick the ends of the tree’s exposed
roots.
“I always imagined,” he started then stopped, eyes wide like he saw
something. Maybe a shadow he mistook for a lizard fleeing the fire. “I don’t
know. I tried not to think about it. I just wanted everyone back in their own little
rooms, doing what I was doing. Alone.”
I knew how he felt then, probably for the first time. He’d given that to me
by leaving.
That fear I should have been there, should have seen what was going on.
He’d dug out a hole and hid inside me, slowly gnawing away. But I couldn’t
say that. Just the thought of it stung and made me turn my head. So I said
something else.
“I wanted you to come out. So you could see it’s not some big scary thing.
It’s just the world.”
“I wasn’t scared!” he said. “I was… socially disinclined.”
We laughed, which was a little weird, maybe because it felt sort of natural.
I reached out and patted him on the back. Ms McGuffick moaned and said
something I couldn’t make out.
“Careful…” she said, and I wasn’t sure if it was Ronnie or the Guffick
speaking. “If she wakes up, we’re screwed.” And it all just sort of fell on me then.
We didn’t talk for a bit after that—the crackling fire tapping the silence.
Ms McGuffick looked at me, eyes half-closed. “Are you crying?”
“You’re an asshole,” I said.
“I know…” Ms McGuffick turned back to the fire.
All the grief welled up in me and I wanted to unload it all onto him, but I
couldn’t open my mouth. I just sat there, shaking, trying to will the tears back
into my eyes.
“I’m sorry,” he said. “I don’t know what else to say…” I didn’t answer. “Maybe
I should just leave.”
“You already did.”
“You’re right. You’re always right. I should take the Guffick home. It was
wrong to do this.”
“Ronnie, I drove.”
“Trust me, these knees could use the conditioning. She’s not the agent she
used to be.”
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The fire burned until it died.
At home, I saw the shadow-man again, standing beside McGuffick’s house.
This time it wasn’t looking towards my bedroom window. It was peering into
Ms McGuffick’s.
“Hey, I see you!” I said. “Hey there. Hello! You want me to call the cops?”
The hair on my arms and neck stood on end and my whole body burned.
I ran out. I pulled out my phone as I approached and shone the flashlight
on him. But there was nothing, no one. A moment later, the light of the master
bedroom blinked on. I killed the app, pocketed my phone and sneaked home.
Days passed, Ronnie nowhere to be found. It felt as wrong as the day he died.
It was still hard to accept, and knowing he was out there made it so much
worse.
I came home from school on Friday, relieved that Mum was out. The only
thing worse than trying to talk with Ronnie was trying not to talk with her.
My relief vanished when I found Mum waiting in my room. She sat on my
bed, hands on her lap.
“What are you doing in here?” I asked.
“I thought we could talk?”
“Do we have to?”
“No,” she frowned. “You have options. Richard Harris wants to have us over
for dinner tonight.”
I groaned.
“Thought you’d say that. Now listen, his son is gone and we’re like family
to him. It’s our duty to be there. But I thought if you and I could talk—actually
have a conversation like two adults—you could maybe persuade me to cover
for you.”
“I’ll go to dinner.”
Mum looked surprised, then turned away, hurt on her face. She nodded,
stood and walked to the door. “We’ll head over after six…” She left the room.
It’s only a model…That’s what I thought whenever I entered Ronnie’s house. The
walls were all in light colours, nothing bold. Eggshell, ivory, vanilla. Different
shades of white. Not a smudge of dust or a misplaced sock.
The house felt bigger and emptier than usual. No Ronnie. No Ronnie’s Mum.
Just Richard Harris, smiling his dimpled smile and ushering us into the palace.
I wondered then about Ronnie’s Mum. She wasn’t at the funeral.
Richard Harris made us seasoned lamb chops, grilled asparagus in a lemon
aioli sauce, biscuits with pesto butter and an asiago salad.
“I’m sorry I couldn’t offer more,” he said.
“Don’t be silly,” Mum said. “This is delightful.”
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“Would you like more?” He scooped salad into my bowl.
“Please,” I said.
He led us in prayer, ended with an elongated Amen, and allowed us to start
eating.
“I’m so sorry how awfully dull it is here, David.” He carved his meat into
thin, bite-sized pieces. “You must be bored out of your mind without your friend.
Ronald was such a troubled boy. It was bound to happen, I suppose. Maybe if
you tutored him more often…” He glanced at me.
“Actually, Richard,” said Mum. “Ronnie tutored David.”
“Oh, that’s right. He was such a bright boy. Such wasted potential. I don’t
think we have a single report card below the Harris standard. High marks all
round. Ronald would have gone far if he hadn’t thrown it away.” He looked to
me with an odd piercing glare.
“I think he did it to get back at his mother.” he went on. “Kimberly… she left
us, you know.”
“Oh, Richard, I didn’t know,” said Mum, hand pressed to her heart.
“You must be at the tail end of the grapevine. I’m sure it’s running all up and
down the whole neighbourhood.” He stabbed his food with his fork. “So, David,
how are you doing in your classes with your tutor gone?” he asked, eyes flashing
at me like an upturned lamp. “You’re not blowing off school, I hope.”
“No, sir.”
“David’s doing fine,” said Mum. “He’s actually been doing really well this
year. I’m very proud of him.” She looked at me with a sad smile. I looked away.
“I would think that,” he leaned towards me, “given as much time as you two
spent together, you might have noticed…”
I just sat there quietly.
“Weren’t you his best friend? Why didn’t you tell me my boy needed help?
Now I have nothing. I have to start over.”
“Richard!” Mum jumped in. “You know David would have done anything for
Ronnie. This was a shock for everyone.”
Her hand was firm on my arm. I pulled away.
“I just want my life back,” said Richard Harris. He began to weep.
Mum put her hands round him, cradled his head.
I just sat there, not knowing what to do.
And then I knew I had to get out.
I went up to Ronnie’s room. The door was shut like it always was.
Dirty clothes littered the chairs, floor and bed. Old movie posters hung
lopsided across the walls. It was the only room in the house that felt lived in. It
was the only room that wasn’t.
I just stood there, leaning against the door, imagining what it must have
been like growing up in that house, needing an escape.
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“Didn’t think you’d come here…” Ronnie sat at his desk. “I’m not following
you, I promise.”
“You’ve been here the last few days?”
“He doesn’t come in here at all. I tell myself it’s because he misses me. But
he never came in before. I’m not sure he even knows this room exists. As long
as the door’s shut it might as well be a wall.”
“So… your Mum…” I started.
Ronnie looked at the floor. “Yeah. I didn’t tell you.” Pause. “She and Dad had
this big fight. She came to me after. Said one day I’d understand. She rubbed my
head and walked out the door like I was just too young to get it—like I might be
mad now, but just give it time kiddo.”
As pale as he was, I couldn’t see that Ronnie was crying until he wiped his
cheek.
“I didn’t know I could do that still,” he said, and it oddly made him smile.
“You would be the ghost that cries,” I said.
“Ha.”
“Hey. You laughed too.”
“Ha,” he said awkwardly. “Yeah, how did I do that?”
Ronnie laughed again and rubbed his eyes and it was the closest thing to
Ronnie I’d seen since he died.
The walls began to shake. The light hanging from the ceiling flickered a few
times. “Uh oh,” said Ronnie. The light went out.
“Ronnie!” I rushed to him through the dark. I bumped into the desk, knocked
things onto the floor with a loud clatter and clank.
“It’s okay,” he said to the dark.
The lights came back on and Ronnie was still there. But standing beside him
was a shadow, an absence of light in the form of a man.
“Ronnie. Get out of here!” I threw a spiral-bound notebook at the shadowghost. The notebook passed right through and hit the far wall.
The shadow shrugged.
“It’s okay,” said Ronnie. “That’s my shadow.”
The shadow nodded.
“They follow us through life and help us pass to the next realm. I gave him
the slip. Figured he’d try to find me, so I hid in the last place anyone would
expect me to be…”
The shadow put a hand on Ronnie’s shoulder.
Ronnie’s expression turned serious. “It’s time for me to go, I’m afra—” His
words faded into nothing.
“You can’t just leave!” I cried. “Why’d you even come back if you’re just going
to go?”
Ronnie started to speak again, but no sound came. The shadow still had its
hand on his shoulder.
“I don’t know how to say goodbye…” My eyes stung.
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Ronnie mouthed a few words. I’m sorry. Or I love you. Or Goodbye. I’ll never
know in this life.
He disappeared.
Mum and Richard Harris barged through the door.
“We heard shouting,” said Mum. “Everything okay?”
“I just fell.” I wiped my eyes.
“Do be careful not to make a mess,” said Richard Harris. “Goodness,” he
glanced about the room as if just discovering it. “What am I going to do with
all this stuff?”
On the drive home, we didn’t talk about Ronnie or Richard Harris or feelings.
The only words between us came from the radio playing at a low hum, the
words “I’ll get along without you” barely audible. But the weight Ronnie left still
perched on my heart, incommunicable.
Somewhere along the drive, unwanted tears started dripping down my
cheek. I wiped my eyes with my sleeve.
Mum leaned forward and looked at me—the precursor to a thousand
questions. She said nothing. Instead, she flipped the blinker and killed the
radio. The car was dead silent but for the click click click as she pulled over,
parked along a quiet street.
Tears streamed down my face like a burst dam.
I stared out the window, not saying anything. I couldn’t do another talk right
then. If I spoke, if I moved, everything would break.
We sat there quiet, in that strange familiar place. Like déjà vu.
Mum let out a breath, sat quiet a moment, and then turned and opened her
arms. Her face was contorted. She looked like she might break into pieces any
moment.
I thought of the lizard, no one to warn it of the fire. No one to weep for its
lonely effigy. I thought of Ronnie sitting inside Ms McGuffick, pretending to be
alive.
Mum sat there, face scrunched, arms open, waiting and waiting.
The weight was too much.
I threw myself into her arms and she wrapped me up.
We rocked and we wept and we didn’t say anything at all.
Story Behind the Story
I was intrigued by the “unfinished business” of the average ghost story, mostly
because I haven’t seen or read many where the ghost still feels like a person. I
wanted to create something more focused on relationships than the supernatural.
Return to Contents
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Two Inches of Tape
…Craig Rodgers

The strip of black electrical tape stuck to the nicotine-stained wall like a band-

aid slapped in the middle of a plaster desert. One corner hung loose, the glue
starting to let go, giving in to age.
The tape was the only piece of furniture in the room.
The new tenant was no one important. A lot like the old tenant. He moved
into Apartment C with almost nothing. A paper sack filled with food, a duffle
bag filled with everything else.
The new tenant had no furniture to fill the room.
He noticed the little strip of black electrical tape the first time he was there,
the day the landlord showed him the apartment. He asked about it, idle curiosity
and that alone.
“Oh, that,” said the landlord.
It was still there when the new tenant moved in with his past and his future
shoved into two uninspiring bags. A nook that passed for a kitchen, a closet that
looked like a bathroom, a tiny sink and toilet, a hotplate and a few feet of floor.
And that little strip of tape. Home.
He didn’t touch it at first, this new tenant. He set his things in a corner and
closed the door. He tapped the antique thermostat. He ran a shoe over a stain
on the carpet. These are the things he did before he decided he had to know.
The little strip of black tape came up with a single quick tug. Warm glue
stuck to his fingers. He wiped it on his sleeve, but it persisted. The tape he
tossed at his feet.
A tiny black spot showed where the tape covered a moment before. A hole
the size of a dime. Paint chipped at the hole’s edges; small fissures racing in
uncaring directions.
It was no time at all before the new tenant began to pick at these.
The chips came off like broken scabs, a few at first, and then more and faster.
Flakes fell to the floor of the little apartment with its dirty floor and featureless
existence, fragments landing on the toes of his shoes. The more he picked at the
cracks, the wider the hole grew. Soon the crack became a gorge.
Soon it became much more than that.
The new tenant picked at his wall day and night. Wall became walls and
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still he could not stop. Flakes became strips and on he went. He wept when his
fingers left long bloody smears on the chunks of wall he tore away, but this he
did not feel, those tears not his own.
Days or weeks or something more went by without notice. Nothing existed
but the new tenant and the hole he’d created. The hole he’d found. He tore,
and he ripped. He peeled away the world until one day he looked at the place
that had once been walls, had once been an ugly little apartment, a floor and a
bathroom and what might pass for a kitchen. He looked at the place he thought
he would learn to call home but all that remained was a canyon running forever
in all directions.
Story Behind the Story
Isolation and estrangement fascinate me. While picking at a wall or a thought
or what have you… sometimes we can’t stop.
Return to Contents
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A World Where Sandy Never
Died
…Charles Ebert

“Y

ou need a lawyer,” said Molly when Doug answered the door. She stood
in the hallway outside his apartment, a shaft of light from the hall window
spotlighting her.
“Maybe, but not you,” said Doug. He wondered if closing the door would do
any good. But before he could decide, she shouldered past.
“We had this argument over the phone.”
Doug pushed the door shut and turned to look at her. He had to admit she
looked good. She’d lost some weight, so the burgundy blazer and black kneelength skirt fitted her nicely. In her hand she held a leather briefcase. She looked
like a brand-new lawyer, not the scruffy English major he had dated all through
college. Doug never left his scruffy phase. He wore jeans with holes in the knees,
a Nick Drake tee-shirt, and he needed a haircut.
“What a dump.” She looked around.
“Wouldn’t it be a conflict of interest or something for you to…?”
She looked at him with that tight smile that used to cause his insides to
contract like an empty tube of toothpaste. Now his insides were fine, but the
memory forced its way into his thoughts. You never really fall completely out
of love.
“I’m here to help you.”
“No.” Doug walked past her to the kitchen.
“Oh, come on, Doug.” She followed him. “Wistrom Duke’s a wealthy man.
He’s hired some pricey legal talent to pursue this.”
“You said he doesn’t have a case.” Doug stopped in the middle of the room
and turned to face her, his shoes scrunching on the decaying linoleum.
“He doesn’t. He can’t prove you intended to harm him by producing that
song.”
“Then why should I worry?”
“Because,” she said with a sigh. “You don’t have the legal knowledge to
protect yourself. If you go to court or even hold a face to face with this guy and
his lawyer, without one of your own, they’ll talk rings around you and you’ll
lose everything.”
“I don’t have any money. The record business barely pays the bills.”
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“You must have some money, or somebody who does was involved. That was
a professionally recorded piece of music you used to libel him. That singer was
really good. She sounded just like Sandy Denny.”
Doug looked away.
“Besides, you have assets.” She motioned to the wall on Doug’s right covered
with shelves that held old vinyl records, many of them rare.
“He can’t touch those. They belong to the business.”
“You are so naïve.”
Doug crossed to the sink. He picked up a cloudy glass from the drainer and
filled it from the tap. Could Duke really take the records?
Doug wished he hadn’t already yelled at Bob Nelson for putting that song
on Piratenet. There were a few more things he wanted to say to the idiot. The
first thing Doug did was cross Nelson off the customer list. Trust was important.
“So I have to pay a lawyer to protect myself from this guy even though he’s
got nothing?”
She shrugged. “His intent is to outspend you, and it’ll work. You can’t afford
to fight him, at least not for long.”
“But what does he want?”
“The complaint says he wants the song taken down.”
“That’s already been done.”
Molly bit her lip. “Then he wants to punish you. He has a reputation for
being vindictive. We have to be careful.”
“We? That’s an assumption, isn’t it?” He crossed his arms.
“I’m a qualified lawyer, Doug.” She sat down.
“I don’t doubt that you can do it. But we’re friends, or at least we used to be,
and we used to date.”
“It happens all the time. And you need to hire someone you can afford. You
don’t want to know what my firm’s senior libel guy charges per hour.”
Doug leaned against the wall and shut his eyes. Memories of the Folk Music
Society in college surfaced in his thoughts. They’d meet every Thursday night
in the student union. Their meetings would go on until the union closed. Then
they’d move to someone’s apartment, usually Doug’s, and play songs and talk
about them until early in the morning. The group would go to concerts, piling
into Doug’s mother’s old Plymouth and playing CDs at top volume. Since it was
a college town, most concerts were nearby. But, occasionally, they’d make road
trips to Cleveland or Cincinnati. Those were the most fun.
The meetings stopped when Doug and Molly broke up. It was just too
awkward after that. Now Doug saw members of the group in ones or twos,
never everybody together. Many were on his client list.
He knew he could trust Molly. He just wasn’t sure he wanted to be around
her. But she was right. He didn’t have many options.
“You’re hired,” he said.
“Great.” She opened her briefcase and pulled out a legal pad and a pen. “Tell
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me everything.”
“I can’t right now.”
“Oh, Douglas—”
“I have to show you, or you’re not going to believe it.”
With a sigh, she tossed the pen onto the empty pad. “When?”
“Come back Thursday, and dress comfortably.”
“This plays into Duke’s hands, you know. The longer you draw this out, the
more expensive it’ll be.” She shoved the legal pad back into the briefcase.
“Trust me. You’re going to love this.”
“What do you mean we have to go into the bedroom first?” Molly stood in
Doug’s living room, arms crossed over her Richard Thompson sweatshirt. She
wore blue jeans and sneakers.
“You go in first. I’ll be at least five feet away at all times.”
“Men.” She picked up her briefcase and walked towards the bedroom. “Why
are you wasting time?”
He stepped into the bedroom after her, and closed the door. Pulling a spiral
notebook from his back pocket, he opened it to a dog-eared page, and set it on
the cheap dresser he’d bought in college.
On top of the page, scrawled in Doug’s abominable handwriting, was the
number 42. Below that was a two-column list. To the left were six words: comb,
penny, matchbox, key ring, cards, and watch. On the right were numbers.
Doug opened the top drawer of the dresser and reached into a battered
cardboard box. He pulled out a comb, and held it while searching the top of
the dresser. Written on the surface in black marker were numbers. Using the
notebook as a guide, Doug placed the objects on the dresser, over the correct
numbers.
“What are you doing?” Molly stood five feet away from him.
“Quiet. I have to get this right or we could wind up in the wrong place.” He
placed the last item, the watch, on its corresponding number and then opened
the door. The number 42 was spray-painted on the wall outside.
“Okay, we can go now.” Doug motioned her through the door.
“Wait a minute—”
“Come on. The show starts in forty-five minutes.”
“I’m not moving another inch until you tell me what’s going on.”
“Like I said, I have to show you. Now come on.”
She glared for a second and then walked toward the door. As they passed
through the living room, now devoid of furniture and even more decrepit than
earlier, Doug could see Molly observe every difference.
“Where are we going?” she asked, once out on the street.
“The Agora, except it’s still called the Sacred Mushroom here.”
“What do you mean, ‘here’?”
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He looked at the apartments and storefronts they passed as they walked. It
was a familiar scene. He had spent hours walking these streets in college and
he knew every porch, telephone pole, and crack in the sidewalk. Here, all those
things were similar but different.
Molly sensed it, too. He could tell she was about to explode.
“We’re in another universe, Molly.”
She stopped. Her face was furious. “I was hoping you would be serious about
this, Douglas.”
He looked at his watch. “I think I’ve got enough time to get you back and still
see the concert,” he said, and started back toward his building.
“Wait.” He stopped. “Who are we seeing?” she asked.
“Sandy Denny.”
Now she followed as he headed back toward High Street. “Sandy Denny died
in 1978. She fell down a flight of stairs.”
“In our universe.”
“Maybe we can plead insanity. I don’t think anybody’s ever done that in a
civil…” Her words dropped off as they turned the corner and she saw the Sacred
Mushroom’s marquee, which read “Sandy Denny Tonight” in large black letters.
Doug laughed. He rarely saw her off her guard.
A line extended half a block in the other direction. They walked to the end
and started their progress toward the door. Molly didn’t say anything until they
were inside and seated.
“I want explanations and I want them now.”
Doug leaned back. “I rented that apartment four years ago. It didn’t take
long before I noticed things. Subtle differences at first, then more pronounced.
Do you remember when you swore that Tom Petty and Stevie Nicks had been
married for a short time?”
“I know I heard that somewhere.”
“It was like that,” said Doug, turning slightly toward her. “I would hear
something one day, the opposite thing the next. At first, I didn’t pay much
attention. Then I was in a record store on High Street, and found a whole bunch
of Sandy Denny albums I’d never heard of. I checked the dates on them and they
were all after 1978. That’s when I figured out what was going on.”
“So Sandy never fell down those stairs in this universe.”
“She did, but she broke an arm in addition to hitting her head. The doctors
discovered the haemorrhage before she went into a coma and it was too late.”
“So who else is still alive here?”
“Hank Williams lived until 1960 here, so there’re a few things by him.”
“But there are other universes?”
Doug nodded. “That’s how I make a good part of my living now. I’ve
discovered universes where Jimi Hendrix and Janis Joplin are still alive. People
in our universe will pay a lot of money for Hendrix’s great albums of the late
eighties, or Joplin’s mid-nineties comeback. I can get you a DVD of Star Wars
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with James Dean as Obi Wan Kenobi.”
“Really?”
“It’s a completely different movie.”
On stage the roadies were making final preparations. They picked up guitars,
strummed a few chords and spoke into the microphones to adjust the mix. The
audience was getting restless. The buzz of conversation could be heard just
under the pre-show music, a mix tape of Altan, Capercaillie and The Drifters.
Molly pulled out a legal pad and pen.
“So where does Wistrom Duke come into this?”
“In this universe, he was elected to the Senate in ‘64 and served two terms.
He held hearings on the sixties’ protest movement in 1975. Very nasty. He looked
into un-American activities in the recording industry, which was completely
intimidated. Neil Young, Bob Dylan and a lot of other people lost their contracts
and didn’t record again for fifteen years. What’s more, they were locked out
of most concert venues. They aren’t nearly as famous here as they are in our
universe.”
Molly jotted down a few notes. “What happened to Duke?”
“I’ve never bothered to look up the details, but somebody got something on
him and he lost a close race in ’76. Sandy wrote and recorded a song about the
hearings in 1985. Duke died a few years ago. Unfortunately, he didn’t die in our
universe, although I guess he was really sick.”
“And you sold that CD to Bob Nelson, who put the song on Piratenet.”
“The idiot. I extract promises from all my customers never to lend or play the
CDs for somebody who doesn’t know their origin.”
“You thought you might get sued?”
“Actually, that was a surprise. But, in a way, that’s the point. I don’t know
what would happen if these universes became aware of each other. People
from one universe might plunder another, trying to regain lost entertainers,
politicians, or relatives.”
“Isn’t that what you’re doing?”
“I’m just trying to make a living. I’ve never tried to convince someone to
leave their universe. I only buy albums and DVDs and sell them in ours.”
The lights dimmed to applause. Dark figures on stage trod among the amps,
guitar stands and the drum kit. The guitarists and the bassist grabbed jacks for
their instruments and plugged in. They strummed a few tuning notes.
A lone figure entered from the wings. She picked her way across the stage to
stand on the very edge, just before the line of microphones. A spotlight turned
on and there was Sandy Denny, smiling and waving to the crowd. She wore
jeans and a black blouse. Her hair was grey and unruly, and she carried a lot
more weight than when she was young. She looked like a grandmother and
Doug realised she was sixty-seven years old in this universe. In his, she died at
thirty-one.
When the applause died, she walked to the piano and played the first few
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chords of “Pipes of Capecastle,” a track off her new album. The rest of the band
joined in and the concert began.
It was a great show, and not just because Doug was seeing a performer
he never thought he’d see—even in this universe she didn’t tour much—but
once she started into the more familiar songs, Doug got over the shock of her
appearance and realised what a great performer she was. Her between-song
patter, which on the older live recordings was self-conscious, was now assured
and funny.
Molly sat with a rapt expression. Sandy was her all-time favourite.
Despite the efforts they had put into hurting each other during their breakup,
there was something in him that was thrilled to give her this.
When they emerged from the club into the cool night air, she turned to him
and gave him a hug.
“Thank you,” she said, her voice thick, “I never realised how much I wanted
to see her.”
“I told you you’d love it.”
She took a deep breath. “But it presents a problem. Obviously, we can’t use
the truth.”
“No.” He looked down at the sidewalk.
“Is Short’s Bookstore open until midnight in this universe?”
“Yes,” he said.
“Let’s go.”
“Why?”
“To buy a biography of Wistrom Duke. We need to find out what cost him
that election in ’76. Maybe he did the same thing in ours.”
“What if he didn’t?” They walked down High Street.
“Then it’s a dead end.”
At around two in the morning Doug gave up on sleeping. He walked into the
living room and stood in front of his records. His cheap desk lamp cast a yellow
oval of light. When he started out selling vinyl, he would do this at least once
a week. He’d pull out favourites and look at the cover art. Sometimes he would
slip the record out of its glassine sleeve and examine the grooved black surface.
That had been four years ago.
He never played them, of course. They were for collectors, old rich folk who
remembered vinyl from their youths. Or the audiophiles, who still maintained
their turntables and used them. Even though Doug had grown up with CDs, he
understood there was nothing like holding an album, reading the liner notes
and getting lost in the artwork. It was why he was in the business.
And now his business was in danger.
“I’m afraid it’s a dead end,” Molly had said on the phone earlier that night.
“The scandal was a hit-and-run accident when he was a teenager in 1942.
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The victim died, and Duke’s father covered it up by paying off the family. He
wouldn’t be proud of it but it’s not something he’d go out of his way to hide
today. Politicians have survived worse.”
“But it cost him the election?”
“There’s some debate about that. According to the biography, he didn’t
campaign much in ’76, which could have been because somebody had something
on him. But a lot of people put it down to overconfidence. In any case, the
accident happened over here, but he stayed with the victim and she lived.”
“Oh.”
“Hey, cheer up, Doug. I’ve got a few other ideas.”
He stared at his records, and felt the weight of the lawsuit pressing on him.
He became aware of the cocoon of half-truth, denial and delusion he had built
around himself. Everybody does it, he thought. We imagine that if we mind
our own business, people will leave us alone. And then one day you get a legal
complaint and it penetrates that cocoon, leaving you vulnerable.
He looked at his records. With a sigh, he walked into the bedroom to get his
player. He thumbed through the menus until he came to the Sandy Denny song
that caused him so much trouble. It was “Montana Highway.” He played it on
his headphones. “You left your broken and bloody secret lying on a highway in
Montana. Your father buried it in money. You buried yourself.” That made sense
in light of the scandal. Or at least most of it. But like Molly said, it didn’t seem
like the kind of thing that would end a political career.
After listening to “Montana Highway” a few times, he let it run to the next
track. It was one of his favourites: “Buddy..” Like most of Sandy’s lyrics, the
meaning was obscure. Most of the time he didn’t worry about it. But after
pondering the first track, his mind was in a mood to analyse lyrics. He drew in
a breath as it suddenly became clear.
The next morning, he went back to the bookstore in the other universe.
“This isn’t going to help,” said Molly.
“You never know,” said Doug. He tore open the package for the cell phone
he’d bought at Shorts. He and Molly sat cross-legged on the floor of the empty
apartment. She looked uncomfortable, even though she wore jeans, as he’d
warned her to.
“I tried to find Duke’s biographer in our universe, but she died two years
ago.”
Doug nodded as he found the headphone jack in the phone and plugged
in the speaker. “I’m not surprised. She died in this one at about the same time.
Sandy is the only person she confided in.”
He took a spiral notebook from his breast pocket and found the phone
number.
“She couldn’t testify,” said Molly. “We can’t even take a deposition from her.”
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“Do you have anything else?” Doug held the phone in one hand and the
notebook in the other.
“Yes, but I don’t have much confidence in it.”
“So we keep looking. Remember we’re high school students from Billings
writing an article for our school paper.”
She motioned him to go ahead. He punched in the number and set the phone
on the floor by the speaker.
“Hello,” answered a voice.
“Ms Denny?” said Molly.
“Call me Sandy. Are you the high school kids?”
Molly swallowed. “My name is Molly O’Bannon. I’m a real big fan of yours.”
“Oh, bless you, dearie. It’s always good to hear from fans.”
“I’m Doug Brinkley. A big fan too.”
“Brilliant.” said Sandy. “Fire away. I’m ready.”
“Being from Montana,” said Doug. “We were interested in the inspiration
behind your song ‘Montana Highway’.”
“Can you talk about the hit-and-run in 1942?” said Molly.
“I promised Melinda Kells, the woman who wrote that biography, that I
wouldn’t,” said Sandy. “She was frightfully scared Duke would sue her. The only
reason she talked to me was that I promised to be obscure so no one would
figure out the particulars. Only that it was about Wistrom Duke. Of course, with
Melinda gone now, I can tell you a little bit more. Not much though.”
Molly laid her legal pad on the floor in front of her and set her pen on top
of it, obviously giving up.
Doug took a deep breath. “Sandy, we have a confession.” Molly gave him a
sharp look. “We’re not really high school students.”
Sandy laughed. “I didn’t think so. You don’t sound that young. So spit it out:
who are you?”
Doug ignored Molly’s alarmed face. “We’re from another universe. One
where Wistrom Duke is still alive and suing me.”
“So you’re a crosser?”
“You know about other universes?” said Doug.
“I knew another crosser,” she said thoughtfully. “He took me to see Buddy
Holly in 1984, I think it was.”
“And then you wrote ‘Buddy’ about the experience?”
“You’re a clever one. So what’s the suit about?”
They explained the problems they were having with Duke.
“So in spite of my warnings, this guy put ‘Montana Highway’ on the Internet
and Duke heard it,” said Doug, finishing his summation.
“Bad luck, that,” she said. “But if this is all happening in another universe, I
don’t see how my information can help you.”
“We need details,” said Molly. “We’re hoping you can fill us in. Where was
he going? That sort of thing. If it’s bad enough, it may discourage him from
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pursuing this.”
“Oh, it’s bad enough alright,” said Sandy. “I suppose under the circumstances
I can talk about it.”
“Thank you. Why was his family so concerned about the incident? A hit-andrun is bad but since he was so young at the time…”
“Because it wasn’t a hit-and-run.”
“What?” Molly scrambled for her legal pad.
“The victim’s name was Liesel Krumm. She was 20 years old and Duke
was giving her a ride home. He sideswiped a tree, which knocked her out. He
thought she was dead and panicked. So he pulled her out of the car and left her
by the side of the road. It was two hours before someone found her. By then it
was too late.”
Doug mouthed a silent “Wow,” which Molly ignored.
“That makes more sense.”
“That’s not all of it, dear,” said Sandy. “Liesel Krumm was a member of
the Montana communist party. Duke was driving her home from one of their
meetings.”
Molly and Doug sat open-mouthed, staring at each other.
“Wistrom Duke was a communist?” said Doug eventually.
Sandy laughed. “According to Melinda, Wistrom Duke was a sixteen-year-old
boy with a huge crush on a beautiful woman who happened to be a communist.
That’s why the family covered it up. Even then they were pushing him to go into
politics and they were staunchly anti-communist.”
“Later Duke joined the John Birch Society,” said Doug.
“And then the recording industry hearings,” said Sandy. “His whole public
career was based on Cold War hysteria.”
“That’s why he didn’t run very hard in 1976,” said Molly. “Somebody knew
the whole story.”
“That was Melinda. In 1964 she still thought it was a hit-and-run but by ‘76
she knew the truth. She told his people that if he won re-election she’d put the
whole story in a book, and he could sue her if he wanted but the truth would
be out.”
“Who was the crosser that took you to see Buddy Holly?” said Doug. “I’ve
met a few of them so maybe I know him.”
“Now that’s an interesting story,” said Sandy.
Doug pulled on his tie. He sat in one of the conference rooms of Molly’s law
firm. She sat beside him, her ever present legal pad and carefully typed notes
before her. Across the oak table sat two of the oldest people Doug had ever seen.
One was Wistrom Duke. Almost ninety, he sat with his hands folded in front
of him. His wiry frame didn’t fill out the suit he wore. Steel grey hair bristled
with cowlicks, and he needed a shave. After introductions, his eyes refused to
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focus on anything.
Duke’s lawyer was Beaumont Pearson. He was twenty years younger than
his client and impeccably turned out. He wore a dark pinstriped suit with a
yellow silk tie. His silver hair was perfectly combed, and he had a gold ring with
matching cufflinks. An expensive leather briefcase lay unopened in front of him.
He had a subtle and cultured southern accent.
Molly made a show of arranging her notes and not looking at her opposition.
Doug could see her shaking even though he was concentrating on the churning
in his stomach. Never had he felt so much like a kid.
“Ms O’Bannon,” said Pearson. “Is your client prepared to settle this case?”
“You don’t have a case sir. Wistrom Duke is a public figure.”
“Five judges over the years have disagreed with that opinion.”
“He ran for state-wide public office.”
“A long time ago.”
“His recent activities in conservative politics have thrust him back into the
limelight.”
“Those activities consist solely of fundraising. That hardly puts him in a
public position.”
“He’s made speeches,” said Molly.
“Only at private events and not in front of the media.”
Molly flipped over a page of her notes. “Very well, then. My client did not
write the song. You need to sue the person who did.”
“First, Mr Brinkley distributed the song, which makes him liable. Second,
give us the names of the people who wrote and produced the song and we’ll
include them in the suit. The only writing credit is for one…” He unlatched the
clasp of his briefcase and glanced inside. “Sandy Denny, an obscure pop singer
who died in 1978.”
Doug and Molly exchanged irritated looks.
Molly drew a breath and flipped another page of notes. “We don’t have
access to that information.”
“In that case,” said the lawyer, reaching for his briefcase, “we have a
settlement offer that I think…”
“The song wasn’t about your client,” said Molly.
Pearson’s blue eyes regarded her. “It mentions him by name.”
“The songwriter needed a name for his or her character and picked Wistrom
Duke. It’s purely a coincidence.”
“I grant you that Duke is a common surname but Wistrom is an old family
name and therefore unique.”
“I found five Wistrom Dukes in the New York City area,” said Molly. “There’s
one in Cedar Rapids.”
Doug watched Pearson closely as he considered this. For the first time the
lawyer looked like something had happened that he wasn’t prepared for.
“Almost certainly my client is the only Wistrom Duke who ran for the senate
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in 1964.”
“Which brings us back to the public figure argument.”
A slight rise in Pearson’s eyebrow told Doug that Molly had scored a point.
She pressed it.
“Look at the lyrics of the song,” she said. “None of the events described apply
to your client. There were no hearings or trials.”
The lawyer shrugged. “Which is what makes it libel, counsellor. The
songwriter is engaging in speculation about what Mr Duke would have done
had he been elected to the Senate in 1964.”
“It’s more likely the fictional ramblings of an active imagination.”
“That’s for a jury to decide.”
Molly nodded agreement. “To really make that case, however, you’re
going to need more. You’re going to need to prove that some part of the song
unequivocally pertains to your client. These lyrics are obscure. ‘You left your
broken and bloody secret lying on a highway in Montana. Your father buried it
in money. You buried yourself.’ What does that mean? If it refers in some way to
Mr Duke, you might have an argument.”
Wistrom Duke’s eyes snapped into focus. He glared at Molly.
Pearson shifted in his seat. “My client’s case is…”
Duke’s knurled hand clamped his lawyer’s forearm.
“You’ve got nothing, little miss. It’s time for you to fold your hand and shoot
your whiskey,” said Duke.
Doug almost laughed as he saw the plan come together. He sat back and felt
the knot in his stomach untie itself. Finally, he was on his own turf.
“Y’ain’t playin’ this game no more,” he sang, giving his voice a nice twang.
The others in the room stared at him. “You know, Mr Duke,” he said, “those
three albums Hank Williams recorded after he dried out were pretty bad on the
whole. But there were one or two tracks on each one that were as good as the
old stuff. Wouldn’t you agree?”
Molly smiled.
“What does that have to do with this case, young man?” asked Pearson.
“Are you familiar with Hank Williams, sir?” said Doug.
“I’m from Alabama.”
“And you don’t recognise the song your client just quoted?”
“I know it’s something he says all the time but…”
“It’s from a Hank Williams song recorded in 1955,” said Doug.
“Now son, someone in your profession should know this: Hank Williams
died on New Year’s Day in 1953.”
“Not where the Senator comes from.”
Duke regarded Doug. “So—you are a crosser?”
“As are you.”
“Wait a minute—” the lawyer began.
Doug ignored him. “You’re also a particularly notorious former senator from
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Montana.”
“Yes,” said Duke.
“Why are you over here?”
“To get away from that damn song for one thing,” said Duke.
“I’m going to need a minute with my client,” said Pearson.
Duke dismissed him with a gesture. “You’ve been over there, and you’ve seen
my reputation. There was a biography five years ago…”
Molly reached into her briefcase and pulled out the biography.
“That one,” said Duke.
“What is that?” said his lawyer. He took the book and started thumbing
through it.
“They wouldn’t leave me alone, so when I found out about this universe
where I didn’t win that race and where I was dying, I switched. The other me
never even knew.”
Pearson motioned towards the biography. “Wist, this is new information that
directly bears on this case. We need to confer.”
“But there were other reasons you came over, weren’t there?” said Molly.
The lawyer slumped back in his seat.
“What do you mean?” Duke said.
“The girl, Liesel Krumm—she’s still alive here.”
“What of it?” said Duke.
“Wist, I am not going to be responsible for how this suit turns out if you don’t
stop talking right now.”
“I’ve looked at your life, Mr Duke,” said Molly. “In both universes. Here, the
other you had three divorces, and adultery figured in all of them. It was Liesel,
wasn’t it? Sandy thought it was a crush, but she was wrong. Liesel Krumm was
the love of your life and you wanted a few years with her.”
Duke looked at his hands, his eyes inward. “His family wouldn’t let him
marry her because of her politics. And when I came over here, she was sick…
dying. She won’t live much longer.”
Pearson laid the book on the table. “I’m not sure what’s going on here,” he
said. “I need to confer further with my client. He obviously hasn’t informed me
of all the facts.”
“I suspect he’ll want to drop the suit, counsellor,” said Molly.
“None of this is admissible, Ms O’Bannon.”
Molly smiled a little sadly. “Admissible or not, it’ll come out,” she said. “The
stuff about Liesel and her politics. Even now he doesn’t want that known,
especially for the sake of a punitive lawsuit.”
The lawyer looked at his client. “Wist?”
Duke shook his head.
“Very well,” said the lawyer. He looked at Molly. He grabbed the handle of
his briefcase and stood up. “My client wishes to drop the suit, as long as the song
is pulled off Piratenet.”
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“It’s already been taken down,” said Doug. “I never intended to distribute it.”
The lawyer acknowledged with a curt nod.
“But somebody else may put it up again. I have no control over that,” said
Doug.
The lawyer said nothing.
Duke looked at Doug. “Hank was never the same after ’53 was he?”
“No sir, he wasn’t. I’ve never been able to find a universe where his story
wasn’t sad.”
The old man shook his head. He stood up.
“Congratulations, counsellor,” said the lawyer. He extended his hand to
Molly. “You did well.”
They left.
Molly sank into her chair, a big smile on her face.
Doug rocked back in his seat. “We were right.”
“Yes, we were.”
Doug remembered the interview with Sandy, how at the end she had said:
“I think Duke was trying to convince me not to release the song. He must have
thought taking me to see my all-time favourite, Buddy Holly, would move me to
take pity on him. In the end though, the song was too good to bury.”
“How much do I owe you?” asked Doug, his mind back in the conference
room.
“I’ll file my hours with billing later today. It shouldn’t be too bad. But there
is one thing I want.”
“I think I know what it is.” He reached under his seat for his backpack, took
out a stack of eight CDs, and placed them on the table.
She grabbed them. “Are these…”
“Every Sandy Denny album since 1978.”
“New Sandy Denny,” she whispered. “Thank you.” She hugged them to her
chest.
“Thank you, Molly.”
She looked at him. “Do you think there’s a universe out there where we
didn’t break up?”
“I suppose there must be. But I think we both know that in this universe it
never would have worked.”
She nodded. “But I hope we can be friends again.”
“I’m certain of it.” He pointed to the CDs. “I only sell those to people I trust,
friends.”
“We should get the gang back together, a reunion. Are there any concerts
coming up?”
Doug nodded. “I know a universe where Nick Drake is playing next week.”
“Oh, we totally have to do that! Let’s call everybody tonight.”
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Story Behind the Story
The idea of travelling to other dimensions to retrieve the lost music of musicians
who died too early was knocking around in my brain for a couple of years. Then
I read the latest biography of Sandy Denny and things just clicked.
Return to Contents
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They Come
…Ana Shopova
They come, my dear, he whispered near,
They come in hordes with sugared swords,
With bated breath and beating drums,
They come, they come, they come, they come.
They come, my love, glance far above,
They come in throngs with sleepless songs,
With snarling smiles and screeching hearts,
They come, they come, they come, they come.
They come, my sweet, fall at their feet,
They come in swarms with thunderous storms,
With thieving thoughts and thrumming strides,
They come, they come, they come, they come.
They come, my sun, we must not run,
They come in drives with lovely knives,
With gilded gaze and glory pride,
They come, they come, and now they’re here.

Story Behind the Poem
A couple of months ago I felt inspired. In a fit of misplaced creativity, I wrote
this speculative fiction poem out of the blue—I don’t usually write poetry or
fantasy or sci-fi. I’m a bit of a literacy geek, so I focused on structure, for
example the rhythm. A solid rhythm of a marching army or heartbeat seemed
just right for the context of the poem, so I focused on that.
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The Larval Stage
…Kris Ashton

His back ached like an infected tooth and the flesh on his legs and buttocks

throbbed in time with his heartbeat. Rhys was very pleased when the line of
blue light dropped off his naked toes and disappeared.
“You can sit up now,” Dr Blackman said. “We’ll have the results in a few
seconds.”
“Thanks,” Rhys said.
He slid off the cushioned platform and stood up. Adjacent to Dr Blackman’s
desk was a chair, but for now Rhys had no desire to sit. As the blood started to
flow unrestricted to his back, buttocks and head, it washed away the discomfort
and brought on the sickly euphoria. None of the narcotics he’d dabbled with
in his youth were like the tingly, gooey feeling that now rewarded him for
changing position.
Dr Blackman studied the readout. His bushy eyebrows sloped downwards
and met in the middle like a hairy letter V, while his bald head reflected the cold
white light above.
Rhys knew the scan had been a formality. The symptoms were too obvious.
But hope would not be denied; like a rude child it pushed its way to the front
of his mind.
Dr Blackman looked up. His eyes almost disappeared in the black foliage.
“I’m afraid I don’t have any good news, Rhys.”
The soles of Rhys’ feet were beginning to hurt, but for the moment every
sense had fallen away except for sound.
“As the symptoms suggest, you’ve contracted haemoglobic fever. How much
do you know about the disease?”
“Enough,” Rhys said. The pain in his feet became bright and apparent. He
winced over to the seat and fell into it. The padding was thick and spongy, and
it would help. For a while. “I saw the broadcasts when it first broke out. You get
it through blood or saliva.” The high from getting off his feet was intense, and
he slurred a little.
“The conservative media was desperate for an interplanetary scapegoat
and the left-wing media tried to blame the government,” the doctor said. “As
usual, they both got it wrong.” The doctor raised his eyebrows and they formed
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a black bar across his forehead. “The initial cases of haemoglobic fever were
reported a day or two after the meteorite hit. It caused so much devastation that
no one considered the possibility it might harbour microorganisms. We’d only
just ratified our interplanetary exchange agreement with the Alludians and the
right-wingers were still desperate to denounce it. When the fever broke out, a
dozen media outlets started screaming about infectious Alludians, never mind
the fact that not a single Alludian had been within three hundred miles of the
impact site.”
“And the left-wingers blamed that mining ship. Eureka or whatever it was,”
Rhys said.
“Sort of,” Dr Blackman said, nodding. “They said the government hadn’t
enforced proper decontamination procedures. But an investigation debunked
that.”
His gaze turned thoughtful. “The haemoglobic virus is not dissimilar to Earth
viruses in its structure, but it’s far more complex. It infects vein and capillary
cells and absorbs passing blood gases to use for reproduction. The variety of
gases it can use is remarkable. Research is still in early stages, but the virus is
shown to use oxygen, carbon dioxide and even hydrogen. So with every breath
you take, you’re feeding it.”
He gestured at Rhys. “If the blood circulation is cut off even slightly, the virus
can trigger pain receptors in that area until the gas concentration is restored
and, as a side effect, the body secretes copious amounts of endorphins. Such a
defence system—”
“How long till I’m dead?” Rhys said.
The question snapped the doctor’s eyebrow bar and it collapsed into its
V-shape again.
“You said you’ve had these symptoms a week. I have never seen a haemoglobic
fever case go past a month,” Dr Blackman said. “A fortnight is more common.
I’m very sorry, Rhys. If you have family you want to notify, I suggest you don’t
wait too long to do it.”
Rhys shook his head and gave his doctor a wan smile. “Still a bachelor at
thirty-five. Mum died last year, and I haven’t been on good terms with dad since
I was fifteen. Not much heartbreak to be had. Guess that’s a good thing now,
huh?”
Dr Blackman’s eyebrows arched and laddered his forehead. “Ah,” he said.
He tapped the screen on his desk and it slid down into a recess. He clasped his
hands before him. “I know you’ve only just taken this on board, but it is common
practice to ask at this point.” He cleared his throat. “Do you have an opinion
about the Life for Life program?”
Rhys blinked. “That’s the thing with the silverfish, right?”
“Put in the most vulgar terms possible, yes,” Dr Blackman said.
Rhys tried to formulate a cutting remark about insensitive snobbery, but
every disc in his spine had developed an abscess and his buttocks thumped in
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concert with his speeding heart rate. His expression must have spoken for him,
because the doctor said, “I understand how difficult this is for you.”
The pain became too much to bear and Rhys stood up to let it sluice away.
His gums ached too, so he unclenched his teeth. The rush of endorphins was
very strong this time and he fought to stay upright.
“The ‘silverfish’ people talk about is the transitory stage of the Alludian life
cycle. Are you aware of the specifics of the Alludian life cycle?”
“Sort of,” Rhys said. He was cloud high and it was the most complicated
sentence he could form.
“Alludian conception occurs externally, like it does in many fish. The
environment they require is saltwater—of the same consistency found in our
oceans. The female Alludian deposits her eggs somewhere safe, perhaps in
a rock pool. The male fertilises them. They then leave the eggs to fend for
themselves. There is no maternal or paternal instinct among the Alludians, part
of the reason the conservatives are still so hateful towards them. They can’t
accept that such advanced beings do not have an instinct to protect their young.”
Rhys nodded. He was splashing down from the steep, twisting endorphin
rush and the warm pulse began again in his feet.
“After about a week, the eggs—which are the size of a small apple—hatch
and what comes out is the ‘silverfish’ or transitory larva. It crawls onto land and
immediately tries to find a humanoid host.”
“And the host dies,” Rhys said. How many times had the media rehashed that
little morsel after the Alludians arrived?
“Correct. The larva has a paralysing venom it injects painlessly into
the prospective host, usually when they are asleep. The toxins hamper the
functioning of the airways, causing the mouth to open involuntarily to increase
oxygen intake. The larva then makes its way into the mouth, travels through
the oesophagus and attaches itself to the stomach wall before going into a pupa
stage.”
He paused. “There, the host unknowingly feeds it for approximately two
weeks. Just before it hatches it injects a second kind of poison—it has dual
venom sacks, quite unheard of on this planet—”
“And that kills the host?” Rhys said.
“That’s right. The larva then feeds off the host’s body, growing larger and
larger until the body cavity is too small to house it, usually after about three
days. Then the larva is ‘born’ in a sense, and the Alludian can now see, hear,
move and do everything like a fully-sized specimen.”
“Remarkable,” said Rhys.
“And unlike humans, knowledge is passed on through the genes, so they are
already aware of their general place in the universe, language, customs and
anything else their parents knew at the time of conception.”
“They look a lot like us,” Rhys said.
Hairless, a scaly kind of skin but, other than that, the Alludians were human
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in every way. Even their genitals bore a striking similarity—he had seen that
titbit of trivia on some nature program. “How the hell does something that starts
out like a silverfish end up looking like us?”
“We don’t look all that human ourselves in the early stages of development,
you know,” Dr Blackman said. “Do caterpillars and butterflies look anything
alike?”
It felt as though thick patties of skin were being stripped off the soles of
Rhys’ feet. When he resumed his seat this time, the head-rush was minor. “With
that life cycle, no wonder people didn’t want them here.”
“The reality of it is rather dull, actually. The United Nations spent more
than a decade developing legislation, adding checks and balances, before the
exchange of species began. As you probably know, the Alludians are forbidden
to procreate here unless a suitable host is arranged beforehand. The penalty for
disobedience is execution, but being an intelligent race they have never flouted
the law.”
Dr Blackman studied his hand. “They are willing to pay handsomely for a
host. I don’t need to spell it out, do I? The Life for Life program, I mean.”
Rhys smiled. It was a hard smile. “I would be the host.”
“The Alludians assure us it is all painless. A way of ending your pain while
performing a philanthropic deed. Much like organ donation, only better because
you are alive. And not just prolonging life, but creating it. You also stand to
profit from it.”
Rhys disliked the doctor’s tone. It sounded like a sales pitch. “A kind of dogooder’s euthanasia, then.”
The doctor looked stung. “No, just the natural order of things.”
“Is that right?”
“It is legal and above board. Sanctioned in fact. They say it aids interstellar
relations.”
“Heh,” Rhys said. “A dying diplomat.”
“I realise this is all very sudden,” Dr Blackman said shaking his head, “but in
these matters time is crucial, and we cannot afford to be gentle.”
What sort of kickback are you getting on this? Rhys thought.
Dr Blackman recalled the screen from its cavity. “I’m sending you some
information. Read it over. It discusses the issues involved and helps you come
to a decision on the Life for Life program, whether you wish to be involved.”
“I’m not interested in your propaganda.”
“Rhys, I urge you, give it some—”
“I’m in.”
No snarls of red tape, no forms to fill out, no interminable wait. No sooner had
Rhys agreed to participate in the Life for Life program than was he whisked
through the corridors of the hospital in a wheelchair. He could hear the doctor’s
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footfalls behind him—not quite a jog, but leaving the realm of a walk.
Hospital uniforms (some green, some blue, some boiled white) and the
occasional glint of a trolley blurred past. Dr Blackman wheeled him through a
dozen corridors and as many turns and before long Rhys was lost. They wound
up in an elevator, which hissed, dropped eight floors and opened to a completely
different environment from the harsh sterility of the infectious diseases unit.
A soothing cream colour replaced the sanitised white walls. Windows
allowed in the warm glow of early spring sun, and gave a magnificent view of
the city with its reaching skyscrapers, beetling traffic and thronging humanity.
To the left, the sparkling waters of the harbour, flecked with boats and ferries.
“Fined up since I came in here,” Rhys said as Dr Blackman wheeled him to
another desk.
Behind it was an enormous steel door, like a bank vault. Marked on it between
black and yellow stripes was WARNING! ELECTRIFIED DOOR—AUTHORISED
ACCESS ONLY. It seemed a brusque interjection, out of kilter with the room’s
serenity.
“Quite beautiful, isn’t it?” said Dr Blackman. He seated himself in front of
a screen like the one in his office, only this one had a dual-sided display so
both men could see what was on it. He tapped the screen a few times and an
electronic document appeared.
Five words into the first sentence, Rhys realised it was the dialect known as
legalese. So much for no red tape.
“What’s this crap?” he said.
The doctor smiled. “That’s the usual response,” he said. “It’s a very long way
of saying you accept my diagnosis of terminal disease and are willing to donate
yourself to the Life for Life program.”
“How do I know I’m not signing away my life savings?”
“Does it matter?”
It was so brutally true, Rhys laughed. “I suppose not.”
Dr Blackman tilted the screen, so it was flat. He gestured to Rhys. “Fingerprint
signature and we’re away.”
Rhys pressed his index finger inside a small box on the screen. Away to
where, doctor? Will my signature buy you a trip to Jamaica?
The scanned fingerprint pasted itself to the bottom of the document. Dr
Blackman touched the screen a few times and the signature disappeared.
“That’s it?” Rhys asked. “Nothing else to fill out?”
“Unnecessary,” the doctor said. “Once the procedure is complete, you are
legally dead. We have your medical records and we will inform the registrar of
births and deaths. If you don’t have a legal will, everything will go to your next
of kin. Or, if you don’t have one, the state.”
“Jesus. If only everything was that easy.”
The doctor smiled. “This program is important to a lot of powerful people.”
Rhys hissed and thrust himself out of the wheelchair as a cap of pain
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detonated in his coccyx. The shock of agony raced to the base of his skull. Once
he was back on his feet the rush came over him, and this time it was a monster.
Every red blood cell became a molecule of endorphin. The office, Dr Blackman,
and the fantastic view drowned in a flood of euphoria.
From the end of a long, watery tunnel came Dr Blackman’s voice. “If you
don’t have further questions, we can begin the procedure. Anything you’d like
to know?”
“Nuh,” Rhys said.
The doctor eased Rhys, grinning foolishly, back into his wheelchair. The pain
in his coccyx flared up, but it had to come through a filter of drugs and was
about as worrisome as a summer breeze.
“Let’s go,” Dr Blackman said, pushing him towards the vault.
“Let’s go,” Rhys said… in his mind.
Dr Blackman placed his hand on a panel to the side of the door. Beep! The
heavy steel door clicked open. Dr Blackman wheeled Rhys through and the door
closed behind.
Whether the corridor really was long, or it seemed that way due to his state
of mind, Rhys wasn’t sure. But by the time he emerged into the room at the
other end, his head had screwed itself back on and tightened all its springs.
Someone was driving a nail into his backside and he was going to have to get
up soon. But for the moment his surroundings mesmerised him.
The room retained the same soothing paint job and charming décor. To the
left, half a dozen cylindrical tanks stretched floor to ceiling. Inside each floated
ten eggs. The eggs were yellow on the outside and cherry red at the centre.
Within the cherry areas Rhys made out the familiar silverfish shape, darker than
its surroundings. Rather than repulsing him, the eggs radiated tranquillity—it
was like watching goldfish swim.
Two beds stood on the opposite side of the room. Dr Blackman wheeled Rhys
to one. “This is the incubation ward. Strip to your underwear please and lie on
the bed.”
Glad to get off the warming hotplate of pain, Rhys stood, undressed and
eased himself onto the bed. It was wonderfully soft and plush and hardly
seemed to restrict his circulation. He lay his head on the pillow. It, too, was
twenty-four-carat solace. How long had it been since he’d managed more than
fifteen minutes sleep at a time? Five, six days? “I reckon I could stay here for at
least half an hour,” he said.
Dr Blackman smiled and then began to consult with a nurse. He produced
a long pair of forceps and unlocked a black box at the base of an egg tank. He
inserted the forceps into the box and drew out an Alludian larva. It was the size
of a mouse, fleshy and pink and wriggling. Dr Blackman held it away from his
body as he moved to Rhys’ bed.
For the first time, Rhys felt a pang of apprehension. “Doesn’t like that clamp,
does it?” He watched the thing twist and writhe and flick its slater legs.
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Dr Blackman smiled. “Would you?”
“Fair enough.” He could see the larva’s ridged underbelly, and two small but
sharp fangs curving out from the head segment.
“The bite is next to painless, and although you’ll be awake during the
procedure—”
“Awake!”
“Don’t worry, those who have been through it say there’s nothing unpleasant
about it.”
“Nothing unpleasant about having one of those things crawl down your
gullet? I doubt it.”
Dr Blackman shrugged. “That’s what they say.”
Rhys stayed speechless.
“Once it bites you, you’ll be paralysed forty-five minutes to an hour. This gives
the larva time to attach itself in the stomach. Some hosts say the attachment is
painless, some report a little pinch. Then that’s it. Are you ready?”
Rhys closed his eyes. In the uncomplicated dark he tried to make sense of
it. He had gone from healthy, to dying, to dying and playing host to an alien
species. All in the space of a week. There would be no bending his mind around
it.
“Let’s go, Doc.”
“Okay, then. Try to keep completely still or you might startle it.”
He put the thrashing pink silverfish on Rhys’ thigh then opened the forceps.
For a moment it stood on the hairy, unfamiliar terrain and waved its filament
antennae. Something primal in the core of Rhys’ brain urged him to slap the
thing away, but he inhibited the urge.
Then, with remarkable speed, the larva shot up his leg and onto the soft
skin of his navel, where it reared up to strike. The bite really was nothing.
Afterwards the larva lay deathly still.
“Perfect,” Dr Blackman whispered. “The toxin is extremely fast-acting.”
Rhys was surprised he could feel the larva’s poison spread out from the
bite area. It reminded him of a whisky shot, how it left a trail all the way from
your throat to your stomach. This whisky made him numb as it seeped into his
bloodstream and went from his belly to his chest and down his groin. It moved
faster and faster until it saturated everything from his toes to his eyelids. His
whole body hummed. Then the final trick: his lungs seemed to deflate and lose
capacity. His mouth creaked open in response to oxygen shortage, and he knew
he was paralysed.
As if sensing the precise moment of incapacitation, the Alludian larva
scurried to the edge of Rhys’ lips. Its eyes were shiny black pinheads, soulless.
Rhys felt a trickle of panic and knew if he were not immobilised he would bat
it away.
Then it was crawling into his mouth, and while there was a certain revulsion
to this—an unnamed violation—it was nowhere near as bad as he had imagined.
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Its legs were not barbed and prickly like a cockroach’s. Rather than a hard
chitin exoskeleton, its body was smooth and pliable like soft rubber. Tiny feet
pattered along his tongue—these too were feathery. The larva wriggled past his
uvula, the toxin apparently disabling his gag reflex, and into his oesophagus.
Its progress slowed as it squeezed past each segment of muscle and through the
small opening. Ten minutes later, the larva pushed through the last hole and
dropped into his stomach.
For a while Rhys felt nothing. He imagined the larva swimming in a pool of
hydrochloric acid, looking to latch on.
Then there was a sensation, more scratch than pinch, like someone scraping
a fingernail across the wall of his stomach.
“It’s finished,” he tried to say but his lips and voice box were out of action.
So he lay there thinking about the thing inside him. Life for Life.
Twenty minutes later the humming receded. He blinked. He realised how
dry his eyes were. He blinked again.
“Dr Blackman,” he said. His voice was cracked and husky. His tongue and
lips were still numb.
The doctor, standing at the end of the bed and watching his vital signs,
smiled. “How was it?”
“Pretty weird, but you were right, nothing especially unpleasant.”
“Both you and the larva are looking good. Can you move yet? Lift your arm
for me.”
It took some effort, but his arm hovered a few inches off the bed.
“Good.”
“My back and shoulders are starting to hurt.”
“The effects should wear off quickly now. Probably best to wait a few more
minutes until you are fully recovered. Your legs might buckle if you try to stand
now.”
Rhys put his clothes back on while he sat in bed. By the time he got to his
feet an invisible gang was belting him with baseball bats. The relieved headrush was so overwhelming he nearly collapsed.
A nurse helped him back into the wheelchair, and Dr Blackman pushed him
along the corridor. Rhys was, once again, out of his tree on endorphins. Later
he could not recall a single thing about the trip, except the way the floor made
his chair vibrate.
They went back through the bank-vault door. By the time they reached the
elevator, Rhys had regained his senses. “I’m hungry.”
“You will be,” Dr Blackman said. “You’re eating for two people now. Let me
take you to the cafeteria.”
Rhys checked his watch and was surprised to find it was right on lunch time.
He’d been at the hospital three hours. The cafeteria bustled with people. The
roar of conversation filled the air.
Dr Blackman wheeled Rhys to a free table. “Lunch is on me,” he said. “What
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would you like?”
Normally Rhys was a fan of meat pies, but not today. “Ham, cheese, lettuce
and tomato on a roll, please. No, make that two. And a bottle of water.” For
some reason he couldn’t abide the thought of a Coke.
“Okay,” Dr Blackman said and joined a line.
“This is your doing, isn’t it?” Rhys said to his stomach.
Dr Blackman returned with three rolls. All had the same fillings. “Sounded
like a good idea,” he said, picking up one.
With the food before him Rhys’ stomach went wild. The rolls were big, but
he demolished them in five minutes, and then gulped down the water.
Dr Blackman watched from behind his own roll. “Better?” he said when Rhys
had finished.
“Much.”
“You’ll find gluttony fairly standard from now on.”
“Stuffing food into my gob doesn’t offend any of my principles.”
“I need you to come back next week,” Dr Blackman said. He put his halffinished lunch on his plate. “Gestation time is usually ten to fourteen days, and
we’d like it to occur under controlled conditions.” He lowered his voice. “Also,
the government insists we keep records of the success or otherwise of the birth,
and details of each new Alludian born.”
“What if I don’t come back?”
“We can’t force you to return and it makes no difference to the Alludian
where it’s born, unless you happen to be in the middle of a bushfire.” He slid
a hand across his bald pate. “It would simply make it easier and safer for all
concerned.”
Rhys ruminated on this. “When do you want me back?”
“Come in on the tenth day, which makes it… let’s see… next Friday. Nine
o’clock Friday morning. I’ll put it in my diary. One more thing: best to stay at
home as much as possible. I don’t recommend driving or anything like that. If
the larva decides to inject early, you don’t want to be at the helm of a vehicle.”
Rhys’ buttocks pounded like drums. “I can’t imagine I’ll be doing anything
too strenuous,” he said.
Dr Blackman took another bite of his roll. He dropped the rest onto the
plate. “Erk. Hospital food. I must get back to work now. Will you be okay to see
yourself out?”
“Walking will be a relief.”
Both stood.
“Very well. See you next week.”
“Bye.”
Dr Blackman took the wheelchair and manoeuvred it through the cafeteria’s
dense traffic. Rhys followed him to the elevators on feet he couldn’t feel. The
top of his head was trying to lift off.
They went to separate doors, Dr Blackman going up and Rhys going down.
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The ride to the ground floor was short, but by the time Rhys reached the foyer
he was walking straight. He stepped through the automatic doors and out onto
the footpath. He looked up at the sky for nearly half a minute, as business
people with urgent errands jostled and bumped past him.
It was overcast again.
Rhys, back in the clinic, was sprawled on a bed. He watched Alludian eggs
drift around in tanks. He had to crane past his protuberant belly, which stood
tall beneath the sheet, like a camel’s hump. It felt bloated and empty. All week
he had gorged himself on whole chickens, banana after banana, gardens of
vegetables… and milk. He’d never had much of a taste for the stuff before, but
he was now drinking four litres a day.
When he wasn’t eating he was either in pain, sliding into pain, or drifting in
a haze of drugs and grinning at Dr Blackman or the nurse, who was gorilla ugly
but very nice.
He had been in hospital two days and a night. The ward had no windows,
but his watch said it was just after nine on the second night. Not long now, he
thought to himself for the hundredth time. A small screen poking up at the end
of his bed broadcast a football game. His eyes looked at the screen but his mind
was far away. He focused on the agony in his back, the hollow in his stomach
and the loom of mortality.
The nurse padded in and checked his obs. She pressed buttons on a screen
he couldn’t see. The gentle night-light shaded her deeper wrinkles and made
the hairs on her chin difficult to see. She seemed the only nurse who attended
to him, unless there was another who relieved her in the small hours of the
morning.
“Not long now, Agatha,” he said. Pain clawed its way up his back and he
grimaced.
Her smile was deep and motherly and assuaged his discomfort. “You’re a
special man, Rhys. We don’t get many like you. Most are too afraid.”
He rolled onto his side. The endorphin rush was phenomenal, and everything
melted. Corners and edges ceased to exist.
“Not long now,” he repeated, then drifted into sleep.
Click. Beep. He woke. His mind, hysterical for oxygen, netted the tail end of
Agatha’s sentence.
“—heart or brain activity for the past minute.”
“Time of death, 7.13am,” Dr Blackman said, switching off the obs screen.
“Put him in with the others.”
Rhys’ heart clamoured. He tried to talk, but his lips would not respond. His
arms and legs were glued to the bed and the harder he struggled the more they
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didn’t move. He tried to blink but his eyelids were out of order. His back and
legs shrieked in anguish, pleading with him to turn over.
Agatha, everybody’s grandma, pulled the bed forward. She turned it around
and pushed him along the ward. Tanks of floating eggs scrolled past peacefully.
Rhys’ bed turned a corner and pushed through a set of swinging doors he
hadn’t noticed before. As the doors flapped shut Rhys observed a line of three
beds. On each bed, a sheet covered a shape. He caught only a glimpse before
he was wheeled around to the blankness of the opposing wall, but he’d seen
enough. All the shapes looked human—except for the bulge in their middles
that rose like a termite mound.
I’m not dead! he thought at Agatha, hoping against logic that she would
somehow pick it up. What’s going on? I’m not dead!
She turned and barged out through the doors.
Come back!
In his mind Rhys screamed and whimpered. He said prayers to a God he
had never believed in. Then the doors opened; a miracle. It was not Agatha’s
lumbering form.
Dr Blackman stood at the end of Rhys’ bed, looking into his eyes. A smile
bent his lips.
You know I’m alive, Rhys thought at him. You son of a fucking bitch. What
did this thing do to me?
Dr Blackman laid the sheet over Rhys’ face, turned and left the room.
The pain from the haemoglobic fever was astonishing, outrageous,
interstellar. It raced from his head to his heels and back again in a glowing oval
of agony. Knowing he need only turn over to be free intensified his anguish.
In his mind tears streamed down his face.
Then everything shrank to insignificance as the Alludian larva emerged from
its cocoon and began to feed.
Story Behind the Story
An illness and a dream: two unrelated things combined to inspire my story. One
morning, I woke to find my hands and feet so tender I could barely use them—it
was as though they were engorged with blood and about to split. A blood test
revealed nothing. After a day or two the condition cleared. That became the
haemoglobic fever. The Alludian life cycle came to me in a dream.
Return to Contents
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The Ferrymen
…Lucy Mackey

A

faint lightening in the east turned the night into dull dawn. Two days
ago, the sun failed. There was just enough light to show the dark bulk of the
Dimming Hills to the west. They rose like a jagged, black crown, their sides
devoid of trees. It took a certain desperation to travel where the sun refused
to show her face, and a certain madness to live there. When the creature in his
pocket tapped at its shell, Estovor broke into a run.
He reached the inn around what should have been noon. There was no
familiar ivy to cover the stonework, but it was adorned. Redling vines found
purchase between the stones, snaking up to the roof as if striving for the light.
But these plants did not need the sun; they glowed with their own faint, red
phosphorescence.
He stepped inside. The light of a few scattered candles brought tears to his
eyes.
He was the only patron in the taproom, but the barman didn’t seem concerned
by the lack of custom; he took a cut of every fee the Ferrymen earned.
“This is your first time in the Hills,” Tarr said from the counter.
“I’ve crossed the Candlelit Sea.” Estovor raised his chin. “Twice.”
“And you think that’s prepared you? If you’d been in the Hills before, you
wouldn’t be crying over a few tapers.”
Estovor bristled at the man’s tone. His placid expression made it more
insulting. “I’ve come to make the crossing. Where are the guides?”
“I didn’t think you came for my bread. Settle in. One will be along soon
enough.”
“How soon? I can’t risk a delay.”
“None want to linger in the Hills—unless you’re born here. One will be
along. They’ll have been watching you. If you don’t want to wait, by all means,
get started. I’ll send someone for your bones. They’re a strange lot, I’ll grant, but
the Ferrymen always make sure to bring something back for the family to bury.”
Estovor tried to conceal his horror; it would have been better if the barman
had said it with a mocking smile. The plain declaration was chilling, and he
gritted his teeth until it hurt. His world was that of the court, where threats
were present but never so stark. Beneath his cloak the egg rattled again, as if in
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response to his quickening heartbeat.
“Enjoy a meal,” Tarr said. “You won’t have another before you finish crossing.”
“I’ll eat. Thank you,” he conceded. “I didn’t mean to come this way. I’ve no
time for the coastal road.”
“I know. Everyone who comes this way thinks they’re too important to give
a month to the coast road. If I were you, I’d find the time.”
It had the sound of a threat. Estovor left the barman and retreated to the fire.
He was glad of its light more than its warmth.
Theirs was a fickle sun, too young to know her business well. To the north
and east were glittering deserts that endured the sun’s favour for all hours of the
day. Too blessed by the sun, they were dead and silent places. In the Dimming
Hills the sun was just a rumour. Day brought only a slight easing of the dark,
and most light was given by the luminous plants—the Redling and Batsbane
vines, and Catseye with its tiny poisonous flowers. When he said he had not
intended to come this way, Estovor told no lie. But when the manticore inside
the egg started to move, tapping like an impatient fingernail on a tabletop,
he knew there was no time for the longer but safer road that ran beside the
Candlelit Sea.
Estovor stepped outside to watch for his guide. The Batsbane vine unfurled
its leaves as true twilight fell on the Hills; well beyond their borders, the sun
was setting. The vine’s leaves glowed with a white light irresistible to moths,
that in turn attracted bats. The well-named vine snared the unlucky creatures
with fine hooks and left them hanging until their flesh grew soft enough to
absorb. Estovor shivered and looked away from the struggles of the bat hooked
by one of its wings. It broke free, tearing the delicate membrane, but another
vine snared the bat as it fell. Estovor strained his eyes and looked up the path
towards the Hills, but the needle-thin shriek of the bat was hard to ignore. He
retreated inside.
The Ferryman arrived soon after. Her skin was nearly as pale as the Batsbane
vines. She stepped into the taproom, careful to avoid looking directly at the fire.
Estovor watched her stride across the room with the confidence only a hunter
could boast. She drew up a chair and straddled it so they faced each other across
the table. The egg in Estovor’s pocket tapped a tattoo on the shell. The Ferryman
wore a longbow slung across her shoulder. Estovor wondered if she could see
well enough to make a shot in the gloom.
“Are you ready to leave?” she asked.
“Yes, but we’ve lost what light there was. I’ve been waiting hours.”
The Ferryman smiled, her eyes narrowed. “We don’t need light. My name is
Rel.”
“Estovor.”
“Well then, Estovor.” Her voice grew formal as she made her oath. “I will see
you safe through the dark.”
Estovor knew little about the strange people who called themselves
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Ferrymen. They were the only ones who lived permanently in the Dimming
Hills. Generations of surviving in the meagre light had wrought changes in the
flora and fauna. The Ferrymen accelerated the process in themselves, chewing
Catseye buds until they built up a resistance to the plant’s poison, and took
some of its essence. All the stories he had heard about the Ferrymen agreed
on two things: they never asked questions, and they did not accept payment
until the crossing was safely accomplished. Their word was their bond. Estovor
counted on it. He had no coins, but a dirk he knew ill how to use.
The moon was less fickle than her sister, but her light was cold and distant.
Estovor stumbled on every third step as he tried to keep up with Rel’s pace. The
path had been sloping upwards for half the night when Rel declared a rest.
As they walked, the Redling and Batsbane vines had been strangled out, and
now only one plant snaked over the rocks. It too glowed softly red, but branched
out to mimic the arteries in a man’s hand.
“Flayed Fingers,” Rel said when she saw Estovor looking. “That’s what we
call it.”
“It’s a good name,” Estovor agreed. “Is there anything to burn?”
“You’re lucky there’s not,” Rel said sharply. “Unless you want to draw a
lightthrall.”
“Are they anything like timberthralls?”
“I wouldn’t know.”
“Timberthralls are predators,” he muttered. “Low-slung body, long as a man’s
tall. Most of the time they stay up in trees, it’s bad when they come down.”
“Well there aren’t any trees here.”
Estovor looked out into the unchanging dark, then back at Rel. She smiled,
no humour in it.
“Would you like me to describe a lightthrall for you?”
“No. I wouldn’t.”
“They can’t resist light.” Rel ignored him. “It sends them into a frenzy.”
“Then they’d love the Candlelit Sea.”
“That’s too much light,” Rel said curtly.
“I’ve seen what gives the Candlelit Sea its name. Do you know?”
“I don’t.”
“There are whole schools of fish that leap—”
“Leave the stories,” she snapped. “Sleep for a few hours and I’ll watch.
There’s no point you taking a turn. You wouldn’t be able to see a lightthrall—
even from ten paces.”
Estovor tore the Flayed Fingers from the rock, touching them gingerly as if
they were dead things. He put his back to the rock and bundled himself in his
cloak. He held the egg against his chest to keep it warm. He closed his eyes, but
did not attempt sleep. Instead, he thought about the Candlelit Sea, the way his
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guide’s mocking tone gave way to reluctance, and what the brilliant lights of the
shoals would do to Rel’s eyes.
The old king’s menagerie had once been the heart of the court. Merchants
lingered after their trades just to see it, and ambassadors were sure to bring the
king a new addition from their homeland.
When the new queen announced a reward of five hundred gold hawks to
whoever brought the most fascinating creature for her menagerie, Estovor had
set off for the harbour. He took a ship across the Candlelit Sea and found the
manticore in the hostile lands that lay beyond the shoals. He could be forgiven
for thinking that slipping into a manticore’s nest was the most dangerous part
of his journey.
Estovor remembered, as a boy, seeing the king let his feathered marmosets
out of their cage to sit on his shoulders while holding court. The first time the new
queen held court, she put the marmosets in a great cage hung from the ceiling
on chains, and with them a grey timberthrall. The marmosets flew against the
bars but the timberthrall clawed its way up, driven by their screams. Some had
learnt a few words—the king’s name. They called for him. Nobody was allowed
to leave the court for the entire hour it took all the marmosets to die. When the
last marmoset succumbed to exhaustion and fell to the cage’s floor, no courtiers
dared to look away. It lay panting among the bloodied and scuffed plumage of
its fellows. The timberthrall—its frenzy cooled—took its time. After the deed
was done, the queen let the timberthrall out. It coiled sinuously around the
foot of her throne, carrying its bloody prize. The queen reached down to stroke
its fur, her expression gentle. Estovor remembered wanting to flee the court at
that very moment, but on a servant’s wage he lacked the resources to move his
family far away. Instead, he braved the manticore’s nest, and took on a guide
whom he knew he could not pay.
Dawn. The barest trace of a blush to the clouds. The Dimming Hills were ending.
Rel and Estovor walked abreast as the path widened, snaking down the valley to
another waystop inn. There, Rel would wait for another passenger, and Estovor
would hurry on to complete his journey to the court. Where the ground levelled
out there was a cairn of stones. A vine of Flayed Fingers snaked all over it to
create an eerie beacon.
Rel stopped. “I have seen you safe through the dark.”
Her words rang formally.
Estovor felt the egg tapping like an irregular heartbeat in his pocket. His
hand strayed too close to his belt. Rel’s eyes glowed softly and steadily, for they
were not back in the light yet. Estovor could not hold her gaze for long.
“You have,” he agreed. “We never discussed payment.”
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Estovor drew his dirk but Rel had already stepped back. The dimness took
her. Estovor turned and began to run towards the inn, cradling the egg. He
could see the lighted windows ahead.
He did not see Rel set an arrow to the string with a steady hand.
Story Behind the Story
I’ve always been interested in playing with the geography and meteorology of a
world. In this case I wondered what would happen if the sun was fickle. I had
to answer my question.
Return to Contents
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Sanctuary
…Sheldon Siporin
You were abandoned
drifting, alone in starlight
fatherless
once
before the adopted family
before the alien strangers
a blue woman with one
breast, a man with square
diamonds for eyes
stared and
took pity, held you
gave you a home
Grown up
you did the same
once
a spiny scarecrow from Mars
tangerine-faced bawling
moved you

But so many lost
ones
like dusty-faced comets
pale as pinpoints of paste
Consulting with Father who
took you aside
his sibilant advising
Not one child
a generation
not one group of siblings
a village
Your bloodstream
your organs
now home to a
nation of
nano-tots

Story Behind the Poem
The poem was a synthesis of the modern American trend of adopting Third
World infants along with the phrase “it takes a village,” drawn from an African
proverb and popularised by a former US Secretary of State.
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A Small Problem
…Carine Heidmann

Her pretty shoes squelched in the mud. She sat in the wet grass by the pond.

Filth everywhere. It covered her feet and smeared her dress. Her entire outfit
would be ruined. She wrinkled her nose. And the smell…
There was no help for it. She’d already agreed to do it.
She breathed through her mouth, smoothed down her dress. Lifted her chin
and faced the creature. “This had better be worth it.”
It stared at her, said nothing now, after being so garrulous moments before,
imploring, hard-selling its proposal.
“Okay,” she sighed. “No point delaying this.”
She leaned forward, inching closer, inwardly writhing. She imagined what
it would feel like. She trembled, every fibre of her being resisting what she was
about to do.
At the last moment, she scrunched her eyes. She didn’t have to look while
she was doing it.
She puckered her lips and kissed the frog.
A worm of revulsion forced its way through her being as her lips touched
a cold wet mouth. She recoiled, squirming. “Ew. Yuck. Yuck!” What was she
thinking? Gagging, she spat into the grass, wiped her mouth with the back of
her hand, wished she could rinse it out, brush her teeth and gargle with a strong
antiseptic mouthwash.
A force knocked her backwards. Golden white light blinded her. She shielded
her eyes, craned to see but couldn’t make out a thing. Magical radiance bathed the
world. Sprinkles of fairy dust appeared from nowhere and snowed everywhere.
Magic soared and zoomed through the air, creating trails of glittering fairy light,
lifting her hair, the fabric of her clothes, and erupting goosebumps all over her
body. Excitement fizzled through her and she could’ve sworn she heard the
swell of an orchestra somewhere. She loved the thrilling buzz of ecstatic power
that came with a manifestation of magic. Her heart leaped in anticipation of its
outcome.
But her mind spewed worries. Would she be able to live with the memory
of what he’d been? A creature living in a muddy morass? Would he be able to?
She so dearly wanted everything to be pure and noble and perfect but…
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Could she ever banish the memory of their awful first kiss? Would it haunt her
every time he came near?
As suddenly as it started the lightshow ended. The noise died down.
She blinked. Half-blinded, she looked around. Where was he? Her prince.
A flash of colour drew her gaze downward to the grass.
Her mouth gaped. “Wha—”
She leaned closer, stared at the magnificently dressed, square-shouldered,
blonde-haired, picture-perfect, but ridiculously undersized, prince. Hardly taller
than the frog had been, even his frog-sized crown was too big for his head, lying
aside in the mud.
She waited for the magic to complete its work, make him grow bigger, bring
him to a full manly size, preferably a good few inches taller than her.
It didn’t happen.
Instead, he did a gallant doll-sized curtsy. “My lady,” he said in a deeply
melodic male, but small, voice.
Her horror even greater than when she’d kissed the frog, her dreams
splintered. “What am I going to do with you!”
Story Behind the Story
Watching the scene when Tiana kissed the frog in the Disney version of this fairy
tale, a few alternate outcomes to the classic tale popped into my head.
Return to Contents
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New Writers Unearthed
An Interview with
Andrei Seleznev

…Eugen M Bacon

A

ndrei Seleznev is a Russian-Australian cross-genre writer who writes literary
fiction, speculative fiction and poetry.
He says, “I lent a dodgy neighbour fifty bucks once and never saw it again.
But then I wrote a poem about him and sold it to a lit mag for that exact amount,
so poetry is a format that’s been good to me. My literary fiction usually explores
Eastern Europe and post-Soviet immigration. I’m an immigrant from Russia
myself so I have a lot to say.”
Andrei likes classic fantasy for its mythological echoes and the rawness. He
likes science fiction for imagining what could be. “And sometimes it’s as much
informed by when it’s written as when it’s set,” he says. “I have a special thing
for hidden-world modern day fantasy, because I used to play World of Darkness
role-playing games in high school and still have, somewhere, a bag of ten-sided
dice and a pack of clove cigarettes. It’s nice when the hero chases a wizard
into a metro station and you go, ‘I know this place. Toilets are to the left of the
entrance…’ Maybe I met a wizard in the toilets once.”
Find out more about Andrei from his website: andreiseleznev.com
Where is your writing space?
A rickety desk in a share house bedroom. I got it second-hand off Gumtree
for forty bucks. Drove all the way across town for it, spent ages taking it apart
with a screwdriver in the rain because it wouldn’t fit into my car. When I got
home I saw it in a Kmart catalogue for $45.
The most important thing for me is a decent lamp in a good spot. It’s also
nice to be near a window with a neat tree outside. Once that’s done, everything
else falls into place.
Writing ritual
Turn off the internet, ditch the mobile phone, make a cup of tea. I used
to do the incense thing but now I associate it with yoga and it’s not the right
mindset. I’m also a proponent of internet blocking software, or simply turning
your router off if your housemates aren’t home or don’t exist.
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I like to write to film soundtracks. Nothing too cheesy, no dramatic trumpet
swells, please. I prefer music that wouldn’t sound out of place in a tiny St
Petersburg café where the coffee cups have chipped saucers. Like Mikael
Tariverdiev’s works.
Sometimes I’ll spend an afternoon writing in a café (not in St Petersburg)
behind a laptop and a mess of notebooks. As well as making one seem artistic,
having sketch notes is super useful.
And, just so you know, my favourite letter is A, my least favourite is F. I love
poached eggs but I’m never game enough to make them for breakfast; I always
fry eggs. The less risks I take in the kitchen, the more I can take on the page.
Writerly crush?
Roger Zelazny. When he’s good, he’s fantastic, and his prose is poetic,
striking, and funny. When he’s bad, he’s still having a great time and doesn’t
care what you think.
He was an old-school speculative fiction writer and a master of the novella.
He was super prolific and his stuff ranges from amazing to total schlock (with
plenty more good than bad). Sometimes I tell people he’s my favourite author,
and they’ve only read the schlock and decide I have bad taste, so I’m clearing
this up right now because I wouldn’t want ASM readers to think less of me.
If I could do something fun with Roger Zelazny… He passed away in 1995,
so upon meeting his ghostly form, I would ask detailed questions about the
nature of the afterlife. This is something I wish popular TV psychic John Edward
did instead of asking dead folk if they remembered the colour of their fish tank
in the garage. I don’t know how fun ghost-talking would be for poor old Roger,
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so perhaps afterwards we could recreate the pottery scene from the movie
Ghost. If he’s up for it.
Are you structured or unstructured as a writer?
With short stories and poems, unstructured. I’ll be rewriting everything
twenty times anyway, so I let the story wander down dark alleys unsupervised,
or let it loose in the kitchen with a cricket bat. Any structure I have in mind
when I start is a pile of rubble by the end.
I’ve learned the hard way this doesn’t work for longer fiction. My phone’s
got a reminder: go 2 Officeworks, buy coloured pens cue cards ruler corkboard for
novel planning. I’m still hitting snooze on it.
However, I am a passionate advocate of being structured and disciplined
with your writing schedule. Block out space on your weekly planner—this helps
enormously when it’s a balmy Saturday afternoon and your mates are calling
you to the pub.
If you could improve your writing right now…
I’d re-word this interview so the first letter of each line spells out a beautiful
and touching poem. The poem would be an apology to the poor person doing
the typesetting. I’d also tackle a novel.
As for what I’d do differently in the past—everything I’d ever sent out, I’d rerevise about ten times more. I’d stop myself hitting “send” on a few submissions
too.
When I’m not writing…
I play bass in a rock and roll band. We have a consistent problem of band
members moving overseas and there might be a vacancy by the time this goes
to print.
Reading right now…
Ashleigh Young’s Can You Tolerate This, a collection of personal essays,
mostly about small experiences, by a New Zealand author. They are understated
and kind and perceptive. I’m reading the essays because next time I’m in New
Zealand I need a better thing to discuss with the locals than the tired marmite
versus vegemite affair.
Best film…
The 1960s Soviet classic Ya Shagayu Po Moskve (I Walk Across Moscow). It
features a hip vinyl salesgirl, a handsome Siberian writer bloke, and his metro
worker mate who helps him patch a set of torn trousers and then sings a song
at the end. It’s also rated ‘8’ on IMDB, which is admittedly not the most reliable
indicator of quality because Shutter Island is 8.1, and the classic Village People
musical comedy Can’t Stop The Music is a criminal 4.5.
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In parting, on speculative fiction, Andrei said, “It’s a wonderful canvas for
the imagination. It is mega fun to dream fantastical worlds and realities, and
explore what it would be like to live in them, how they would affect us, and who
would we become, which to me is the crucial part.”
Return to Contents
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To the Stars
…Matthew R Ward

The old priest dove into the pool, strong strokes bringing him easily to the

transparent bottom where he could look out at the stars. The window always
gave him the feeling that he was hovering in interstellar space itself. He looked
for answers in the bright lights and delicate colours of stars and galaxies as they
rotated around him. He found none.
The priest ran one hand across the surface of the glass and sighed, the last
of his air bubbling upwards across his face. His gaze followed the bubbles to the
silvery surface of the water and the scattered image of a figure leaning over the
edge of the pool. He pushed off from the window, kicked against the stars until
he reached the surface and the cool air that awaited his burning lungs.
“Father Wheeler, I have news.” The young man standing by the pool shuffled
from one foot to the other as the priest pulled himself from the water. The man
wore the simple robe of an initiate, dark brown with only a light pattern of stars
dotting the hem.
“What is it, Brother Tommas? I don’t have much of an appetite for more
news.” Father Wheeler picked up the towel that lay next to a dark blue robe
patterned with stars and circles, and rubbed it across his old but strong body.
“This is good news, Father. The Pilgrim has returned to the Ark.”
Father Wheeler pulled his robe over his head and smoothed his grey hair
into place above a furrowed forehead. “What do you mean, Brother Tommas?”
“The Pilgrim. He has returned! I never thought I would meet him. He is
just as the stories say, just as the recordings show.” Brother Tommas could not
control the smile that took over his face.
Father Wheeler stood straight and looked down at Tommas. “The Pilgrim?
Then maybe there are answers after all. Answers for us all. Where is he,
Tommas?”
“He’s waiting in your chambers. He’ll help us, won’t he, Father? He’s the
Pilgrim. He must know what to do.”
“I don’t know, Tommas.” The priest placed a hand on Tommas’ shoulder and
squeezed gently. “But if the Pilgrim is here then surely all will be well.” He spoke
in a comforting voice but was unable to make eye contact with the hopeful
young man.
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Father Wheeler walked to his chambers, accompanied by his thoughts. He
ignored his surroundings as he listened to the soft song of the Ark. He had lived
his whole life enfolded within that song, the gentle murmuring of systems he
could not name. Only recently had he begun to truly listen to the melody, to try
and discern its meaning. The song had not changed during his lifetime and he
believed it never would. Even so, he now felt it mocked him and his whole faith.
The priest entered a wide thoroughfare, stepped onto a moving walkway and
rested one hand on the handrail that ran alongside it. He rode the walkway for
some time, hair drying in the warm breeze, surrounded by the delicate scents
and colours of trees and flowers growing along the sides of the wide corridor.
He nodded to those he passed, but otherwise didn’t respond to greetings.
Appearing lost in thought was a good way to avoid eye contact, to avoid seeing
the loss and confusion in people’s eyes.
When he reached the side passage leading to his chambers he stepped heavily
off the walkway. He momentarily lost his balance and staggered a few steps.
“Are you alright, Father?” A brightly clad woman hopped off the walkway.
She offered him her hand. The cut of her clothing and the way she tied her hair
from her face indicated she was technician caste.
He looked into her face, saw only gentle concern. “Thank you, my child. I
am fine.”
She turned to step back onto the walkway, paused mid-step and turned.
“Father, is it true? Has the Pilgrim returned?”
“So I am told.” Father Wheeler saw hope blossom on the young woman’s
face and looked away. He walked down the side passage without comment.
Father Wheeler paused outside the door to his chambers. He realised he was
holding his breath and let it out in a slow sigh. He waved the door open and
stepped into the anteroom. He closed his eyes and breathed the citrus aroma of
honey myrtle oil in the air. He opened his eyes and regarded the man standing
patiently before him. The stocky body, cropped hair, wide nose and wider jaw
were all exactly as represented in tapestries and holograms throughout the Ark.
He wore a navy tunic and leggings, a pale green undershirt visible at his collar.
Father Wheeler bowed and spread his arms wide. “Pilgrim, I bid you welcome
to the Ark. May my blessings reach your children’s children.”
The pilgrim bowed in return, mirrored the Father’s movements. His accent
sounded strange, even to someone who had spent his life studying recordings
of the pilgrim’s speeches. “I thank you Father and pray that your children’s
children will be equally blessed.”
The formal greeting complete, the Father felt his face flushing, his mouth
filled with a jumble of words. He gestured towards his main chamber and
beckoned to the pilgrim to follow, while searching for words. “I, we… that is to
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say…”
“You weren’t expecting me? I know.” The pilgrim smiled and shrugged as he
followed. “No worries, Father. I know you guys weren’t expecting me, so there’s
no need to stand on ceremony.”
“Of course, Pilgrim, of course. But first, I would be honoured if you would
take tea with me. Then you can explain how it is that we are blessed with your
presence once more. We understood your previous visit was the final one.”
Father Wheeler indicated that the pilgrim should sit, and excused himself.
The main chamber held a couple of upholstered armchairs that formed a
triangle with an oak coffee table. The walls hid behind thick tapestries, one
depicting the pilgrim standing on a mountain, gazing at the stars with a curious
smile on his face.
Father Wheeler passed behind a wooden and cloth partition, returning mere
minutes later with two cups of hot tea.
The pilgrim accepted a cup and settled back in his chair. “Thanks. I’ll answer
your questions, but first let me get to know you. Have you been Father for long?”
“The mantle was passed on to me by Father Jorgens eleven years ago, when
the Lord reclaimed him.”
“Father Jorgens? I met a Brother Jorgens the last time I was here. He was
new to the order. Thin. Lots of questions. Seemed real sharp. That him?”
Father Wheeler smiled. “Indeed. The description fits.”
The pilgrim shook his head. “That’s the hardest part, you know? When I
started this crazy boat ride, I kept in touch with my mates, got to know people.
Not these days.” He sipped his tea. “It’s only been a few weeks for me since I met
Brother Jorgens. How long’s it been out here?”
“Father Jorgens was reclaimed at the age of ninety-eight. It is nearly eighty
years since your last visit.” Father Wheeler’s tone altered, became hesitant.
“Pilgrim… how do you come to be here?”
The pilgrim locked deep brown eyes with Father Wheeler’s, and sipped at his
tea before he answered. “It almost sounds like I’m not welcome. What’s going
on?”
Father Wheeler placed his teacup on the table beside his chair with
carefulness. “Pilgrim, please. I would like to know how you came here before I
speak further.”
“Okay, sure. The boffins reckoned the Ark would be out of quantum
displacement range after my last trip.”
“Yes, that is what you told the people.”
“The displacement beam travels at the speed of light, so it takes me years to
get here or to get home. Years for you anyway, an instant for me.”
Father Wheeler’s voice quavered with impatience as he spoke. “Yes, yes. The
Pilgrim’s Great Sacrifice. You gave up all you had, and everyone you knew, to
travel through the stars to visit our Ark. You have travelled back and forth more
than a hundred times, each trip taking longer, as the Ark got further and further
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from Earth. Eventually we passed beyond the displacement range and knew
you could never return.” He paused, and calmed himself, before continuing.
“Forgive me, Pilgrim. I do not mean to lecture as I would a novice. I just don’t
understand how you can be here.”
“When I got back to Earth, a hell of a lot of time had passed. And the boffins
had improved the displacement technology, so I could make the trip back once
more. This is definitely my final visit. They say there’s nothing more, even
theoretically, that can be done to improve the range.” The pilgrim drained his
cup with a slurp. “I’m glad they could send me back. I love this place. But you’ve
got something on your mind. What is it?”
Father Wheeler poured fresh cups of tea while he gathered his thoughts.
“Pilgrim… in a way I am glad you are here.”
“Only in a way, Father?”
Father Wheeler looked into his tea and stirred it with a finger. “I hope, Pilgrim,
that you can answer some questions for me. They are not easy questions to ask,
and I presume they will be equally difficult to answer. Questions I should never
have considered for the merest moment. And yet I find myself burdened with
their asking.” He raised a hand to forestall the pilgrim’s interruption. “Please
forgive me, Pilgrim. I am an old man, unused to such things, and I find myself
delaying the inevitable.” He looked up from his tea, and held the pilgrim’s gaze.
“Tell me Pilgrim. What did we do wrong? How did we displease the Lord? Why
has he abandoned us?”
Father Wheeler watched the pilgrim’s eyes, looking for any hint of an answer,
and saw only confusion.
“Father, please. I haven’t the foggiest idea what you’re talking about.”
For the narrowest moment, Father Wheeler considered that the pilgrim
could be lying. As he studied the pilgrim’s face, he shook the thought away; this
man was filled with nothing but truth and love for the Ark and those who rode
in it. It had always been so.
The pilgrim repeated his question. “What is it, Father? What happened?”
“I felt you would have foreknowledge of this thing. A foolish presumption,
like so many others. How could you know of an event that happened while you
were a beam of light? How could you know of the explosion, the loss of life?”
The look of dismay on the pilgrim’s face was genuine, Father Wheeler had
no doubts about that.
“What happened, Father?”
“Five of the faithful were taken from us. We were fortunate. It could have
been so many more.” Father Wheeler’s voice softened to a whisper. “Yes, very
fortunate.”
“Hey, I’m sorry Father, but I still don’t understand why you feel abandoned.
There’s been accidents on the Ark before, much worse ones too. Accidents are a
part of life. I know what it’s like to lose friends but that doesn’t mean you should
give up on the mission.”
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Father Wheeler nodded, slow and heavy. “Friends, yes. What about children?
What about my grandson?”
“Your grandson?”
“Stefan was on duty when it happened. He could have been Captain one day.
He would have been such a good Captain. And now he’s gone.”
“I’m sorry, Father. Losing people is always hard. I can’t imagine how it feels
when it’s your own flesh and blood.”
Father Wheeler stood abruptly and gestured towards the door. “Come, walk
with me, Pilgrim. The explosion took more than lives. So much more.”
Father Wheeler walked in silence and the pilgrim followed in equal silence.
They avoided main throughways and passages, stuck to maintenance hallways
and narrow corridors. They saw one other person as they walked. He smiled
when he saw the pilgrim, but a look from the Father made him lower his head
and hurry by.
Father Wheeler halted beside an unmarked door. “I would ask you to brace
yourself before we step within.”
The pilgrim nodded. Father waved the door open and stepped through. The
pilgrim followed, and they stood in a small observation room. Subdued lighting
drew the pilgrim’s gaze to a view through the large window opposite the door.
He stepped closer and looked out across the Ark, surveying the city of metal
and glass hanging against a starry backdrop. He looked back at Father Wheeler
behind him.
“Father, I don’t know what I’m supposed to be looking for here. Give me a
clue.”
“Pilgrim, we are on a Holy mission, are we not?”
“That’s the main idea.”
Father Wheeler could see the pilgrim’s confusion. He felt a momentary
sorrow that he could not enjoy the same lack of awareness. “And our mission is
to reach the New World for our children to colonise in the Lord’s name?”
“Correct.” The pilgrim’s voice remained calm, but his eyes shone with
questions.
“Then why, when we do nothing but His will, why would He abandon
us?” Father Wheeler could restrain himself no longer. He stepped forward and
thumped a fist against the window, teeth clenched hard to keep from shouting.
“Why would He do this to us?” He pointed towards the end of the Ark.
The pilgrim gazed in the direction of Father Wheeler’s finger, his eyes
searching for the source of the priest’s anger. Father Wheeler watched as the
pilgrim scanned the outside of the Ark.
“Bloody oath. The sail!”
“Yes, Pilgrim. The sail.”
The pilgrim stared at the rear of the Ark and the damaged section, dark
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black showing up starkly against silver. “You can’t repair—?”
“No, Pilgrim. Repairs are impossible. We have redundant systems,
replacement components, which we hope to never need. With the resources
of the Ark we can manufacture just about anything imaginable. But the repairs
to the plasma sail require exotic elements in quantities far beyond what was
thought necessary for our journey. This accident should not have happened.”
“How did it happen? The collision detection system should have dealt with
anything big enough to make a mess like this!”
“Indeed, it should. Unfortunately, the collision detectors need to be disabled
for maintenance, once every twenty years or so. That’s when the rock hit us.”
“But the odds against such a thing are unreal.”
“The chance is so vanishingly small as to be considered an impossibility. And
yet, it happened.”
The pilgrim continued gazing through the window. “When the Ark launched
and the sail opened out, it was the most beautiful thing I had ever seen. I’ll
never forget the plasma growing around it, catching the solar wind and slowly
pulling the Ark away from Earth. We sold replicas. Toys and flying models. For
months, there were bright purple teardrops everywhere I went. I remember the
party when the Ark cleared the edge of the solar system. And years later when
it passed by Barnard’s Star. All this time, all these years.” The pilgrim looked at
Father Wheeler. “I can’t accept this. I can’t.”
Father Wheeler shook his head. “Pilgrim, you must accept it, for it is the
truth. We have grasped at all the straws and found them wanting. Without
the plasma sail there will be no way to reduce our velocity when we reach our
destination. We cannot capture the solar wind from the star that should be
our new sun. We cannot slow down. We cannot stop. Our mission will not be
completed. We are a lost people. Do you understand now? Do you understand
why I ask these questions? Can you tell me why we have been cast out? Can you
tell me how I am supposed to give direction to my people when there is none
to give?”
“Father, I…” the pilgrim put a finger to his lip. “I don’t have an answer for
you, I’m sorry.”
Father Wheeler stared at the pilgrim with searching eyes. He opened his
mouth as if to speak, but closed it. He left the room without a single word or a
backward glance.
Father Wheeler spent the next few days in his chambers. He saw only his
attendants, spoke to no one. He knew the pilgrim was visiting with the people,
talking with children. Telling tales of times long gone, in turn hearing their
stories. Being with them and sharing in their lives, in a way Father Wheeler no
longer knew how.
Eventually, as Father Wheeler knew he must, the pilgrim visited his chambers,
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waiting in the anteroom for hours, until the priest could bear it no longer.
“Why do you seek me, Pilgrim?” Father Wheeler entered the room with
slumped shoulders and defeated eyes. “There is nothing you can tell me.
Nothing to show me. Why are you here?”
The pilgrim approached slowly, almost warily. “Father. There is something I
can tell you. Something that’d change the way you feel, maybe for the better.”
His voice dropped to a whisper. “Maybe not.”
“So speak to me, Pilgrim. Speak. Or don’t. It no longer matters.” Father
Wheeler walked back into his main room without waiting for a response. He
slumped into a chair and looked up, unsurprised to see the pilgrim had followed
him.
“Your people need you, you know that. They’ve never needed anyone more.”
The pilgrim held up a hand to silence Father Wheeler’s reply. “The way they
speak about you with such love. And concern. They need you, but you can’t be
the man they need while you’re in such a state. That’s why I’m going to share
with you a secret. A secret you must never tell anyone.”
This time the pilgrim allowed a pause. Father Wheeler did nothing but stare
at the floor.
The pilgrim continued. “This mission of yours, the great voyage. You know
why the mission began? Why we sent your ancestors into space, to never
return?”
“The Lord asked for brave men and women to make the journey, so His
people could spread to another planet. Go forth and multiply.” Father Wheeler
did not look up as he spoke.
The pilgrim sank into a chair. “That’s an old story. Older than you know. But
that’s all it is. A story. Men thought up your mission. Only men. I should know,
I’m one of them.”
Father Wheeler looked up. “I do not understand. What are you trying to tell
me?”
“I’m responsible for the existence of the Ark and the mission. Not to mention
the lives of everyone on it. On Earth I was the first quantum-tech trillionaire. My
companies affected the lives of everyone on the planet. I made more money in a
handful of seconds than I could throw away in a year. My fortune came from the
vanishingly small, so I decided to spend it on something huge. And what could
be huger than spreading the human race out among the stars?”
The pilgrim continued: “We spent years planning it. More years building
the Ark in orbit. We knew it would be ready, it’d do the trick all right. It’d take
people into space and to the planet we had chosen. I found many willing to
volunteer to man the Ark. Good men and women, dedicated and idealistic. I
knew we could trust them to take this thing as far as they could. But what
about after they died? We had no way of knowing what their children and their
children’s children might decide. Fact is, I couldn’t imagine why they’d even
want to continue with the mission when it had been planned by people they’d
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never met, a society they could never be part of. What if they decided to turn
around and come back to see what this Earth place was all about? It would be
the easiest option after all.”
The pilgrim scratched at his elbow. He studied Father Wheeler for a moment.
“I’m sorry, Father. You weren’t supposed to know any of this. We all agreed on
the only way to make the mission work. There’s only one thing that untold
generations dedicate themselves to. One thing that can inspire devotion to the
cause and faith in the mission.” He looked around at the tapestries in the room.
“That one thing is religion.”
“What are you telling me Pilgrim?” Father Wheeler’s words came slow and
steady through clenched teeth. His knuckles whitened where he gripped the
armrests of his chair.
“Look, I’m sorry. I really didn’t want to tell you the truth. But I can’t avoid
it if you’re to be of any use to your people. Your religion. Your God. Your holy
mission. It’s all fiction. We designed your religion to keep everyone on track. It
was the only way to guarantee dedication. We made it all up. The Lord’s words
to the chosen. The ceremonies. Even the robes you wear.”
“Then why are you here? Why would you sacrifice yourself for a hoax? Why
would you take the pilgrimage upon yourself, if not because the Lord requested
it?”
“I have to share another secret with you.”
“Another? Is that all our mission is? Secrets and lies?”
The pilgrim touched the side of his head, above his left ear. “I have a tumour.
A cancerous growth. Malignant. Inoperable back when the mission started.
Without treatment they gave me months. With treatment, maybe a year or two,
but no more.”
His eyes burned into Father Wheeler’s. “All my money could do nothing
for me. So I became the pilgrim, knowing travelling back and forth to the Ark
would take me into the future. Knowing surgical techniques would improve,
that sooner or later they’d be able to cure me.”
“And did they cure you? Is this tumour gone?”
“Oh, they can do amazing things these days. Artificial organs better than
the real thing, bionic arms and legs, full body transplants, good stuff. They can
remove the tumour and replace the brain tissue it’s eaten into. But they can’t
guarantee I’ll be the same person when they’re done. They say my personality
will be at least sixty percent intact after the operation. They tried to make it
sound like a good thing.” The pilgrim laughed. “Yeah, nah. My personality is
who I am. No way am I going through life as a fraction of myself. That’d be
the same as dying. They gave me months. I traded them up into decades and
centuries. I’ve lived longer than anyone. I’ve seen things I’d never have dreamed
of. I’ve seen what I would once have thought were miracles. But your people
weren’t chosen, they volunteered. Historians and psychologists wrote your holy
books. The Lord didn’t send me. I just reached out for one last grasp at life.”
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“Enough!” Father Wheeler stood abruptly, pushing his chair over backwards.
“Enough of these lies.” He swung around to face the pilgrim. “Why do you tell
me these things? Are you the honoured pilgrim or not?”
“Look, Father, I…”
“No.” Father Wheeler grasped the pilgrim by the shoulders, pulled him to his
feet. “Why? Why do you do this to me?”
The buzzing in his head grew louder. Father Wheeler pushed the pilgrim
away. He spun around. The walls of the room closed in as the buzzing spread
through his head, through his body.
“Enough!” He flung his arms as if to hurl away the pilgrim, the room, the
buzzing. Failing this, he ran for the door, fled the lies that burned. He sped
down the corridor, not caring who he brushed past. The buzzing raced with him.
Father Wheeler found the cavernous expanse of the recreation room. He saw his
beloved swimming pool. He tore off his robes and plunged into the warm and
welcoming water.
The buzzing faded as he stroked to the bottom of the pool and the window
to the stars. He gripped the handholds and stared into space. Words tumbled
through his mind. The Pilgrim is lying. But why? Our voyage is the Lord’s mission.
He sent us, He watches over us. Air bubbles escaped his lips. His mind raced.
My work, the work of those who came before me, that is no lie. It could not be.
The Lord would not allow it. He sent us on our voyage to the stars that shine like
beacons to light our way. The stars the Lord placed there for us, so we would know
of the splendour that awaits. The stars…oh my Lord. The stars!
The stars that had blazed so steadily throughout his life, that had brought
comfort and reassurance, began to dim. Darkness spread from the edge of his
vision, accelerating as it neared the centre. He swiped at the window with his
hand and saw that it too had begun to dim. His whole universe faded, leaving
him with nothing. He reached for the nothing and let it envelop him. For the
first time in weeks, he felt peace. Sweet peace in the darkness.
“Grandfather, wake up.” The voice was at once familiar and strange. It was a
voice Father Wheeler had known he would never hear again in his lifetime.
“Stefan?” Father Wheeler tried to sit up and see his grandson. He couldn’t
move. He couldn’t see anything but surrounding darkness.
“Yes. It’s me.”
“Why can’t I see you?”
“It is not your time. We will meet again, but now you must wake up and you
must remember. Remember your mission. Remember why we’re all out here.
Think in circles, grandfather, think in circles!”
“Stefan, I’ve missed you. Why can’t I stay with you?”
“You must live, grandfather. Our people need you, more than ever. Wake up
and remember…”
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The voice drifted away, leaving Father Wheeler floating alone with the
darkness.
“Father! Father Wheeler!” A new voice broke into the darkness, shattering it
with bright light. Father Wheeler tried to respond but only coughed up water.
His lungs burned.
“He’s alive, thank the stars!”
The brightness surrounding Father Wheeler waned. He saw the ceiling of the
recreation room high above. He saw the concerned faces of Brother Tommas, of
his people. He struggled to sit, but collapsed. He was exhausted, but he knew
one thing. It was good to be alive.
Father Wheeler entered the room.
The pilgrim went down on one knee. “Father, forgive me.”
“No, Pilgrim, you need not seek forgiveness. Indeed, I must thank you for
helping me see the truth.”
“How so?”
Father Wheeler smiled. He held his arms palms upwards. “You opened my
eyes, Pilgrim, and helped me see again. For that you have my thanks.”
“And what did you see?”
“Our mission, the great journey on which the Lord has sent us. It is not
about reaching our destination. The voyage itself is the mission. I have spoken
with the engineers and astrogators and they agree it is possible. We may not
be able to slow down enough to reach our promised planet, but we can adjust
our course using steering thrusters. We can use gravitational slingshots around
planets and stars to change our path and travel faster and further than we ever
dreamed.”
“Faster and further to where?”
“We shall go forth, Pilgrim, we must go forth. Eventually we shall circle
the galaxy and return to our home world with the Word of the Lord. We shall
have experienced splendours and wonders no mere planet-bound mortal ever
could. And during our long voyage the particle collectors will gather up all the
materials we need to repair the plasma sail. We shall return home and share the
truth of this wonderful universe with the teeming hordes who stayed behind.”
“But how long would that take? Surely thousands of years!”
“Tens, maybe hundreds of thousands.” Father Wheeler circled the pilgrim as
he spoke. He gripped the pilgrim’s shoulder. “You realise that you arrived at just
the right time, just when I needed you. How else could this happen, other than
by the hand of the Lord?”
“You’re not angry with me for the things I told you?”
“Ah, Pilgrim, my friend. I do not know if you truly believe the things you
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said, but it does not matter. Your words left me adrift and abandoned in a sea
of black. I reached out desperate to grasp onto something, anything, and I
found only one thing solid enough to hold me. My faith. You shocked me out of
my self-pitying state and that is the important thing. That is exactly what you
planned, is it not?” He placed a hand on his chest. “No need to answer. I have
all the answers, in my heart, in my faith.”
“That’s great, Father. Great for you, and your people.”
“Yes, my people. I can again perform the duty I have been avoiding. Now I
can truly lead my people, show them the way through the darkness ahead. You
are right, Pilgrim. They need me. And I need them.”
The stars burned steadily in the darkness, offering comfort to the two men
gazing at them. The pilgrim looked at Father Wheeler and smiled. He pointed
and kicked away from the stars, rising to the surface. A moment later, the
Father’s head burst into the air beside him in the pool.
“Must you leave us, Pilgrim?” Father Wheeler rolled onto his back and
floated on the rippling water.
“It’s not easy, Father, I admit that. But I can’t bring myself to die here. The
Ark has always been a place of hope, of life. It’s not a place for me to die.”
“My friend, you cannot possibly be more wrong. But I respect your wishes,
if not understand them. If you wish to leave us and ride the displacement beam
back to Earth, that is your right.”
“Thanks, Father.”
“There is a problem, Pilgrim. You told me you could only make the journey
here because technology on Earth has improved enough to increase the range
of the beam. Is that right?”
“That’s about the size of it, yes.”
Father Wheeler shook his head. “But the technology on the Ark has not
improved. The range of the beam from here must still be as it was. And that
would not be enough to get you home.”
The pilgrim floated in silence for a few seconds. “Alright. You’ve caught me
out. I thought about claiming the receivers on Earth are now good enough to
cope, but I don’t want to lie to you. You’ve found my final secret. I’ll step into
the beam, but I’ll never make it back to Earth. This is my final journey, but it’s
never going to end. I will live in the beam forever, a pilgrim till the end of time.”
“Live? Can you call that living?”
“Maybe no, maybe yes. Maybe both. But it won’t be death.”
“You seek to avoid Heaven’s embrace?”
“I may have helped imagine your Heaven, but I can’t imagine waking up and
finding myself there.”
Father Wheeler smiled. “Your beliefs are very different my friend, but I know
that the Lord sent you to us. I believe He will accept you back. In the years to
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come, when the time to be reclaimed is upon me, we shall meet again.”
The pilgrim turned and gazed at Father Wheeler. “Maybe you’re right Father.
But till then, you have your journey and I have mine. To the stars, Father. To
the stars.”
“Yes, Pilgrim. To the stars. And back again!”
Story Behind the Story
I was thinking about old sci-fi tropes such as the crew of a generation ship
forgetting they are on a ship. I wondered what would encourage the crew to
stay on mission, generations after it started.
Return to Contents
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telltale glow that had nothing to do with the sunset bathed the western
mountain gorge in unnatural shades of lavender. Melinda didn’t look directly at
it from their vantage point on a foothill at the edge of town. The colour made
her uneasy, as if it shouldn’t exist in this world. No one knew where the gremlins
came from or what they wanted, just that the bizarre light always heralded their
arrival.
“Strange to be the heroes for once, ain’t it?” Lance said with a chuckle as he
paced around the detonator. He rolled tobacco in a paper with one hand. He
wouldn’t light it so near their trap, just tuck it into his pocket with half a dozen
more.
“Don’t know why you’re making so many,” Melinda called over to him.
“Just preparing for our victory shindig is all, love.”
At the deputy’s request, Lance and Melinda had already set the trap in
anticipation, lining the gorge with enough explosives to bury the eggplantcoloured mutants. After the story raced like wildfire about how the duo had
gunned down dozens of the gremlins in Greybends, towns across the valleys
were sending urgent messages for help. It paid more than run-of-the-mill
gunslinging, that was for sure, and for good reason: the gremlins spread a
sickness wherever they appeared, making people drop dead or go berserk.
But that wasn’t the worst of what Melinda had seen at Greybends and what
gave her nightmares every night since: the gremlins, their mouths full of more
teeth than any creature on this earth needed, liked to tear into human bodies
and fornicate in some devilish mating ritual. She’d never forget seeing a small
gremlin the size of a prairie dog wiggling out of an old woman’s torso as two
adult gremlins, basking in the red guts, ogled Melinda with orange eyes.
“We’re not heroes yet,” Melinda said. She peered through the sights of her
custom rifle, Plymouth, and scanned the gorge. Equipped with liquid coolant
tubes and other attachments by a wacky blacksmith a few towns back, it had an
impressive range and firepower, perfect for dealing with the buggers. But there
was no sign of the gremlins, even though the sickly lavender haze appeared
almost three days ago. “And we’ll be lucky if we’re celebrating anything anytime
soon. Think they saw the dyno and retreated?”
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A kid rode up before Lance could answer.
“This drunk called Pyrus has a tip on the gremlins’ new whereabouts,” he
blurted, half out of breath. “Said they planted a trap for you with the glow. Said
the cattleman told him there were creatures coming from the south.”
Lance poked one of the unrolled cigarettes in his mouth but didn’t light it.
He sized up the kid. “And we should believe you, why now?”
“He’s an odd stick and drunk nearly all the time. But he knows everything
‘bout everything and will tell it to anyone if the price is right.” The boy’s voice
trembled a note. “My uncle told me about Greybends, sir. We don’t want them
devils getting down here.”
Lance squinted at the kid and then looked to Melinda. “Break wouldn’t hurt.
See if the story holds.”
Melinda holstered Plymouth. “I’m sick of looking at that gorge anyhow.”
They could stock up on rations and it wouldn’t take them more than ten, fifteen
minutes to ride back if needed. “Let’s look sharp and cut dirt.”
They hustled to a tavern on the east edge of town and Melinda didn’t waste time
on niceties once they tracked down their target in the corner of The Rusty Nail.
“Whaddya know?” Melinda said to the hunched man. She brushed back her
duster to rest her fingers on a holstered Colt Peacemaker. “Fast now, we don’t
got all day.”
Pyrus’ red-rimmed nosed nearly matched the colour of his ill-fitted vest.
Bleary eyes announced his barrel fever. He looked up, unimpressed. “Pull in
your horns. I got your information on the devils’ whereabouts. But it’ll cost you.”
It was all the excuse she needed to slam Pyrus against a wall. The drunkard
glared and resisted but Melinda, a good foot taller, held on tight.
She squinted at him. “Wow-wee, you are just about as ugly as a burnt boot.
You’re dead meat if you don’t speak up.”
“Now, Mellie, don’t go too rough on the poor man.” Lance flashed his
charmer’s smile. He helped himself to a generous sip of Pyrus’ whiskey.
“That’s mine!” Pyrus hollered and one of the patrons glanced over and then
away.
“Gremlins,” Lance said conversationally. “Where and when did you see
them?”
“I saw ‘em come straight outta hell.”
Melinda readied to give him another shake when Pyrus’ manner shifted
abruptly. He laughed like a sick donkey and convulsed in her grip. Strangest of
all, thin purplish rings, nearly translucent, bloomed around his irises.
“Lance—” she started.
But Pyrus threw her off with sudden strength and bolted through the door.
“Looks like y’all about to be trapped as branded cattle,” he shouted.
“What the hell?” Lance went to grab her arm, but she pushed him away,
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brushing off her duster.
“I’m fine. Looked like he had the gremlin sickness. But I never saw anyone get
strong from it.” Most folk Melinda had seen dropped dead soon after screaming
about the monsters and trying to kill everything in sight—their townsfolk
included. Questions crowded her mind but no time for that now if one person
was already infected. “We gotta get to the detonator.”
The spattering of patrons outright stared now. “They coming for us, aren’t
they?” A young cowgirl cried.
A scream tore through the air outside, followed by a gunshot.
“Arm yourselves. Don’t breathe the dust whatever you do or you’re a goner,”
Melinda said.
She dashed out with Lance.
They pulled up short at the empty post, their horses gone and Pyrus with them.
“Dammit!” Melinda aired her lungs with a string of curses. Without their
rides—and not another in sight—they didn’t stand a chance of getting to the
detonator on time. To the west the sunset had brightened to a stomach-clenching
electric purple, casting a surreal haze on the dirt road.
Lance grabbed her arm. Black eyes bored into hers, the same worried look
he gave each night when she woke up half-screaming from her dreams. “Mellie,
we messed up. It’s too late if they’re already starting through the gorge. We can
grab a few folks and get out on the mountain pass. Cut our losses.”
A scream in the distance.
Melinda tried not to picture the purple fur glistening with human blood.
Everything in her shouted to run, but she would never forgive herself if they
fled. “We gotta try. They’ll just keep multiplying if we don’t. I have an idea.”
She hoisted Plymouth and used it to point to the clock tower. “From the top
we’ll get a clean line of sight to set off the trap. It’s far but Plymouth might be
able to make it.”
Lance nodded.
They raised bandanas across their faces and dodged frenzied locals.
“Shoot ‘em from afar and hold your breaths!” He hollered to the townsfolk
above their shouts.
They just made it to the base of the tower when Melinda heard the telltale hiss
of the gremlins. Three monsters rode atop luminescent purple tumbleweeds and
skidded directly toward Melinda and Lance with ear-splitting howls.
“I can handle these early runners,” Melinda said. She passed Plymouth to
Lance, a better climber even though she was the better shot.
“But—”
“You can do it. Get up there fast as a lizard before the whole herd makes it
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through!”
Lance started climbing the side of the building.
Melinda gritted her teeth and turned just as the first gremlin barrelled
toward her. She steeled herself, ignoring the drop of her stomach all the way to
her boots. The gremlins were more grotesque than she remembered, their fur
positively gleaming in the purple glow.
She kicked the gremlin’s muscular body and sent it flying with a screech like
a coyote. The gremlins never said fully formed words as far as she heard, just
strange chittering like monkeys. Before Melinda could draw her Colt, the other
gremlins were upon her, their matted furs caked in glistening purple dust. One
wrapped an arm around her neck from behind and the other leapt onto her
chest with a shriek and clawed at her canvas duster.
The gremlins were even more hideous up close, their bright orange eyes
full of malicious intelligence. Their breath was like week-old dead flesh even
through her bandana. Bile rose up her throat.
She wrenched off the one behind and slammed it to the side of the clock
tower. The gremlin clinging to her shoulders tore off her bandana and Melinda
fought her instinct to scream. Purple dust coated her face in small tingling
particles.
Don’t breathe.
She threw off the gremlin, pulled out her gun and shot it dead.
A rattlesnake hissing invaded her head. The hissing turned into whispers.
Help us. Shoot him.
Tingling coursed around the bridge of her nose and down her arms. She
shook her head, rubbed her ears to get rid of the whispers. It was some sort of
hallucination.
“Lance,” she tried. But her vision blurred as if she were looking through
dirty amethyst. She glimpsed something beyond her normal sight: a clearing
not far from here, awash in crimson and violet as gremlins slaughtered cattle
and performed their blood-soaked mating rituals. Near the clearing, a pod had
buried into the side of a ravaged mountain. Three giant versions of the gremlins,
massive as mammoths, squirmed in the pod, trapped. The monsters, angry and
restless in the belly of the mountain, waited for enough gremlins to come and
free them. Their enormous orange eyes, fiery as suns, blinked at Melinda before
the vision faded.
Whispers rose again in her ears. Help. Us. Help. Shoot. Him. Shoot. Him. Him.
Shoot.
Melinda looked up at Lance’s receding figure. Her buzzing hand lifted her
gun. The first gremlin she had kicked was clambering after him.
Words were mixed up in her head as she pointed her Colt at a purple-hued
Lance. Help. Shoot. Him. Shoot. Him.
I’m dreaming, Melinda thought. And, like in a dream, she couldn’t stop
herself. Lance was at the top of the tower now, taking aim with Plymouth.
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The gremlin poised to spring on him, and shock jarred her thoughts enough
to rearrange the words: Help. Him. Shoot.
With a herculean effort, her hand moved a fraction.
She shot the gremlin off the tower.
A sound like a firecracker and cracking glass rang out as Plymouth’s blazing
bullet streaked toward the gorge.
A moment of stillness, then a whoosh of flames shot upwards like a reverse
meteorite. It lit the mountainsides in crimson and auburn.
“Ace in the hole!” Lance yelled.
Several locals stood stunned nearby, watching the explosion light up the
sunset sky.
Melinda groaned and plopped on the dirt. She rubbed her temples. Her head
ached something fierce, but it was clear of alien thoughts.
“We did it,” Lance said. He flopped beside her and pulled off his bandana.
“By the skin of our teeth,” Melinda sighed.
They clasped hands.
She’d fill him in on her odd experience later, she decided. Once they had
rested and regrouped. They could laugh about it at The Rusty Nail while she
drank enough whiskey to drown out memory of the whispering.
The deputy rushed over. He passed them a congratulatory flask and an
envelope of cash.
“A telegram came in,” he said. “Some fellas in Highland Peaks found a nest
of the beasts to kill ‘em at the source. You’ll want to head out first thing in the
morning.”
The pod and the mountain. The cold realisation washed over Melinda. It
hadn’t been a vision. She thought of the rings of violet in Pyrus’ eyes and felt a
sudden urge to retch.
“Woo-ee!” Lance exclaimed. He took a gulp and handed her the flask. “That’s
the best news we heard all week.”
He grinned, as he finally lit his cigarette.
She smiled back weakly. She couldn’t tell Lance. She took a hearty swig,
and then another. He would look at her differently or think she was infected or
contagious. Whatever the dust had done to her, surely it would clear in a few
hours in the cold valley air. “We’ll finally end this nightmare,” she said.
Behind them, a handful of folks hoisted the gremlin Melinda had shot and
set fire to a tumbleweed below it.
“Burn!” The deputy hollered as they turned to watch.
Lance slung his arm around Melinda’s shoulder.
The gremlin gave a long, gargled squeal while purple goop spilled from its
gun wound. As the flames singed fur amid cheers, a rattling began in the back
of Melinda’s head. It was as if a snake was slithering in her brain.
Help us.
She clenched her jaw. Her trigger finger twitched at her side. A hint of purple
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crept into the edge of her vision. Ignore it.
The gremlin’s eyes, brighter with the rising fire, locked with hers.
Melinda saw the mountain again and faintly heard the beseeching howls of
the giant gremlins, straining for release. She saw a vision of herself, as if from
a distance, bending down in her long duster and placing dynamite to free the
gremlins from their living tomb.
Help us.
Help us.
Melinda’s hand slid around Plymouth. Her mind, as if driven by compulsion,
calculated the best strategy to take out the violet-tinged crowd and get the
gremlin down before it was too late.
Before she could move, the gremlin slumped. Its life ran out in boiling rivers
of goo. Her hand relaxed. It was just a thought, she told herself as her vision
cleared. She breathed more easily. It’s not like she was going to do anything.
She stuffed her fists into the pockets of her duster and cheered with Lance
and the rest of them, as fire licked the sky. But no matter how loud she yelled,
it didn’t drown out the rustling in the background or the vision of the giant
gremlins waiting for her in the mountain.
Story Behind the Story
A mash-up of two things I enjoy inspired the story: the ‘80s movie Gremlins (and
its sequel) and competitive gaming in the weird west card game Doomtown:
Reloaded.
Return to Contents
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…Clint Lowe

N

amiko’s cheap nurse’s dress was pure disguise, her brown legs sleeking from
the white cotton part of the fetch to kill me.
“We row back to the shore,” I demanded, and extracted the oar from her.
But she smiled with her almond-eyed Japanese sensuality, stroked her neck,
and retook the oar.
Quinn, it’s your duty, just don’t get killed.
A better man and a better spy wouldn’t haul out into the Pacific fifty yards
from the coast, but would procure information over drinks at the bar where he
approached the lady. But like I said: a better man, a better spy.
The warm night swept over the tranquil sea as we sat in the rowboat, each
with an oar tucked on our lap. The mountains stretched into the dusk and a
million stars spied on us from above.
Namiko stood up, flipped her oar aside. “Imitate me.”
She kicked off her heels, glanced toward the water dancing in the moonlight.
Then began to unbutton her shirt.
“Oh, hell,” I said. “Are you nuts?”
“Strip.” She eyed my black suit and black tie. “That’s no attire for swimming.”
“Swimming. Right.” I straightened my tie. “You said you had something to
share, not—”
“I said something to show.”
“What? Japanese angelfish?”
“Rarer,” she said.
I glanced at the water, and wondered if she knew I was a spy hunting intel
on the Japanese military’s secret weapon. “You don’t plan to drown me?”
She picked the oar and spanked it into the water, spraying my suit and then
flipped it onto her shoulder. “Yes. I’m going to spank you with this and then hold
your head underwater.”
“I thought this was a date?”
“Don’t play stupid. We both know who we are. Quit the chicanery and lose
the pants.” And then she spanked my ass with the oar. While I was in surprise,
she speared me into the hull, rocking the little boat, and whipped my pants to
my knees. She tore my shirt open, buttons popping like gunfire.
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“Lunatic spy.” I grabbed a fistful of her shirt, and its buttons exploded.
We were both panting, our tops torn open.
She kneeled over me and scraped up a small stray sinker and flew it in her
hand humming, “Zzzzzz.”
“You making a bee?”
“A plane, dummy,” she said, then: “Boom.” She bombed the sinker onto my
bare stomach. “And I thought Americans fought hard.”
I shook my head, rising. “Crazy Japanese.”
A cold and quiet stillness came over her. She peered over the blue. “You
ready?”
“For what?”
She smiled like a nurse would at one destined to die of war-wounds, then
leaned over the boat and circled her hand in the water. A small glow emanated
from the seas, and then a light flashed out like a lightning-circle the size of a
football field, causing a small wave to spread out from the boat. I jolted back
into the bow.
It was some electrocution device, she was going to shove me overboard and
fry me red like a Sunday lobster. “So that’s your weapon?” I said.
“Partly.”
She took a rope tied to the bow and leaned over the rail. A chill rose from
the water and entered me.
Sleeping beneath was a ship. Namiko had tied the rope to a part of the ship
that was surfaced, waves licking the metal.
“When on earth did that get here?” I asked.
“Tomorrow.” She dropped her skirt to her ankles. “Hope you have strong
lungs.”
She stepped from our boat and onto the wrecked ship.
A haunting presence whispered I didn’t belong here. I was disturbing the
ship’s peace. I stripped to my jocks.
With careful steps we navigated the buckled hull. We climbed over rails and
jutting pieces of metal that chilled my feet.
“I know I’ve only been posted here for two months,” I said. “But how come
I’ve never seen this thing, anyway?”
“You’re the first to see it.”
I stood near what appeared to be the remains of a turret. “I doubt that.” I
glanced my eyes over the moonlit water and took in its size. “It’s huge.”
“It’s a battleship.”
“I can’t recall any—”
She put her hand over my mouth as we stood alone in the vast blue, waves
tickling our waists. “I’ll show you. Follow me and breathe deep, start expanding
those lungs.” She manoeuvred into a dark hole beside the turret—perhaps a
hatch—then stood on the edge.
She did mean dive.
“I can’t hold my breath for long.”
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“It’s fine. There’s an air pocket.” She disappeared into the dark blue.
I held my breath and torpedoed after her.
Blackness took me. Then I saw a flash of her arm below me and a subtle
glow. I groped for a ladder, but there was none. We weren’t descending through
a hatch—it was a hole. I pushed down, grabbing pieces of pipe and metal until
I was beside her. The glowing light that flashed from her hand now glowed
around her like a lantern. We could have dropped to the third or fourth deck,
but it was too dark to discern.
I sought the air hole she had promised, but she grabbed me and pulled me
into her light. She was going to drown me. I readied to punch her stomach, but
she jabbed my throat. I gasped a big breath of ocean water.
Except it was oxygen.
I took another breath and another, while Namiko laughed.
Decks inside a sunken water-filled battleship, and we were breathing.
Japan’s weapon. I had no idea what it was and, though it was the coolest thing
I’d ever seen or experienced, I failed to see how it could help them win this war,
any war. Unless they were invading sharks and octopuses.
Namiko squeaked open a buckled door in front of us, revealing a twisted
black hole. She took my arm and led me through. We weaved through a passage
in our blue bubble surrounded by total darkness. The passage twisted. Pipes
jutted out. We squeezed through crevasses, over and past walls that were
scorched and broken. Namiko led me through a battered doorway, opening
another world of blackness as the passage walls vanished.
A galley? A boiler room? Time passed, and we just floated and breathed
amidst the bubbles and a few tiny creaks from the ship.
Just as I felt at ease, a hand ran along my hair and it wasn’t Namiko’s. A
man’s ghostly face drifted above me. The stillness in his eyes shook me. The
whites surrounding the brown, wide open and unblinking as he floated, mouth
open but in no need of our air bubble. He was dead. Then an arm strayed past
our bubble of light, and it was no more than a lad, his eyes almost shut, but I
could make out the pupils and the stillness.
Then more men drifted past until a whole crew floated around us and, if
men were ever going to walk on the moon, I figured this was how it would look.
Namiko held my arm, getting my attention then she swayed her free hand
in a giant circle and out from the bubble shot another ball of light. Fire and
explosions erupted around us, but it wasn’t real fire or real explosions, for there
was no burning heat or noise or impact or shockwave. It was a vision.
Namiko looked me dead in the eye until the flames burnt out leaving
blackness again. And then it was just us and the bodies, surrounded by water.
We stayed for a few moments, but it felt like an eternity, another lifetime.
Perhaps it was for the crew gliding around us.
Suddenly the vision began to blur and sway in shock waves. My body became
loose as if I was out of myself, dreaming but not in the dream. I was going to
pass into blackness, perhaps die with these men. I wasn’t sure right then that I
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wasn’t already dead.
Namiko took my limp body and navigated back to the surface, restoring
me to the world we came from. Warm air entered my lungs, reviving my
consciousness. I wondered if that ship of lost men was real or if I’d just woken
from a dream. The answer soon came, because now standing before me out of
the water was the top half of the ship.
It was rent apart, its twisted foremast leaning forward like a dead man
sitting against a wall with his head dropped.
“You were breaking from the future,” Namiko said, taking the silence.
I stared at the ship before me. Eventually: “When did the top half of the
ship—?”
“I didn’t want to reveal it before. I wanted you to see the crew first.”
“Who are those people? When did this happen?”
“I’m the secret Japanese weapon you seek.”
“What?”
“The weapon.”
“Of course.”
“They force me to do this—to fight the war. I show them the results of their
moves in advance.” She shook her head. “Not anymore. I’m done with fighting
and death.”
“I don’t understand.”
She set her eyes on mine, my anxious eyes on hers. It was stillness again, just
us, here in this moment. And then she took the moment. “I can bring myself and
anyone with me into the future.”
“You see the future?”
“No. I can enter the future up to one day. That was the future. There’s going
to be an attack tomorrow before 8am. No formal warning, nothing. We’re
standing on the USS Arizona.”
I turned upon Pearl Harbor, not sure to believe it. But I’d seen the bodies,
felt them.
And then she took my hand. “I’ll show you.”
We boarded back into our rowboat.
Namiko raised her hands and motioned a giant circle, then followed the
flash and it was morning. A bright sun glistened over the water. All was still, a
sound of distant humming, like giant bees. They drew my gaze toward the sky.
In the far distance flew tiny black dots.
I gripped Namiko’s wrist and whispered, “They’re not bees.”
Story Behind the Story
A picture of the busted USS Arizona sitting like a dead man against a wall sent
me the entire tale in a flash of light. During drafts, I read the original title for
Jaws was A Stillness in the Water, and it resonated.
Return to Contents
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An Interview with
J Ashley Smith

…Eugen M Bacon

J Ashley Smith is a British–Australian writer of dark fiction.

“I once dreamt I woke up in a house where the lights didn’t work,” he says.
“There was an eerie glow and an invisible dog that attacked me and drank my
soul. I’m still not sure I ever woke up from that dream.”
J grew up in Cambridge, UK, surrounded by genre fiction: his mum’s bedside
stacks of Agatha Christie and Ngaio Marsh; his dad’s classic SF, Philip K Dick,
Heinlein, Pohl & Kornbluth. “I loved those old paperbacks, their dry pages
and musty smell, the psychedelic cover art,” he says. “There were other books
too—rooms full of them—but it was always these beat-up novels that fired my
imagination.”
He studied creative writing at uni, but was sidetracked by literary pretensions.
Then he moved to Australia and didn’t write for 10 years. “It was spec fic—and,
more specifically, horror—that freed me from all that, got me writing again,
allowed me to drop the tortured writer pose and just enjoy myself,” he says.
“There is something so authentic in the weird and the fantastic. It presents its
own reality without pretension, without disguising its artifice.”
Where is your writing space?
I have two young boys (four and eight), so I don’t have a set space or time to
write. To get words out, I have to rise before I’ve even gone to sleep, creep into
unusual corners, scrape sentences into whatever’s closest to hand. Most of my
stories can only be read by shining a torch between Gyprock walls, or holding a
candle to the underside of the floorboards, peering down the cobwebbed piping
of the Hills Hoist.
Some nights, though, I get to lie on the couch while everyone’s asleep,
crossing out words on a piece of paper or hammering them into a laptop.
Precious times.
Writing ritual
My writing routine depends entirely on insomnia. I don’t mean to live
without sleep, but that’s how it goes. I’ll be woken by one or other of the boys’
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nightmares, go pat a back, get them settled. Then that’s it for me. I’m wide
awake and it’s 2am—time to go pound out some words.
Writerly crush?
What a question. How can I choose without hurting the feelings of all those
other dead people?
If I had to pick one, it would be Thomas Ligotti (who, for the record, is
not dead). It was his collection, Teatro Grottesco, that got me back into writing
and committed me to writing horror. The first time reading that book was like
reading a nightmare. That word is widely misused, especially with reference to
horror fiction, but it describes the stories in his collection perfectly. They aren’t
merely frightening. Reading them is like crawling into the deepest, bleakest
corner of some lunatic’s oubliette.
If I could do something fun with Ligotti… We’d take a tram to a northern
town. I might remark about the strange yellow mist that clung to the windows,
or the yellowing teeth of the conductor grinding out tickets from the machine at
his belt. We’d book single rooms at the only boarding house in town, rooms with
a view of the street and the annual suicide parade. Perhaps we’d find a leathery
trapdoor beneath the carpet, peel it open, and descend rotting steps into the
warm and fathomless dark.
Or maybe just go to the pub, complain about the weather.
Are you structured or unstructured as a writer?
I’m imposingly chaotic.
Every other aspect of my life is incredibly structured. I like order, hate
surprises, get twitchy if pegs are left clipped to the washing line, commit
murder if someone drinks from my favourite mug. I’ve tried applying this same
pathological architecture to my writing. Setting goals. Writing outlines. But the
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story’s dead before a word hits the page.
Instead, I find ways to trick myself into not thinking, into not knowing too
much about what’s going to happen. I allow space to be surprised, to let the
buried voices speak. No matter how grotesque, that first draft has to be so alive
it’s electrifying. It has to compel me to keep writing.
Beyond that, I don’t have a set way of doing things. Each story has its own
life and shape, some more structured than others. Some demand to be free-form
and wild. Others, to be rigid and contained. The important thing is to listen to
what the story needs.
If you could improve your writing right now…
I’d let out the man that lives in the dark corners of my dreams, the shadow
spaces in my cupboard, the gap behind my bookshelves. I’d let that man step
out of the darkness into the beam of my reading lamp, let him walk towards me
with one shrivelled arm outstretched.
I’d hand him the pen and retreat. Let him do all the work…
When I’m not writing…
I cook.
For a long time, I was a musician. I played in bands, recorded albums, gave
myself tinnitus. Wore unsightly cardigans. But now I cook. I’m obsessed with
Mexican street food. And mixing the perfect margarita.
Reading right now…
I’m reading the manuscript of a novel by Aaron Dries. I won’t say what it’s
about, or what it’s called, only that it’s brilliant.
Before that, I read Slights by Kaaron Warren and Occultation by Laird Barron.
I’m a slow reader, so am somewhere between eight and eighty years behind the
rest of the scene. I’ll have been dead half a century by the time I catch up.
Best film…
Jacob’s Ladder. I consumed a dangerous amount of acid in my teens, so when
that movie came out it spoke to me directly; it lit up that knife-edge between the
unreality of everyday experience and our own bottomless, personal nightmare.
Also, in my twenties, I looked exactly like Tim Robbins in that movie. The
glasses. The sideburns. Maybe that had something to do with it.
J haunts the internet at www.spooktapes.com and Twitter @SpookTapes.
Return to Contents
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The Sonata Machine
…Logan Thrasher Collins
beneath an expanse of darkness shot through
with glimmering gadzillions of echoing stars, we stand,
wetware toes braced against the soil’s diasporic discourse
of moistly coded lactone linguisms
and attoscale electrostatic blurs.
we react, counteract, crickity-crack,
sparking cascades of coordinated neurophysiology
frizzing through this vast wavefunction gel,
the ultimate symphony,
unparalleled in its complexity,
replete with unceasing mutagenesis.
speed up the pace of history and
you will see the system synchronise,
the computational engines underlying our
cosmic storystuff aligning to solve those equations
of living and loving and dying and striving that
wander like lost aliens through sleepless nights.
we’ve funnelled Jupiter’s entropy out of reality and
now the gas giant is a Matrioshka brain,
running emulations upon emulations which
course and pulse as they seek out
the Nirvana-function,
the spatiotemporal gestalt which clicks
into a joy so intense that all
quintessential clockwork had
unknowingly sought its realisation
since time started tick-tickity-ticking.
that’s the universe we have spread out before us
when we stand within the nebulas of buzzing biochemistry
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which populate this thin film Earth
and touch the night air atoms
and promise that we have
the power to build the future
and that the sonata playing in our dreams
will encode our metamorphosis.
Story Behind the Poem
I wrote to provide an optimistic, emotionally-rich perspective on technology.
I hope to inspire my readers to help build a beautiful future by combining
rigorous science and crazy dreams.
Return to Contents
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Deleted Lives
…Dan Malakin

We’re in a bar somewhere near the Satyr district, the kind of place that’s all

dusk, corners and moans. Real sleazy. But after one, two, ten shots, you don’t
care. We’ve all felt this way, right? Whatever the reality.
“Where we going next?” asks the horse-slash-lizard woman I’m drinking
with. She leans forward and rests a claw on my thigh. “I know a great 8-bit bar.
Once you go pixel, you never go back.”
She’s getting no lucid reaction from me. She’s getting the same as everyone
else when I’m in this state—deleted lives, screams that go on for as long as you
feel like the world is spinning backwards.
Late on, someone grabs me by the collar. Stranger, it’s time for you to leave.
I’ve no idea why. My throbbing fist and the aching in my face like someone
swung a wrecking ball into it could have something to do with it. Standing
outside in the neon and the rain—it always rains in the Satyr district—I check
my credits, hoping I’ve got enough to dull the agony. The short answer is no. Not
if I want to auto-sober before getting home. It’s what a good father would do.
I catch the slow port, getting back an hour before Julia wakes. I hate
imposing a programmed sleep/wake cycle on her, but how else do I go out and
get wrecked? And babies love routine, right?
Back at the apartment, an hour to kill, me sober and filled with self-loathing,
I log into Jukebox Smash and start playing. You’ve got to line up vinyl record
into threes, fours, and praise be, the occasional five. I never get a five. I rarely
get a four. I’m not very good at it. But I’ve got to keep playing. Let’s just say I’m
in somewhat of a hole. Money borrowed, debts accumulated… and if you think
debt collectors in the digital world are any softer on you than in the physical
world, then you’ve got much thinking coming. They do things here that are
inconceivable to fleshers.
So I’m playing this dumb game as many hours as I can manage, playing for
other people, collecting their daily bonuses, levelling them up. Among some
crowds, it’s quite the status thing to have a high rank. In Jukebox Smash. Ladies
and gentlemen: the future.
“Dada.”
Julia’s voice comes from the bedroom.
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She’s standing on her cot, banging the top of the wooden rail. “Dada. Dada!”
I lift her and bring her close. She grins, grabs at my lips, tries to yank them
off my face. I pull away, then dive back in to blow a raspberry on her neck. She
squeals with joy and slaps the top of my head.
Once she’s calmed, I change her nappy—cursing myself, as always, for
insisting on this feature. I’ve played a hundred hours of Jukebox Smash to
cover what it cost me in bowel configuration. It had to be realistic! Down to
the accurate production of gut bacteria. Just so I could dispose of endless shitty
nappies. But she’s cute when I change her, writhing and clapping her hands and
going baa baa baa.
This time, it doesn’t take long. But then Julia does something strange. When
I try and dress her in her favourite babygro—the one with the frolicking dogs—
she throws up a fuss. I try all different ones, she won’t wear them. When I put
her back in what she was wearing before, the one patterned with smiling kettles
and dancing cups of tea, she calms.
The other Julia never did this.
The next day, I get the visit I’ve been dreading.
I’m awful at Jukebox Smash. And it’s not the first game I’ve been awful at. I
sucked at Coffee Captain and Super Office Manager 2. I wondered how long it
would take the criminals forcing me to pay my debts this way to get sick of my
meagre performance.
I open the door. Three of them are waiting on the other side. Black hair,
black suits. Featureless faces, save for the eyes. Oh, those eyes. They all have
the same churning scarlet corneas, from which emerge and disappear tiny arms
and screaming faces, like shipwrecked sailors drowning in the seas of hell. What
else can I do but invite them in and beg for mercy?
“You’ve got ‘til tomorrow morning to settle the debt,” says one. A desperate
hand reaches from his eye. It scrabbles around on his lower lid, before being
sucked back in.
If I can’t pay, then all my assets will be seized—including my own avatar—
and sold as part of a bulk lot to game designers, film makers or artists making
whole worlds out of reclaimed parts.
What happens to me? I become one of the screaming faces lurching from
the black suits’ eyeballs. An eternity of agony to serve as a warning to other late
payers.
I start asking random questions, praying for a human to reason with. You can
always work out if avatars are AI—they’ve got nothing to say for themselves.
“What do you think of this flannel shirt?” I ask one. “You like flannel shirts?”
“I don’t want to talk about flannel shirts,” he replies, rather stiffly. There’s
one of them.
The guy on the right isn’t answering. He notices me noticing. “Fucking dumb
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robots,” he grins.
I say I’ll work harder at my game, spend my own credits on enhancers. I’ll
get better. I’ll play better. The whole time, he’s shaking his head, like, I would
if I could, but…
“Dada dadadada.” Julia from the bedroom.
I don’t like the way the guy’s eyes widen. He starts for her—I go to grab his
arm, but the look he gives suggests I shouldn’t. So I follow behind, feeling like
I’m going to cry and throw up at the same time.
He’s by the crib now. “Hello little miss, how are you today?”
“Please give me a few more days.”
Julia’s slapping the top of the rail, giving the guy a grin with all six of her
teeth.
“That’s an impressive baby,” he says. “Will she develop?”
“No,” I shoot back, thinking it’s the right answer, but realise too late it’s not.
Who wouldn’t want a gorgeous, sweet-natured baby forever?
Especially some sickos and perverts on this side of the screen.
The man straightens up. When he smiles, I feel like a mouse considering a
cobra’s swaying head. “She must have cost you a fortune,” he says. “If you’d be
willing—”
“No.”
“You may even come out with a little profit.”
I shake my head.
“Once we’ve assessed her properly.”
My mouth won’t work.
“Don’t give me an answer now,” he says. “You’ve got until the morning.”
Faces frozen in torment jut momentarily from each red cornea, before sinking
again. “Think about it.”
So, I think about it. Or, should I say, I pace the room. I pull at my hair, and
remember the pain-twisted creatures leering from his eyes. Could Julia and I
run? Run where? There’s nowhere to go, not when I’m out of credit.
The choice is simple.
I hand over Julia to clear my debt, or I don’t.
She isn’t the real Julia. She isn’t my daughter, who I held to my chest
moments after she was born, the one I promised to love forever. She isn’t the
stunning little girl, barely a year old, who I left in the bath for a minute, just
a single minute, while I hunted for my camera so I could take a photo of her
splashing around.
This Julia is a refinement of photos, videos and memories. An expensive
replica. I’ve buried myself in debt to make this version look like her, act like her.
But it isn’t her.
Even though it’s the middle of the night, I get her out of her cot and bring
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her into bed with me. I stroke her cheeks and press her nose, tell myself this isn’t
her. She isn’t real. I can’t spend an eternity in agony for a ghost.
She claps her hand and babbles in her baby language. She reaches and
touches my face gently, like she knows I need comfort. When I cover and uncover
my eyes, going “Peepo!”, she giggles like it’s the funniest thing anyone’s ever
done. Before I know it, I’m blowing raspberries on her belly, kissing her chubby
legs and feet, swinging her around and around until she’s giggling so hard she
can’t catch her breath.
As light seeps through the window, I cradle her in my arms and softly sing
her favourite nursery rhyme: Twinkle Twinkle Little Star.
Sometime in the morning, she does something amazing. She grabs my cheek
and brings it to her mouth, like she’s kissing me. I never programmed a kiss.
All too soon, I hear them outside.
Julia’s nap schedule is minutes from starting. She’s yawning and stretching,
her body limp with sleep.
They bang on the door: “Open up!”
I wrap my arms around my baby and hold her tight to my chest.
If they take her, or they don’t take her, either way I’m going to suffer.
But if I do this, then at least Julia won’t.
My voice is cracking as I call up the control system.
I wait until I hear the crash of the door, and give the authorisation code to
delete her. At least this time I had a chance to say goodbye.
Story Behind the Story
Like any writer, I dwell on the worst things that could happen. My daughter was
barely one when I wrote this. I’d left her for less than a minute in the bath to get
something, and heard a crash as she tried to stand up and slipped. She was fine,
thankfully. But it made me wonder…
Return to Contents
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The Last Monster You Shall
Slay
…Paul Alex Gray

You were seven when you received your first weapon.

“It’s a dagger, mate, not a knife,” your uncle George said as you unwrapped
the package above the bloody corpse of a gorgon in a dusty small-town street.
You swung the blade, stabbing it in the summer air. You made swooshing
noises as your family smiled.
“He’s got it. See?” said Granny Claire.
Beaming, you turned to your dad. Bunyip Bill they called him. Even you
called him that. He was a huge bear of a man, all gristle and grit. Stronger than
his namesake, people said.
“A dagger’s not a toy,” Bill told you.
You turned the blade, fascinated by the way the light shone on the steel.
“We use these old blades because we’re warriors,” he said. A cigarette danced
on his lips.
The town was somewhere out on the Liverpool Plains. There were reports
of a strange beast roaming the ranches. It was tearing up cattle and chasing
farmers. Folks hadn’t seen a gorgon in years, but they sent for Bunyip Bill right
away.
There was a pop and you watched a firework whirl into the sky. The townsfolk
fired a barbeque to thank Bill for slaying the beast. They brought beer and
soft drinks and promised sausages and more. When they found out it was your
birthday, they gave you piles of lollies.
“Must be amazing to have Bunyip Bill as yer old man,” said a local kid in a
striped shirt.
You nodded, proud as punch. You led them to the corpse, a snake-tailed
thing with hair like razor wire. Its eyes were locked in a wide stare and you
thought it looked more scared than dangerous.
The kids asked you to hack a piece for them. An eye! A claw! One of them
spines off its back! You relished the attention but told them no. They asked to
have a turn with the dagger, but you said it’s not a toy.
A bloke came from the newspaper and made your dad stand beside the dead
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beast. One foot propped up, rifle slung over his shoulder, his curving sword near
the slit in the beast’s neck.
By dark, the blood on the road had thickened to a sticky mess. You touched
it, felt it thick with dust and grime between your fingers.
“See how I done it?” Bill said. It made you jump. “With a Gorgon, you can’t
look right at it. Remember why?”
A few hours earlier the monster had writhed out in the farmer’s field,
surrounded by cattle ripped open, their insides spread out like threads. An old
bull stood frozen, staring at the carnage.
“You listenin’ mate?” asked Bill. “Gorgon’ll turn you to stone, ‘specially if
you’re there gazin’ at it all dumb-eyed. Got me?”
You lowered your head, “Yes, Bill.”
“Ain’t nobody wants be turned to stone,” he said. He sipped at a bottle of
rum. He leaned in close, whispered in your face so you could smell the booze
on his breath.
“You wonder why I don’t just shoot it?”
You nodded. “Ain’t right to shoot a monster dead. You got to kill it with a
blade. It’s the warrior’s way.”
He sat you down beside him by a fire some folks had started in an empty lot.
The women and children and respectable looking men of the town gave their
thanks and left. You caught sight of the mayor slipping an envelope to your
mum. She counted through crisp paper notes before tucking them away in the
folds of her coat.
“Hush love, you sleep,” she said. “It’ll be a late one.”
You curled up as best you could, clutched the blankets close. The fire burnt
higher and soon the light and smoke hid away the stars.
The rougher men of the town hung about, drinking by the fire. They asked
Bill all sorts of questions. What’s the biggest monster you ever killed? A Dragon,
shot out of the Kimberley sky. You ever been scared? You always gotta keep some
fear inside. Or you’ll get sloppy. What’s the weirdest one? Some strange octopusheaded seal down at Warrnambool. You ever worried you’ll get killed?
He didn’t answer that one right away.
“I’ll die in battle,” he said at last over the crackling fire.
“Why’s that Bill?” someone asked, and you rolled over to see him answer.
He stared at the flames as they leapt and danced. He took out a cigarette and
someone lit it. Smoke slipped from his mouth and his words came like a growl.
“Hunter’s destiny. Gettin’ killed in battle’s the only way to guarantee entry
to the Golden Fields.”
You were ten when you slew your first monster.
You came to a town, upriver from Echuca. It was April when nights grew
heavy with cold. It seemed like just another stop on the road, another town
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you’d haul in; camp a few days while Bill took care of whatever beast ailed the
locals.
You sometimes wandered the streets, watched other kids or peeked in their
windows when they were at school. You saw bikes on the lawns in front of
houses, swings made of rope and odd tires and bedrooms filled with toys and
books. It looked like paradise.
“Can I go to school?” you asked Bunyip Bill.
“You’ll do best with me, mate.”
He sat you down by the river early one morning.
“Time for you to kill,” he said solemnly, and you tried to look brave. “I’ll be
there with ya mate. You’re gonna help trap it.”
Turned out, you were the bait.
That evening, Bill cast you out into the river on a borrowed dinghy. He made
you row until a thin rope drew taut.
“Whistle out when it comes,” Bill said.
He slipped back into the trees that lined the shore.
You shivered; every splash and dip made you imagine claws and teeth. When
the day was nothing but a golden strip on the horizon, you lay back in the boat
and began counting stars.
You turned the dagger in your hands, whispered your way through the
techniques to use it. You thought of Bill and Uncle George up on land. Safely put
with some townsfolk. How come they got to stay on shore? As the hours passed,
you got angry. He didn’t trust you to be useful. That’s why he’d put you out here.
You gritted your teeth and promised yourself today you’d do it. You’d kill the
monster. Then he’d let you work alongside him.
You went over what he’d told you. This was a water beast. A few folks
reckoned it was a croc, but Bill called them stupid for thinking that. He explained
it would have a long flat head, nub-like teeth. Probably a long neck and a body
like a dugong. These ones could get up on land. It was taking lambs from farms
some ways back from the water, and then a week ago, a farmer’s daughter was
outside…
You lost track of time. The sound of rhythms in the water splashing against
the boat distracted you. You imagined the world underneath, somehow visible
despite the darkness. You pictured some vast thing tearing its way through the
reeds and the silt. You tried not to imagine it just beneath you.
You were half-frozen and bored when you noticed something different in the
way the boat moved. You sat up quickly, clenched the dagger hard, and gazed
out in the half-light. You thought you saw something shift in the water but
maybe it was just a shadow in the waves.
With a jolt and a trumpeting, the boat tipped, and you dropped the dagger. It
clattered on the wood and, as you bent to grab it, something large and dark rose
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from the water. Many bright eyes glinted and a strange mouth opened.
A flipper-like hand reached over the edge and you shrieked. You found the
dagger and stabbed out. You felt it connect against something firm and a stench
of foul air rushed out.
Then suddenly you fell forwards. You crashed into the monster and tumbled
back away. Voices rang out and there was a series of sounds like thunder.
You screamed and flailed. You kicked as the boat drew up on shore. Strong
arms lifted you and dumped you on the muddy beach. Choking on tears and
snot you flinched with every gunshot that echoed.
“Why didn’t ya whistle, mate?” hissed Bill.
“I forgot,” you cried.
“Sloppy, mate. That’s how you’ll get killed.”
“I’m sorry!”
“Get here.” He half-dragged you across the mud to the flailing thing.
It seemed like some dinosaur, a squat body with too many fins. A flat head
like an old double-bladed axe you once saw, narrow in the middle and wide on
each side, broad gaps sucking in air.
“You’ll finish this one,” said Bill. “Cut along under here.”
You were shivering with cold. The dagger felt like it might slip right out
of your hands. The men muttered, watching. Dark blooms slipped from the
monster into the water and the bravado you’d felt in the boat washed away.
“That’s right. Right here,” said Bill guiding your hand.
You knelt, almost sitting on the monster’s neck. It flapped and bucked
beneath you.
“Go on boy, kill it,” said one of the townsfolk.
You stretched your arm, hoping Bill didn’t see you shaking. The monster’s
eyes gazed at you. Bright splotches of skin flickered and changed. It let out a
whine.
Did it know what you were going to do? Was it scared?
“Now mate,” Bill said. He squeezed your shoulder.
Tears in your eyes you swore you’d never end up like him. You slipped the
blade under the beast’s neck and cut it open.
You were eighteen when you got away.
No goodbyes or something close. You’d fallen in love with Sarah, a nursing
student you met when Bill had to get a mothman bite patched up.
She got a job out in Kalgoorlie so the two of you packed up and drove there.
Big cities weren’t for you, and you enjoyed the heat and dryness. It wasn’t
entirely barren, but it was different from so many places you’d been. Not like the
bush or swamps or the wide rivers where beasts lurked and lingered.
Here, life seemed to struggle against nature. You might see a lizard
sometimes, a snake occasionally. There were birds, sure, and bugs. And on some
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nights, you’d hear a dingo. Natural, normal things.
You did your best to transition, tried to avoid the infamy in your family
name. You tried to paint the life you’d always imagined. You had a daughter,
Maya, and before she was even big enough, you bought her a bike. She giggled
and squealed when you pushed her along your street, and for that moment a
fire burned inside you that you’d never felt before.
Yet you struggled with work. Most employers didn’t like your lack of a school
certificate. You tried your luck at sales, but you never were the talker.
“Bunyip Bill’s son, well I’ll be!” people said as they invited you in to talk
about whatever it was you were selling. Instead, they asked for stories about
Bill. They’d listen attentively but rarely bought anything.
You tried other jobs, but none lasted long. You alternated from council
work to security. It was tough to make ends meet, and when Sarah got sick and
couldn’t work anymore you had to call Bill. It was years since you spoke. He
didn’t say much but two days later there was money in your bank account. You
paced around the house at night, worried and unable to sleep. You imagined
him scheming away, making plans for you.
Within a week an envelope arrived containing tickets, more cash and
instructions to bring yourself and your dagger to the Dandenongs.
You and Sarah fought.
When morning came she sat in the kitchen staring out the window.
“You think I want to go back?” you said as the cab came up the road. “You
think I want to do this?”
She didn’t answer.
It was easier than you thought to slip back into routine. You followed the old
man around the country again. Uncle George was gone, so was your Mum. Bill
was grey-haired now and skinnier, but still strong as an ox.
You visited Sarah and Maya sometimes, but the distance between these trips
grew longer. At times, you told yourself to man up and return and live that life.
Bill thought you should stay with him and just send the money home, and
that’s what you did.
Midsummer you noticed he was sick. You’d killed some two-headed wolf-beast
spotted in the suburbs. As Bill cleaned his blade, he coughed. He pulled his hand
back and you saw blood on his lips. He stared you in the eyes.
“I’m yet to find one that deserves me,” he spat.
He knew the monster that would take him was one he’d have no chance
fighting. Or maybe he was stubborn enough to think he could beat it somehow.
It ravaged him from the inside, took away his breath.
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The funeral made national news. There were some TV and radio interviews.
You carried on the craft although you worked alone. You realised people were
changing and there were fewer jobs.
Years later you were hauling a dead were-dingo into the back of a ute when
a gang of protesters showed up. They jeered and shouted, filmed you and called
you a murderer. Their words filled the air as you drove off.
“Blood on your hands! You’re the monster!”
You are sixty-eight and you are dying.
The ragged hole in your side hurts like hell, but it’s not blood loss that will
kill you. It’s the poison seeping through your insides and down your arms.
Already your fingers buzz with cicadas that roar in the trees. Your death won’t
be slow, not like Bill’s.
You suck in your lips, squint out with a grimace etched in tight lines.
You’ve chased the last monster you’ll ever slay through the high school,
crossing the footy field. You watch it now, slinking down the embankment to
the street below.
The night hums with a humidity you’ve not felt in years. Two out of three
streetlights work, spilling a sick golden glow.
The monster drags itself with limbs that end in black claws made for rending
flesh. There’s a bloody hole in its back. Even this far, you hear its growl and hiss.
The tail you hacked off bucks and twists in the wet grass behind you.
You could finish it off easily with your rifle. That’s what the crowd of people
by the school expect. But it’s not a hunter’s way. Besides, whether killed by a
bullet or a blade, you’ll see this monster dead tonight.
When this call came, you were sure it was another hoax. You’re mostly retired
now, spending your days in a too-quiet one-bedroom apartment in Kalgoorlie.
Maya has moved away. She lives in Hong Kong, working for some bank.
You have a grandson, but you’ve only seen him once. You don’t blame Maya
for leaving. Really, you know that you left her and, after Sarah was gone, well,
there wasn’t much left to say or do.
The bloke on the phone assured you it was the real deal. Lizard Man he said.
Maybe it was climate change or the fact that too many highways were ripping
up its home. He said it had nearly killed a kid. No one was taking them seriously.
He followed up with cash, so you got on a plane and headed east.
The journey was long and tiring. The old bloke collected you from
Coolangatta and drove you a way up the coast. His wife had tea waiting, and
you spent the night in their son’s room. You stared at cheap cricket trophies and
posters of bands you’d never heard of.
You took a shower and got ready for bed.
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The bloke was waiting in the hall. He handed you something. “Got this
book,” he said
It was one of Bill’s. A Guide to Monsters, 3rd Edition.
“Reckoned maybe you could sign it?” he asked quietly. “I know you ain’t Bill,
but it’d be great still, anyway.”
You leafed through the pages, looking at faded photos of various monsters,
alive and dead.
“Don’t have to do it now,” said the bloke and patted you on the shoulder.
“Later’s fine. You get some rest. You can sleep in. We’ll go tomorrow evening.”
You leafed through the book, recognising people and places gone by. You
moved from memory to memory. Bill was in almost all the photos, grinning or
hamming it up for the camera.
There was only one photo with you. Must have been early seventies. You
were a gawky-looking teen, standing behind the carcass of a land shark, maybe
in the goldfields or some such place. You couldn’t remember the day, but you
gazed at the photo for hours trying to figure out if you knew what lay ahead.
You placed the book down and shut out the light. You listened to the sound
of bugs whirrin’ outside. You tried to sleep but it was too hot. So, you walked
through the quiet house and out the kitchen door. You stepped carefully along
the porch and down onto the lawn. You thought of Bill and Sarah, dead and
gone. Maya, so far away. You wonder if Bill ever made it to the golden fields.
You cursed yourself for every decision you’ve ever made.
The Lizard Man lets out a shrill cry and you rub your eyes. Your head’s pounding
and your heart feels like it’s working too hard.
The slick line of blood leads you like a pathway to where the monster
thrashes. An old house behind it is dark. The lawn is overgrown and one of the
windows is smashed. Like a lot of the other places, it’s almost like the town’s
giving up, letting nature grow its way back.
The monster lets out a yowl. Even though it’s hurt, it’s still deadly. The claws
scrape on the ground. It extends a tongue and licks the air. It’s lying next to a
streetlight, all lit up in a golden orange hue.
“Hold up now,” you shout. The wound in your side isn’t good.
The monster ambushed you beside the high school. You were sloppy. Came
around the corner and thwack! Its jagged tail went right through you.
You jammed your dagger into its chest, in a place that’d kill a man. Then you
hacked your way through the tail. It howled and slithered away and now here
you are.
You push onwards, struggling to balance. You can’t let it end yet.
“Get here!” you shout, and stagger over.
There’s a few lights winking on the embankment. Some folks have their
phones lit. They want to see the kill. Record it. Share it. Stream it or whatever.
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You turn your dagger in your hand. The Lizard Man shrieks and barks.
You figure the beast’s not likely going to survive but you’ve got a job to do.
So you move near it and jab your blade into its side. It grunts and lashes with
its claws, the edges sinking into your shoulder. You feel poison seeping in from
sacs under its claws.
“Yeah, do what ya need to do,” you hiss and jab again, jamming the dagger
deep.
The beast rakes at you again and you pull the blade out, push its weak arm
down, and you stab the sharp edge through its hand and into the damp earth.
You lean back and fall beside it, feeling your insides jar up.
You vomit and see blood mixed with the mess. Coughing, you wipe the taste
from your mouth. Far off you can hear people whooping and shouting.
The monster’s staring at you, taking low shallow breaths. Its eyes are devoid
of colour, black and oval-shaped like snake’s eggs. It hisses and snaps.
“You’ll take me there,” you say in a way that’s like a question.
The monster growls and lays its head down. You reach and grab its neck. Its
eyes are glassing over.
“You need to take me there. I’ve got to get to the Golden Fields.”
It’s silent now. You let it fall to the ground and you lean over the corpse. You
can hear footsteps shaking, out on the asphalt behind you. Voices shouting your
name.
You wish them away.
You run your hand over the scales on the beast’s chest. Some large, some
small written with mottling patterns that almost look like words. You reach to
your side and pull your fingers away, slick with blood.
You grab the monster’s head again, stare into its eyes. You shake it, shout
and cry. Beg for movement, or a flicker. Anything. In the blackness of its eyes
streetlights reflect the world. You know it’s stupid, but you tell yourself that the
eyes burn gold.
“Take me there,” you whisper.
Story Behind the Story
I sat in the yard one summer evening, listening to Johnny Cash’s cover of
“Hurt.” Animals called out in the night, and I imagined the elderly Johnny as a
retired cryptid hunter, reflecting on his life and the monsters that inhabited it.
Somewhat homesick, I set the yarn in Australia.
Return to Contents
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I

was ten, in the year of the flood, when I first saw her. The Devil Girl, you
know. I was out on the edge of the hills, down by the creek where it washed past
the rocks and cut down to the mud in the valley. There was always junk out by
the edge of the woods in those days, more people here then.
I saw her just after the sun cut below the hills. The sky was still light, but the
place where I stood was dark as a cellar. I was looking for crawfish, but I wasn’t
finding any. The flood had just dropped after the big storm, and the grass beside
the creek was laid over flat and brown like the fur on a dog. The trees were all
dead halfway up, green above that. They had drowned in the flood, same as all
the cows and pigs, and some trees were going to live, and some weren’t. That’s
what my aunt said. Some trees come back from the water, and some don’t.
I was beside the creek with my old net, turning over rocks underwater and
watching for craws to shoot out. The sun went behind the hills and I looked up,
saw nothing but the rocks and the half-dead trees. When I looked up next she
was there, right there by the dead sycamore tree on the other side of the creek,
close.
You’ve heard all the stories, same as I did. Heard ’em when I was sitting
around campfires in June, or staying up late on a Friday night, eating taffy with
other kids. Our big brothers told the story of the widow Morgen and the night
she slept with the Devil himself, or our daddies told it when they were into the
cider and wanted to scare us. We all knew about the Devil Girl, the widow’s
daughter. But had we seen her? If half the people who said they’d seen her really
had, not many would have said anything about it. I never did, not till now. And
now, it don’t matter much.
She was white, like I’d heard, white as a new sheet or a January moon,
and didn’t look any taller than me. She was naked, and had little breasts, and
I got all hot in the face because she had nipples pink as roses. I’d never seen a
girl naked before, not even once. Her hair was white too, almost silver it was
so shiny. She turned her head to look at me, and I seen her horns. Oh yes, just
like the story, little horns all twisty like a goat’s, no bigger than the ones on a
yearling. I was thinking she was pretty, and that I already kind of liked her. I
said she looked at me, and when she did I forgot everything else, and so would
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you, friend, so would you.
She had eyes like mouths, big and dark with no white anywhere, they were
the only thing I recall about her face, even now, close as I’ve been to her. And
they’re the one thing I wish I could forget, the absolute worst thing. They were
eyes with no soul in them, nothing but empty. The way a doll’s eye looks, only
she was looking at me sure enough.
I just watched her, and I was shaking inside my clothes. She crouched like a
cat settling itself on a rock and stared at me. It was like she was inside me, like
her eyes were chewing on my lights and I was dead already.
Then she tilted her head and smiled, just a little smile. On another girl it
would have been sweet. But I just screamed and ran, didn’t even take my net,
just threw it and ran like Old Scratch himself was galloping right after me. I
might have run a mile without stopping.
I jumped Old Man Pike’s fence and ran past the drowned milk cows in his
field without a breath. I was sure if I stopped and looked behind me she’d be
right there, close enough to touch, and those eyes would be eating me alive. I
couldn’t think of anything worse, not then.
I ran past the old barn on Potham Road and over the rusted train tracks by
the swimming hole. I ran through the crossroads and past the empty, boardedup storefronts. I ran until I got to my aunt’s front walk and fell on my hands
and knees on the grass, breathing so hard it felt like I tore something inside me.
It was getting darker and I knew she was behind me, I knew it. I was all
alone on the street. Mr Crabtree’s house next door was silent, his porch swing
still and empty. My aunt was asleep, always, in the afternoons. Across the dirt
road the fields stretched empty with only a few trees. I was sure she was there,
watching me from the empty place across the road.
I made myself get up and went to go in the house. And right then the church
bell sang out for seven o’clock and I looked back, gave one screaming look
over my shoulder and saw no one there, no one at all, just the empty street in
the summer evening, with the bell tolling the hour and the smell of the flood
drifting in from the low places.
That was the first time I saw her, not the sweetest, no, not the best. And not
the worst, not the worst by far.
I grew up tall, like my daddy, my aunt said. I don’t remember him, so I can’t say.
Sure, I thought about the Devil Girl after I saw her, even though I never told a
soul one thing about it. I just didn’t go fishing alone anymore, or hunting for
frogs and such. I never sat right down and thought it out, but I never did go
walking alone after that, not away from people. Even years after, I would get
this feeling whenever I was alone, like I wasn’t, and I’d look up real sudden and
think to find her there, close to me, staring.
I never tried to tell myself lies, never could get myself to believe it hadn’t
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happened. I knew what I’d seen, and I knew what she was. And it made a hole
in me, inside, like a place on a sheet rubbed clean through. If she was real, then
what else was real? If there was a Devil Girl, well, then there had to be a Devil,
too. That hole in me let those thoughts through, usually when the night was
dark and the wind was bulling outside. I’d wonder what was walking out there,
and I couldn’t tell myself there wasn’t anything, I knew better.
I was sixteen when I saw her again. I was out camping in the woods. I
wouldn’t have been there at all but for my friends Billy and George. They were
the damned best friends I ever had and they were going camping in the hills.
It was April and warm, and the air was so sweet and what was wrong? Was I
scared or something? You know how it is. So we went out in the woods in the
afternoon and climbed up into the hills. There’s a great place up there, a little
glen with wildflowers and a creek running past. We set up the tent and rolled
out sleeping bags. We made a fire just as it got dark.
We rolled cigarettes and smoked and told stories and laughed. Billy had
some postcards with naked ladies on them and we passed them around and
got boners while we made jokes. George told how he’d done it with Elda
Cottingwood in the apple grove after school and we ragged him and told him
we didn’t believe a word. Billy told about spying on Mrs Winslow in her bath
that time he peeked through her window. He said her bush went clear up to her
navel, and we laughed about that until we hurt. I can’t say I’ve ever had a better
day since. And only one worse night, just one.
The night came down full, with cicadas buzzing all over and crickets talking
to each other. We ate peanuts and watched the fireflies glow. I looked up and
there she was, white as milk in the firelight. She was standing behind Billy, and
he was talking to George, saying something, but I couldn’t hear him, like he was
far away. The cicadas were loud, really loud. And she hooked me with those
eyes and I went right back to where I’d first seen her. I was 10 years old again.
She smiled at me, and put out her little white hand and touched Billy’s face,
stroked it, and he didn’t move, like he couldn’t feel it. I tried to say something,
but no sound came. I couldn’t move or speak, and the wildflower smell seemed
ready to smother me.
And then she opened her mouth, and this sound came out. A sound like
you were in a cave, and a hundred thousand people and dogs and cats and
everything were in there with you, all howling, all crying, all screaming. It came
over me like a wave or a wind and blacked out everything, and I could hear
Billy’s voice in among the damned, and George’s, and mine.
I opened my eyes and it was morning. The sun blazing hot and the sky was
bright blue like there was never any night, don’t you believe it. I sat up in the
grass, and it was longer than it had been when we set our tent. There were
weeds and burrs in it there hadn’t been before. I looked for the tent and it was
gone, nothing of it. I looked for the fire and couldn’t find it. I thought I must
have dreamed, imagined the whole thing. But the glade was right, the trees
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were right. Even the creek was right.
I dug down in the grass near my feet and I found, way under the topsoil and
dry grass and leaves, a layer burned black and grey with ash. Here was the spot
we’d made our fire, but it was like a hundred years had passed by, or longer. I
clawed through the grass, and there, in the bright smiling sunlight, I found a
skull, just part of it. There was one eye socket, and the ridge of the brow, above
that the bone was cut clean, like sawed. It was so old, it was powdering in my
hands.
I stood up and dropped the thing. I knew it was part of my friend, one of
them. I looked around the clearing, wanting to see Billy and George looking
for me, or hiding behind me to shout and laugh at me. But instead I saw her,
standing shining and real in the sun. You’d think the Devil’s child would fear the
sun, but she glowed like a star, and her stare bit into me. I stumbled back, heard
the lost bone grind under my feet. I shook my head, refused all of it, denied
everything.
And the Devil Girl laughed, only no sound came from her mouth, no sound.
And then I ran, only then.
I expected the whole town to be gone, to be the last man on earth, alone with
her and the silent laugh. But nothing had changed. The trees looked a little
bigger and the houses had changed just a bit. Turned out I was gone a year,
up there. A year. They’d looked for us, for months, and nothing. When old Mr
Crabtree saw me, he was sure I was a ghost. Everyone went up in arms for a
fortnight, combing the hills and gulleys and woods again, looking for Billy and
George.
They were after me, everyone and my Aunt too. Where had I been? What
had I done? What happened? Where were they?
And I couldn’t say, I couldn’t. I just stared and cried like I couldn’t help
it, and mostly I couldn’t. I told them I couldn’t remember, and that was true.
Because I couldn’t say what I really thought, what came to me at night when I
was alone with the sounds of the old house.
Because I’d aged, you see. I wasn’t like someone in a fairy story who comes
back the same age as they went. No, I was a year older, with fuzz on my chin
and shaggy hair. I’d been somewhere all right. I’d been with her, for a year, down
there in the night, outside everything for all I knew. And how could I say that
the Devil Girl had come and dragged us all down to Hell: Billy, George and me?
I was the only one she brought back.
Then the war came, and I went. I was twenty-two, and I was happy to go, to
get away. I was in the infantry, went to France and spent eight months in a mud
ditch, and that was OK. Being in the ditch was better than not being in it. I saw
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horrible things, we all did. I don’t need to tell you. But nothing really scared
me about it, not deep down. The guys trying to kill me were just men like me.
They could shoot me or blow me up or slit my throat, but that was all. Nothing
I saw in the trenches was half as bad as the Devil Girl’s eyes, not hardly. A lot of
the fellas were scared of dying, but not me. What did I have to be scared of? I’d
been to Hell once already, and slept through the trip.
I wasn’t going to go back, after Armistice. I was going to stay in the army,
stay in France, away from home. But she found a way to call me back, yes she
did. I got a letter from Doctor Howard: my Aunt was dying, and I had to come
home to see to her. My CO signed my release and put me on a ship and home I
went, across the sea and land and back to the hills, to the places she walked. I
rode a wagon back to the valley, and I remember watching for her as we went,
looking for a white slim shape between the trees. In the deep woods, where
nothing human ever set feet.
The house smelled like sick, like a fever smells on the third day when the sheets
are thick with it. My aunt was down with something the doctor couldn’t pin,
nothing in his doctor books about it. She was just wasting away. Wouldn’t
talk, barely ate, hardly slept. She just lay there and stared at the ceiling. They
would’ve thought she was in a coma, but sometimes she moved. No one saw her
move, but sometimes in the mornings they’d find her in the rocking chair by the
window, or on the floor, or in the closet.
I moved back into my old room and took to looking after her. But it was like
being alone in the house, and I didn’t like it at all. I started to hear things, little
things. No one else would have paid them any mind, but I did. Footsteps out on
the porch, or outside my bedroom door at night, or in my aunt’s room. Laughter,
far away, like a child’s laughter, but not sweet, no no. The wind would blow and
I would jump half out of my seat and look behind me, sure to see her there. But
I never did. She wasn’t showing herself, but I figured she would soon enough.
It was a week of that. Of long quiet days in the house alone with my aunt,
like she was already dead. The afternoons were the worst. It was just quiet, and
all I heard was the sound the locusts make in the evenings—that buzz that rises
and falls, and rises and then cuts off just like that—like they saw something that
made them shut up. I’d sit on the porch, but across the way was just the fields,
and none of the houses looked alive. At night, sometimes, I could see lights in
the windows next door and down the street, and sometimes it was just as black
as anything. Like I was the only man in the world.
One night I woke up and the bedsprings creaked and twanged as my aunt
got out of bed. The floorboards grunted and snapped under her weight as she
walked across the floor. Her footsteps shuffled and stumbled, and I figured she
was sleepwalking. I heard her at the dresser, right on the other side of the wall,
and the drawers opened but didn’t close. I heard her nails claw and scratch at
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the wall like a cat that wants in, and I damn near jumped out of my skin.
I made myself get up; I had to put her back in bed before she hurt herself. I
wanted to call for the doc, to call someone, anyone. I would have given all the
money in the world to hear one human voice. But all I heard was my aunt run
up the window, and then I had to go in her room.
I opened my door and took three steps to hers. That’s all the farther it is to
Hell: just the wrong three steps. I opened the door and there she was. You know
who I mean.
Oh, my aunt was there too, sure. She had opened the window and was
standing there, head tilted to one side, eyes rolled back in her head so they
looked all white. And the Devil Girl was there, peeking over the sill, looking
right at me.
Everything in me just tightened up so much I could never have moved. I
stared at her as she climbed in over the sill, all white skin with pink nipples and
that little place between her legs. And those eyes, those eyes I told you about.
Her horns looked a bit longer, and when she stood inside the room she was a
little taller. She didn’t look twelve anymore, she looked maybe thirteen. But her
eyes were the same.
Oh, I wanted to run, but I couldn’t. I knew how she worked. She smiled that
dead, hungry smile and then climbed up on my aunt’s back like a kid getting a
piggy back ride. My aunt didn’t seem to feel it. The Devil Girl looked at me over
my aunt’s shoulder and put her hands on my aunt’s face, pressing and molding
like it was clay or rubber. She whispered in my aunt’s ear. I couldn’t hear the
sound, but I saw her little lips move.
My aunt shuddered and lurched towards me. Sounds came from her mouth,
animal sounds that blubbered and slurred as the Devil Girl squeezed and twisted
those lips. Tears came out of my aunt’s eyes and she suddenly screamed a long,
harsh scream. Her eyes cleared, and she was suddenly there, awake and sane,
and it was like looking into the eyes of something a cat had pinned down and
half-eaten already, but it wasn’t quite dead yet.
The Devil Girl smiled wider, and I saw her pointed teeth. She pulled and
stretched my aunt’s face until I thought it would split. More sounds, and I
knew, I knew the Devil Girl was trying to speak to me, using my aunt to tell
me something. She whispered again in my aunt’s ear, and wrenched at her skin
until the sides of her mouth split and blood ran.
And then the words gushed out at last.
I’ve been alone, since. The houses are there, but the place is all rotted and old
like the people have been gone for a hundred years. There are bones in those
houses. I don’t know how long it’s been. I just sit out here in the sun on my
porch and watch the days go by.
Sometimes the days last a long time here, sometimes the nights last a whole
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year, or maybe it just seems that way. Time does funny things around the Devil
Girl. I wonder how old she is.
I know I’ll see her again. One more time at least. Because of what she said to
me, in a voice like a howling wolf that killed my aunt when it came out of her.
The Devil Girl said, “I love you.”
It was the worst thing, the very worst. Because then I knew why she kept me
close. Now I know why I can’t get away from this place, and why my lifetime
will stretch out into a hundred, or more. When she comes back for me. When I
kiss the Devil Girl.
Story Behind the Story
I have a special horror of time dilation, and the idea that perceived time could
be stretched infinitely. And this melded with the idea of someone being loved by
a creature who had ways of expressing love that would be completely foreign
and alien to a human being. What would it be like to be loved by something that
has a completely different concept of the emotion?
Return to Contents
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BECOME A MEMBER OF

ANDROMEDA SPACEWAYS PUBLISHING INCORPORATED
Andromeda Spaceways is looking for energetic and motivated
people to be part of the ASM editorial team.*
Perhaps you’d like to be a reader and assess story submissions, maybe you’d
like to do book reviews, do some copy-editing, proofing, or maybe you’d just
like to learn more about how to publish a magazine.
There’s lots to do including editing, layout, artwork, eBook production,
distribution and general administration. How much you want to do is up to
you. We’d love to hear from you.
For more information, go to
http://andromedaspaceways.com/contact-us/how-to-join/

* While this is open to anyone anywhere, Australian residents are preferred. International
participants are possible, but may be limited to some tasks.
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New Writers Unearthed
An Interview with
Gemma Farley

…Eugen M Bacon

G

emma Farley is a lover of books and imaginings of other worlds. From a
young age Gemma would drift from reality into the world of her mind.
She says, “My passion is speculative fiction but I continue to write down ideas
as they come, which include crime and thriller concepts. However, I haven’t felt
the draw to leave and pursue another genre yet. Sometimes my dream world
takes over my reality and I lose time as I explore imagination. My friends and
family notice, and happily let me fantasise.”
Find out more about Gemma from her website or friend her on Facebook.
Where is your writing space?
Everywhere! The beauty of writing is you can do it anywhere. Since I
committed to writing each day, I’ve needed to adapt to what’s happening in
my life and this includes where I write. I write on a bus, at the airport, on the
banks of the Murray and even in a café in Paris. At home, it’s generally at my
dinner table where I can stretch out... The only risk is my cat walking across the
keyboard, but who knows? One day she might create a word I want to keep.
Writing ritual
I open the laptop, read the last page of what I have written, play my music—
with Lindsey Stirling as my muse. Each day I write a minimum of 30 minutes
or until I have 500 words on page. It’s tough some days and words don’t flow.
Other days hours fly and I write a chapter.
Writerly crush?
Raymond E Feist—you should have heard my glee when I found my book
on the same bookshelf in Dymocks as Feist’s. His book Magician and subsequent
books in the Riftwar Saga are incredibly detailed. The characters are imperfect
but engaging, the world considered in detail and complete. It’s a wondrous
story that kept me riveted and looking for more. If you haven’t read Feist, give
him a go.
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Are you structured or unstructured as a writer?
A little of both. I establish a structure at the start, a guide to the chapters
I want to write and what they should contain; I use this as an anchor. But in
actual writing, the story guides me. I introduce new characters, change plot
direction, add new chapters and see where it goes. It can create a few headaches
at the end of a book, calling for rewrites in early chapters to accommodate
changes made later on. But that is part of the fun.
If you could improve your writing right now…
Grammar, it’s one area that trips me up. So I love my editor. This way I
can focus on the story and getting it out. But I’m always learning, reading my
editor’s notes as a great resource for future writing.
When I’m not writing…
I’m coming up with new ideas for my business, an online learning
management system currently getting off the ground. Aside from that I love
exploring different parts of the world and experiencing different cultures and
histories, all of which inspire my own worlds.
Reading right now…
A Court of Thorns and Roses by Sarah J. Maas. A friend at work who is an avid
reader and has similar interests to mine recommended it to me. Together, we
bore people with our talk of Doctor Who or some current book series or other.
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Best film…
Tough, there are a few… But I have to say the last movie in the Lord of the
Rings trilogy: The Return of the King. The complexity of the story’s ending, the
knowledge of being forever changed by what initially seemed a simple task,
those reasons make the movie a personal favourite.
In parting, on speculative fiction, Gemma said, “The wonder of speculative fiction
for me is that anything can and is possible, you’re not limited to the confines of
knowledge or reality but allowed to explore wherever your imagination takes
you. I can create worlds, powers and take characters on journeys that are only
limited by the depth of my own imagination.”
Return to Contents
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Recruiting Now
BOOK REVIEWERS
Do you read a lot and have strong opinions about what you read? Need an
outlet for all those opinions? Andromeda Spaceways is currently recruiting
reviewers to contribute to ASM.
Become a reviewer and get access to the latest publications,
often before they are released.
If you are interested please send an email including a short bio of yourself
to reviews.asim@gmail.com.
SUBMISSIONS READERS
Andromeda Spaceways is currently recruiting readers to assess
story and poetry submissions for ASM.
ASM uses a blind submissions assessment process where readers are sent
anonymous submissions for assessment using a scoring system. This way all
writers are treated fairly and given equal opportunity to be published—if the
story or poem is good enough!
If you are interested please send an email including a short bio of yourself
to asimsubmissions@gmail.com
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Playback, Jury of the
Heart

Ivory Snow
Publication date: 27 December 2017
Sting in the Tail Publishing
Reviewed by Kris Ashton

A

refugee from the planet Bathox, Liam Keen, is in a relationship with retired
actress Audrey, who is beautiful but increasingly aloof. The couple sleep in
separate rooms and make love only on their birthdays and special occasions
(and only under sufferance on Audrey’s part). It has not always been this way.
When Liam first arrived in this world and “poured out of an acorn,” Audrey
declared him perfect. Carrying emotional scars from Bathox’s intergalactic war,
Liam was wary of falling in love with her (“Females are moths, they flitter from
light to light.”). But initially Audrey stayed, and fall in love he did.
His struggle to cope with this unrequited love comes to a cataclysmic end
when Audrey utters the words: “His name is Flint.” She walks out on Liam and
leaves him a broken, dishevelled, unemployed mess. Nero, the person who first
made contact with Liam after he emerged from his acorn, tells him to stop
mooning over Audrey and puts him in touch with Sugar Sweetman, a “body
artist” at Hoochi Mama and a former tarot card reader.
Liam and Sugar begin a kind of sexual healing, which involves many inventive
positions and Liam sobbing a lot during climax. In time, his love for Audrey,
which he comes to view as “black-eyed venom,” is diluted to almost nothing.
With his heart mended, he begins to reclaim his existence, even starting a new
job. But then comes the first twist: Sugar has violated her own rule and fallen in
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love with her client. Liam, fearing another dose of that black-eyed venom, shies
from his healer and would-be lover and seeks the cold solace of another whore
with more than a passing resemblance to Audrey.
This is a curious novella indeed, one that is almost impossible to classify.
It has numerous erotic scenes, but it is not strictly erotica. It uses soft sci-fi
trappings, but they are incidental and could be deleted or replaced without
harming the storyline. And while at its core Playback, Jury of the Heart is an
everyday story about recovering from a broken heart, author Ivory Snow* uses
off-kilter dialogue and descriptions to imbue it with a disconcerting sheen of
otherworldliness.
Snow is sometimes prone to over-writing—“So he sat with a tomb in his
heart,” she tells the reader, before expanding on this evocative image with 37
words of redundant prose—but ironically the sex scenes are spare and wellrendered; titillating without descending into the silly or absurd (always a risk
with erotica). The narrative becomes tauter as the story develops, and the
reader empathises with Liam as he goes on his unconventional journey to seek
happiness. The ending, which is foreshadowed in the first chapter, does not
disappoint.
One unusual thing drew me out of the story: the name of Liam’s home planet.
“Bathox” is a brand of bath products and, even if Snow is somehow being ironic
using this name, it is distracting rather than amusing. More thorough editing
would also have weeded out the odd typo, grammatical error, and bizarre phrase
(“calm table,” “boaty burp”). On the whole, however, this is a very satisfying
read, one that deserved a punchier title.
Those who prefer a strong speculative element in their fiction won’t find
Playback, Jury of the Heart to their liking; the SF/fantasy is more overlay than
framework. But Andromeda Spaceways has always been a broad church in that
regard, and it is easy to imagine a condensed version of this novella appearing
in its pages, so it will likely appeal to most Andromeda readers. The e-book
retails for $1.50, reasonable value for a 10,000-word diversion, or it comes in
miniature paperback for $6.87.
* A pseudonym, of course—Ivory Snow was a brand of laundry detergent
available in the US that used Marilyn Chambers as a model for its packaging
artwork in the 1960s (prior to her adult film career). This leads me to wonder if
naming Liam’s planet ‘Bathox’ was more than a coincidence!
Overall Rating: 4 out of 5 stars
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Sixth Prime

Dan O’Brien
The Prime Saga, Book 1
Publication date: 22 July 2016
Self-published
Reviewed by Terry Wood

S

ixth Prime by Dan O’Brien is a typical space opera, and the premise of the
Prime saga is a good one: “Sixteen men and women are connected in a way
they cannot yet understand. A murder of a prominent artist begins a chain of
events that will ultimately determine the fate of the universe. Only thirteen will
remain. In the end, there can be only one Prime.”
There’s the usual ensemble cast—a murdered artist, a courtesan, a private
investigator (who falls for the courtesan), a couple of hardened military types,
some treasure hunters, and an assassin to list a few. Encompassing all are the
Seven Worlds and the Commonwealth and Sovereignty, powerful political and
military blocs teetering on the brink of war.
O’Brien claims to be the author of over 50 books, the most recent of which
are self-published and available on Amazon, where one customer reviewer has
quoted O’Brien’s own words about himself:
I was under an impression—perhaps a misguided one—that led me to
believe that being a successful novelist meant attaining a lucrative contract
with a top tier publishing house. This is not to say that such an achievement
is not my goal. That is hardly the case. What is the case is managing a more
realistic outlook on the kind of writer I am right now. I am not a mass product
capable of attracting the attention of those kinds of monoliths of the writing
industry because my writing does not have that mass appeal so important in
that world. As such, I need to cultivate the smaller markets and advertise where
I can.
Being able to self-publish is great for authors and provides an egalitarian
aspect to publishing that has not existed before. But it also has its pitfalls.
Traditional publishing is littered with examples about writers who struggled to
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get published—Steven King being one of the best examples. But eventually he
did.
Self-publishing and the capacity to produce eBooks and online material has
meant that more writers are able to find an audience for their work. This can
only be a good thing. But if the advent of social media tells us anything, it’s that
not everything that gets published deserves to be.
And no doubt some people will find Sixth Prime interesting and entertaining.
In a strange way, I enjoyed it too. But, in doing so, I had to suspend belief
entirely and not worry about the many niggling defects that ruin the story.
Writers need editors and writers should not edit their own work, at least not
just themselves. A new pair of eyes and a fresh perspective is essential for even
the most seasoned writer.
Sometimes it’s the little things: “He had been given command… because of
his decisive decision-making…”; or the careless sentence structure: “Returning
the painting to its stand, he hooked his thumbs into his pants…” Inclusion of
the word “After” at the beginning of the sentence would have made all the
difference. It’s this overuse of the present participle to begin sentences written
in past tense that annoys me the most.
Also, poor characterisation to the point of cliché means Sixth Prime lacks
sophistication. Too much is given to quick characterisation, not allowing the
reader to explore the nuances of each protagonist as the story unfolds. It defies
logic that military leaders so flawed could achieve such high rank. Metaphor is
stretched to the point of silliness: “…sharpening cheekbones that could already
cut glass.”
The unceremonious unveiling of the assassin’s identity half way through the
book, despite the efforts of the poor private investigator, makes you want to
give up there and then. What started out as a nice SF crime mystery is suddenly
negated, for no apparent reason.
O’Brien’s earlier work has suffered similar criticisms: a good story with a
strong premise is ruined by poor writing. And this is only Book 1 of the Prime
Saga. Let’s hope that later books are better edited.
Overall Rating: 2 out of 5 stars.
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Smoke City

Keith Rosson
Publication date: 23 January 2018
Meerkat Press
Reviewed by Jessica Nelson-Tyers

“I heard a man cry out that there, there was her heart! Her heart! Though it was
simply a bulb of red coal that glowed when revealed to the open air. Inside me
whirled a funnel cloud of fear, the blooming certainty of damnation.”

S

moke City follows the journals of Marvin Deitz, the modern reincarnation
of Joan of Arc’s executioner, as he takes one last stab at salvation. His story is
crossed with and reflected by the story of Mike Vale, once famous for his art,
now a sad wreck of a man also in search of absolution.
The book immediately engaged me with the introduction of the smokes,
figures that appear and fade away in increasing numbers across Southern
California and Mexico, and particularly urban centres like Los Angeles—who
knows why? In Rosson’s book, the paranormal rapidly becomes mundane,
exemplifying the idiom “familiarity breeds contempt.” This sullying of the
incredible is disturbingly easy to visualise.
This is a book that isn’t about saving the world, but about saving souls. The
themes of guilt and redemption are taken beyond a single lifetime. Marvin’s
punishment and his ultimate goal have stretched through centuries. His chance
for redemption and release finally comes when he hears Joan of Arc has also
reincarnated. He urgently needs to make it to Los Angeles to find her. Mike’s
journey also takes him towards Los Angeles, with the aim of finally doing right
by his ex-wife, the person who means the most to him. The cycle of suffering
Marvin experiences is replicated daily in Mike, who swears off alcohol repeatedly,
but is inevitably drawn back.
The characterisation in this novel is exceptional. I was immediately
immersed in the lives and sensations of the characters, and soon felt I knew
them intimately—perhaps uncomfortably at times. The detail in the description
brought me close enough to smell the blood dried on Mike’s pillow, and see the
maggots in the flesh of Geoffroy Thérage’s torture victims. Rosson has poured in
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historical research to make sure his brutal picture of life in 15th Century France
(and beyond) rings true.
Mike Vale owns the story as much as Marvin Deitz. For a while, despite
enjoying Mike’s intense character, I questioned Rosson’s purpose in having him
in the book—especially when the pace of the action slows towards the middle
to fill in the history of his relationship with his ex-wife. Later I couldn’t imagine
the story without him.
Metaphor and simile bring extra depth to Rosson’s writing style. “Lava, hot
and malicious” compresses itself behind Mike’s optic nerves. The smoke on the
floor is “curled like an apostrophe.” Throughout the novel, Mike Vale’s story is
told in third person, while extracts from the journals of Marvin Deitz are first
person. I found this mix of perspectives refreshing; it was done well, so it never
confused.
Keith Rosson is making a name for himself as a genre-defying author, and
this book fits that description. Perhaps magical realism would be the best label
for his work. I enjoyed his blend of literary drama and the supernatural, and I’ll
be looking out for more of his work.
Overall Rating: 4.5 stars out of 5
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I

nfractus, by Sarah L Johnson is a not-quite book. It’s about a not-quite assassin,
operating on behalf of a not-quite corporation, after a not-quite apocalypse. Is
it good? Not quite.
Apocalypses today are a shoddy lot. In the good old days of Liebowicz, Buck
Rogers and Mad Max, an apocalypse meant the utter rout of humanity, which
was to be rebuilt over centuries into a totally different society. In modern years,
however, The Hunger Games and The Maze Runner have shown us a new type of
apocalypse, where society changes overnight and a ruthless fascist government
appears, but people (particularly those in the 15-25 age range) still have all of
their teeth and are supermodels in the midst of starvation and deprivation, and
don’t spend their days in dung-infested hell-holes fighting with broken bottles
over half a rat.
Infractus lies squarely in the second camp. Somewhere around 2020 someone
blows up a lot of stuff. Our Hero (we never learn his name) is a bit hazy on
what, or how, or why. After the requisite, gritty urbanism of picking through a
few bins—almost prostituting himself and surviving with no internet (OMG!)—
he gradually learns that, in the chaos following the apocalypse, the DREADED
EVIL Panopticon Corporation has taken over the world.
The reasons and mechanism for the rise of the dreaded evil Panopticon
Corporation remain a mystery. People have been trying to take over the world
for quite a while now, from Alexander the Great to Adolf Hitler, and the
dreaded evil Panopticon Corporation not only managed it with no electricity or
communications network but got it all done the first time, which has got to be
worth a gold star or two.
Within a dozen years, all of society (at least in North America; nowhere else
seems to matter) is back to full capacity, replete with wineries, universities,
privately-owned aircraft, holidays to Bali, electric cars and carpet salesmen.
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How on earth do carpet salesmen survive an apocalypse, and if they did why
would they go back to selling carpet?
The dreaded evil Panopticon Corporation is a mystery in itself. We never see
who they are, or why, but they take on our hero and train him as an assassin
at their special post-apocalyptic assassin school (handy). That they have the
resources to do this only a few years since the collapse of society, so utterly
that a private corporation was able to defeat the combined militaries of every
nation on earth, is little short of miraculous. That they would want to is another.
Any corporation whose employees continue to clock in despite explosions large
enough to make entire armies not show up for work must have a hell of a
benefits plan. Could the employees be getting the same motivational training
as the carpet salesmen? Even the total dissolution of the world was not enough
to stop the loyal legions of accountants, procurement officers, HR, payroll staff,
middle management, factory staff and executives of the dreaded evil Panopticon
Corporation from showing up to work, changing their corporate goals from
whatever it was they were doing to world domination, and getting it done.
Frankly, any organisation that motivated probably deserves to win.
Our hero exists in a similar logical vacuum. An orphan brought up by nuns
and seemingly with a guardian angel who makes him death-proof, he stumbles
his way through the first half of the book existing on neglect, almost-rape and
whatever else he thinks he can get away with. Uplifting the book is not. Religious
overtones it has in spades.
Halfway through Infractus—with no bad guy, plot, or hero name in sight—
things change very fast. The hunter becomes a different hunter, for a different
team. It’s a seismic shift, but unfortunately the change of pace is not accompanied
by a change of style, and the reader is left with the same plot-free, meandering
narrative albeit with some new scenery.
This is the real weakness of the book: a lack of purpose. It doesn’t exist to
show us the world. At no point does our hero have a target or a plan, and the
reader is left wondering when something, anything, is going to happen past the
serial, localised firefights our hero has imposed on himself by others.
It’s clear from the book’s ambiguous and abrupt ending that the author has
more in store for us (probably a trilogy). One can only hope that a) a villain; and
b) a plot make themselves known in due course.
If apocalypses are this easy to survive, they aren’t apocalypses.
Overall Rating: 1 out of 5 stars.
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Heorot Media Production
Reviewed by Meghan Brewster

C

ERBERUS REX is an hour-and-a-half long science fiction podcast directed,
produced and edited by Jason Hardcastle. I’m hesitant to refer to it as a podcast,
for fear of giving the wrong impression. While podcasts tend to take on a lightly
informative talk-back radio style, this is in fact a tightly woven fictional program.
The story centres on Dr Anabela Correia, a professor of astrophysics at
Hawksmoor University. When a former colleague requests her help in solving
a mystery of physics, she travels to a remote research facility called Well
Station. It is a puzzling situation, but like all good protagonists, Correia accepts
the invitation. At Well Station, she meets Security and Containment Officer,
Benjamin Wyngarde. They travel together to a bizarre underground cave with
inexplicable physical properties. These two characters are immediately different,
in style, behaviour and approach to the mysterious cave, but it’s Anabela Correia
who drives the story forward.
It’s action driven; not packed full of monologues and exposition. A dialogue
driven audio adventure could have been difficult, without the physicality of
actors and blocking, but Cerberus Rex works well. The show is told entirely
through dialogue, sound effects and music. This means the quality of the
audience’s experience depends equally on story, writing, the strength of the
voice actors and the quality of the production.
The music, score, foley and production come together to create an immersive
and engaging audio experience. The first half of Cerberus Rex focuses on the
physics at play within Well Station; there is a touch of time travel, displacement,
and the general unknown. Then, suddenly, the story takes a more action-based
shift as the lives of Correia and those around her are threatened by an unknown
entity (I won’t spoil it here). From then on, we get more of a ‘close encounters’
vibe. The action eventually comes down to how she confronts the unknown,
despite the ‘best’ advice given to her by John Brant, the security control officer.
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Correia is such a well-written character, that I probably could’ve listened
to her deliver an astrophysics lecture for the whole hour and a half. She is
immediately engaging in both character and performance. Natali de Assis does
a wonderful job as the lead voice actor of Cerberus Rex’s inquisitive protagonist.
At times, her voice took me back to 2014 when I was listening to Sarah Koenig’s
Serial; the investigative journalism podcast that put podcasting on the map.
The show is titled Cerberus Rex, after the dog who guards the gates of the
Underworld and a tyrannosaurus rex. But perhaps it should’ve been titled
Cerebral Rex, as it’s the intelligence of its lead character that guides the action.
Hardcastle does well to immediately appeal to his audience as the story
opens with an engaging puzzle. I must confess: I thought I would casually listen
to this podcast while I painted my son’s bedroom. Instead, I sat down on the
floorboards and listened intently.
Cerberus Rex will appeal to audiences who enjoyed the movies Arrival
(2016) and Contact (1997), and James Bradley’s novel, Clade (2015), where
the character who’s the most open-minded and scientifically curious ultimately
survives over those who turn to guns, weapons and a “shoot first, ask questions
later” mentality. The show doesn’t break any new ground in terms of sci-fi
themes and plotting, but at the centre of the tale is a lesson in communication,
language and how best we can approach the unknown.
I’m assured there’ll be more Cerberus Rex in the near future, but in what
form, it’s yet to be determined. The ending is open enough that it could be
the start of a much more complicated mystery between Dr Correia and the
unknown. But, at the same time, it’s also a well-made, standalone production
that’s worth checking out.
Overall Rating: 4 out of 5 stars
Return to Contents
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